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Translator’s Foreword

All praises are due solely for Allah, the One who sent down this Book
arranged in the best of orders, the meanings of which are clear yet
carry many hidden meanings. I bear witness that there is no deity
worthy of worship except Allah, the One who perfected His religion
with His Words and I bear witness that Muhammad is His slave and
messenger - the final one of the Messengers that were sent, entrusted
to convey the message of His final revelation.
The Qur an is an extremely powerful book which came to eradicate
false beliefs and reform the hearts of men. So when the Jinn heard the
Qur an recited, without any delay, their hearts were transformed:

icUlIjJUa ji-l *JS> Zfy
{A group of Jinn listened [to this Qur'an]. They said: “Verily! We

have heard a wonderful Recital.”}1

The miracle which is the Quran has been preserved by all Muslim
generations. It became the legislation and lifestyle the Ummah lived
by; reciting it, memorising it and studying it. One of the biggest rela-
tionships that a believer can have with the Qur an is to ponder upon
its words and meanings. This is the command from the One who re-
vealed it and the key to truly benefiting from it:

u^i jSjf jluxij AiUi \JJM isjc &$\ teijsf
1 Jinn:1



Asrar Tartib al-Qur an

{A Book which We have sent down to you, full of blessings that they
may ponder over its ayat, and that men of understanding may re-

member.}2

In fact, the greatest form of regret and blame is attached to those who
do not fit the above description:

i\$uMOjjj£ fi 5Tji5i

{Don’t they think deeply about the Qur'an or are their hearts locked
up (from understanding)?}3

This objective cannot be truly fulfilled unless the reader of the Qur'an
is aware of the deeper meanings of it, the themes and objectives of
the surahs and the wisdoms found within them. For this reason, the
scholars both past and present possessed a stimulus in understanding
in a deeper manner and gave importance to documenting them with-
in their works.
The true miracle of the Qur'an can be excavated when one realises
that its miraculous nature is combined in all of the disciplines of the
Shari’ah.The deeper meanings are intertwined within the religion as a
whole.So it may appear that the meaning of a particular ayah or surah
is clear to the reader, however the Qur'an is something which cannot
be reproduced by man—therefore, what may appear to be plain and
simple is actually something which is refined in wisdom and unlim-
ited in knowledge. For this reason, the earliest disbelievers in it de-
scribed it as enchanting witchcraft.
Ibn ‘Atiyyah said in the introduction of his Tafsir (1/278):

Allah is All-Encompassing in His Knowledge and the Qur'an
consists of His Words. If one realises this, then they will be

2 Sad: 29
3 Muhammad: 24
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Secrets Within the Order of the Qur an

quick to realise that the particular wording used in the Qur an
and the arrangement given to it cannot be matched. If someone
tried to replace the vocabulary or rearrange the sentences its
meaning and effects would be lost. Its fluency would be lost, its
connection disjointed and man would remain in ignorance and
lack any memorisation in it. Man is not all-encompassing in his
knowledge, and that is why the Qur an set down the framework
for human life to live by.

To understand the clearer and the hidden meanings found in the
Qur an, the scholars of tafsir have given the topic of theming and
discussing the arrangement of the surahs a great deal of importance.
From them, Imam Fakhr al-DIn al-RazI was a pioneer in this, of
which he said in his tafsir, “The greatest delicacies of the Qur an are in
understanding its order and connection with one another.”
Others stated that the best way of understanding speech is to under-
stand how it links, so that the paragraphs and chapters are not inter-
rupted and its flow disturbed.4

From those that authored on this topic also is Imam Jalal al-DIn al-
Suyutl in this book entitled, Asrar Tartib al-Quran. Unlike many of
those who preceded him, this is a separately authored book and not
included within a broader work of tafsir. Imam Jalal al-DIn was some-
one who was well-established in usul al-tafsir and tafsir itself, being
a reference point in both disciplines. He relied on the works of many
that came before him, especially from the likes of Imam Fakhr al-DIn
al-RazI and this book also became a basis for those who authored on
this topic after him. All of this creates the conditions for this book
being of utmost benefit for the English reader, enabling them to un-
derstand tafsir in a manner never seen before in the English language.
The copy we have relied upon was edited by Abd al-Qadir Ahmad Ata

4 See al-Burhan fi (Ulum al-Qur'an ( 1/35-36).
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Asrar Tartib al-Qur ’an

in which he references narrations and cites quotations. He also adds
further benefits which can be found in the footnotes. Therefore, the
default for all the footnotes mentioned in this book is that they are
cited from the editorial of Abd al-Qadir Ahmad Ata. If anything has
been added by the translator then this is preceded with the abbrevia-
tion [T].
I ask Allah to make this a beneficial book for the author, the reader
and all those involved in producing it. Likewise, I ask Allah to give
this Ummah a stronger connection with the Noble Qur'an, that it be-
comes a guidance for their lives—being a criterion for them between
right and wrong. Also, I ask Allah to give us the ability to reflect upon
its deeper meanings and allow us to understand His Speech.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet Muham-
mad, his family, companions and all those who follow them in guid-
ance until the Last Day.
Note:Square brackets (i.e. []) within the Arabic text denote additions
from different manuscripts.

18
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Biography of Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti5

849-9llH

His level of intellect and knowledge was a rarity, unique amongst his
contemporaries, and he was an imam amongst the scholars, an au-
thority in giving critique, firmly established in knowledge, an icon in
giving explanation, the crown that sits on top of the efforts placed by
the earlier generations, the flag-bearer of eloquence and expression.
His name is Jalal al-Din, Abu al-Fadl, Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Bakr
ibn Muhammad ibn Sabiq al-Din al-Khudayri al-Suyuti. He was a
Hafiz and a muhaddith, an imam in the Arabic language, usul al-fiqh
and tafsir.
He was born in 849h and became an orphan at an early age. He mem-
orised the Quran in his childhood and then sought knowledge. In
this he showed a high level of enthusiasm and exertion. He was very
quick in making the scholars his companions and was a constant at-
tendee in their sittings and lessons.
When he reached the age of forty years, al-Hafiz al-Suyuti secluded
himself in Rawdat al-Miqyas (which was in Cairo, by the Nile) and
concentrated on worship and authoring, and it was at this point in
his life that he began to author some of his most famous works. These
Include:

• Jam' al-Jawami (in usul al-fiqh ).

5 See al-Daw’ al-Lami‘ (4/65) and al-Vlam (3/301).



Asrar Tarfib al-Qur an

• Al-Hdwi ( in fiqh ).
• Tadrib al-Rawi (in mustalah al-hadith ).
• Tabaqat al-Huffaz (in the science of narrators of hadlth).

• Al-Jami‘ al-Saghir (a compilation of hadlth).

• Al-Itqan (in usul al-tafsir ).
• The completion of the tafsir of Jalal al-Din al-Mahalll (which was

later known as Tafsir al-Jalalayn ).
He later died in Rawdat al-Miqyas and was buried in Cairo in 91lh.
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[Preface]

t <w^jJL*>! ^1P *X*^w*Jl 4jb^ Jy\ AIS

coljlj I*jyj» <JUflij cOl~J Oil AJJJ

^Jbtj Jaij £t-saib ^UaJ ĵ 4apl A^ja.ij

c c.^JLA]1 4 -̂JS^J AP^\J^ AJL-I

1 AiJUl A£*«^>IJ
" "< Vjj•• «

‘V^V 0"°“

• »w‘^y

All praises are due to Allah, the One who sent down the Glorious Book
having the best of styles. Its eloquence and rhetoric are breath-tak-
ing, constructing the hearts of those who hear it. He sent down clear
ayat, correlating them with one another in chapters. He organised
it through His infinite wisdom and fluency in the best of fashions.
He systemised it with the best of systems, with the most articulate of
words and with the richest of meanings.

-uii *iyj ns/"ij 4J jiJ 4JI J\/\ JL* AJl {J >̂

... l^s-ajj ^ r/'N LS*-UP



Asrar Tartib al-Qur 'an

May the blessings of Allah be upon whom this revelation was sent
down to—a warner by it and a reminder. He is the One who placed it
in his noble heart, negating any form of hardship from within it. The
one whose heart was cast open, blessings be upon him, his family and
companions, those who migrated and supported him.

To begin:

£ £ £

y J\ ty y
* * *c-~^l U cL ûiij <ujip y cuisi J : Jjij

t- t- *
j\j l$JP OOijlj 4JU. O -5^* ^ oyb-5 LS*

dJUaJUj tlSjA4j UL» L>- (di^3 C—ailj
. «^3 ^ lL-1 t

_
Surely, Allah, the Glorified, has favoured me and taught me to under-
stand the stages of His revelation. He has opened the doors for me and
enabled me to extract the sciences He has placed within it. [Even up
until the point of authoring this book,] I still find pleasure in looking
at its gardens and the different pastures it has. I was worried about
entering its courtyards but my self comes back to me and says, “Do
not be scared, enter.” So I was able to take its fruits out of its shells
and its sciences and expressions. I left the vessels as they were, but
borrowed from them small samples for me to take away. I dug deep
to make holes in the fields of meaning and collected them in mounds
on the gardens surface. I lit fires within the boundaries, igniting them
with intense heat but maintaining firm control over its blaze. On the
back of this excursion, I authored comprehensive and specific works;

c
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Secrets Within the Order of the Qur'an

detailed and brief. Surely, if one is created for a purpose he should
prepare it, and anyone who loves something will always mention it.

Ul oLsl*j c—aJl UW*

t A^lSsJl C \jj jj+AJl

t 4AjUI
^gip t OjLs^s-* 4AILA>- ^gll 4 9jl>*pj A>-J

; Ip^J jJUP ^glp jljfo

From what I have authored connected to understanding the Qur'an
is a book called “The Secrets of the Revelation”6; researching its
structure, explaining its wonders, giving examples of its eloquence
in wording and rhetoric of its composition, unravelling its miracles,
taking its literal and metaphorical meanings, knowing of its styles and
methods, refreshing its solidity of objectiveness and proofs. All of this
comprises of variant aspects that exceed ten in number:

*. IgA* J5*
i 0jy* s—i-y JLJ :

One. An explanation regarding the appropriateness of the sequen-
tial order of the surahs and the wisdom of their positions within the
Quran.

LS* ^ is-jLi ijyM JS” jl jL
«• •• ••

Two. An explanation that each surah explains that which is general in
the surah which comes before it.

6 [T] This has been printed in Qatar by Wazarat al-Awqaf (1994), and the re-
search into the manuscripts was performed by Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-
Hamadl. The author reached Surah al-Tawbah: 92. The title is Qatf al-Azhar fi
Kashf al-Asrar.

23



Asrar TartTb al-Qur an

. IfLS JŜ ipi 4J>-J ; cJliSl
Three. The connection between the end of each surah and the begin-
ning of the one that follows it.

ciJJi) 44J oJLw* A ^JLJJ

Four. The appropriateness of the start of the surah to its intended pur-
pose, which manifests the marvellous manner of its introduction.

. JJIJI
Five. The appropriateness between the beginning and end of each
surah.

4 4J \J 1 *UI

.1
Six. The appropriateness of the ordering of the ayat, the connection
each one has with the other and the reason for their order and coor-
dination.

.AJISL Ĵ AjhljoP- cip^LJl OW *

Seven. An explanation to the rhetoric found within the chapters, the
manner in which people are addressed and its contexts.

4 I ^
ip VUJLJI JA AJLP U jL

ejdJlj 4 lj 4 AJI^J 1J 4
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Secrets Within the Order of the Qur an

c 4ply \j 4 (dJJi j*P} 4 iJbLŜ Jlj cJSLjaJtj 4 ĴUJJIJ

Eight. An explanation to the profound intelligence of its rhetoric and
an illustration into its vastness; with the use of similes, parables, con-
notations, use of metonymy, grammatical shifts for rhetorical purpos-
es, structure, foreshadowing, rhetorical shifts, flash-backing, parallel
narratives, epanodos, indications as well as other literary elements
and techniques.

z>- J 4 (J ^\

Nine. An explanation into where each ayah ends and the relevance of
the ayahs ending with them.

*
•LgJ

Ten. An explanation regarding the name of the surah and its connec-
tion to the theme of the surah.

.[ jJ.* <iy Uyblfe : jZ**' ^UJt]
••

Eleven. An explanation regarding words that appear as synonyms but
have subtle differences.

. olfoljJI AJ J A^-J JLJ :

Twelve. An explanation as to why some vocabulary is chosen over
others and the reason why they are selected to be part of the expres-
sions they are in.

25



Asrar Tartib al-Qur an

•<w2J Uj cUiLij oWjyLit JLJ :^JuP cJliJlAn

. djÛ pj AL>J>- ^^3 jU ^U^JI QA

Thirteen. An explanation to the different methods of recitation; the
well-known ones, the odd ones and the meanings and sciences found
within them. This by itself shows the miraculous nature of the Qur an.

$ U^P} Ly2^Lai\ OJUJ A -̂J jL :^JUP g\J\
e . #

j>0} Ajaji! Jljulj 4 S J U J J I J
. idDi

Fourteen. An explanation as to why the description of stories and
subjects other than stories in the Qur‘an differ in their wording, vary
in their length, change in their sequencing, as well as in other matters.

i ....^ 4 O-X j A j b f c P

Oj' LS* dr4 ^ ^XjJ
Ni Ai. L$js>^ Aj* ^IS" L»j eJL&

.<U!P iUsil L*

Thus I desired to single out an interesting part from the aspects found
in the aforementioned work—that being the rationale of the order of
the surahs—so it can help and save the time of one who is after such
knowledge. Most of its contents are from my own thoughts, contem-
plation and insights since only a few people have touched upon this
topic. I have explicitly given reference to that which I used from oth-

{ y '«J»- v' o' &*}
*1

_ 1 1

U-dr4

dr4
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Secrets Within the Order of the Qur an

ers, and I would only mention that which is good and would not make
me subject to criticism.

^ £

- '** h* ^CJ ^ ‘ill
** - *^

U ^5 i. ** d.-l-C' 44JI J»J* I US"

p ^ p &

A? ) C g-. b ‘i n
j l i

Previously, I entitled this book as “Deductions from Reflecting Upon
the Relevance of the Order of the Surahs” because the book is based
upon deductions from my thoughts, as indicated to by the title. How-
ever, after careful consideration, I changed it to “The Harmony of the
Pearls in the Order of the Surahs” because this title best describes the
genre of the book and is more comprehensive as a topic.

9 j ft * *
. 4JCL>J A1*J c JjjJb-iis]! JL. I eblj tjf-ijslt ^JUJ ĴJbj

I ask Allah’s assistance for myself and the reader, and that he gives us
the sweetest of attainments, by His favour and blessings.
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j*****
Introduction

dJl ^1*3
(^5^^ £j* jJ-* <w*-jjy *LAiJl
«• *•

obS/ t v-̂ Jy Qi ^JlP UJU c jl ^Ju»-j AJLP

. jJJJj c ^yLiy
The scholars have differed in regards to the order of the surahs in the
Qur an; one view being that the Qur an was divinely arranged by the
Prophet|H and the other that it was analytically arranged in this order
by the Companions—whilst having an absolute consensus amongst
them that the order of the ayat within the surahs is divinely arranged.

^ ^sbUJtj cdJJL®

O*' *ift 4a|!>5

Many of the scholars went with the latter view; and this group includ-
ed Malik, al-Qadl Abu Bakr (in one of the views attributed to him)7

and was asserted heavily by Ibn Faris.8

7 He is Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Tayyib al-Baqilanl. He was a well-known
jurist who wrote extensively on the genres of the Qur an. He died in 403h. See
al-Baqilanls words in al-Intisar al-Quran ( l / l68).

8 He is Abu al-Husayn Ahmad ibn Faris ibn Zakariyya al-Razi, a major scholar
of linguistics in his time, who became an authority in linguistics globally. He
also had expertise in fiqh and died in 395h. See Talkhis Ibn Maktum (3/400).



Asrar Tartib al-Qur an

-̂UL4 AJ Jjjuwl Lk-̂ j
••

jtJ (1/1) : AJ}1 jlS"
4 ^

ip <̂ A>W^

< jjl
IwiSj C *AJ -̂£> L5IP (JI^*P JT) j*J (*LJl) j%J (5/J1) 2J*+*+A

•oU>V' (
_si *~rf U ^

ip tflj-Pj v**̂ o>- dM ••

They based their opinion upon the fact that the Salaf (pious prede-
cessors) all arranged the order of the surahs in their own personal
mushafs differently. Some of them arranged them in the chronolog-
ical order of revelation. From them include ‘All ibn Abi Talib, so the
first surah in his mushaf was Surah al-‘Alaq and then the remainder
of the surahs that were revealed in Makkah, then the surahs revealed
in al-Madlnah. As for Ibn Masud, the first surah in his mushaf was
al-Baqarah, al-Nisa and then Ali ‘Imran; completely differing from
the order of ‘Ali. And likewise was the case for the mushaf of Ubayy
ibn K‘ab and others, and I have explained this in depth in my book
al-Itqan.9

Jj! jl Jijj s-a?/ <yW'

& t- t- t- *.JjjaJI ^1|%-A^1 AJ 1 jL*iP ^* jP O*AJL**U A£*S> 1
In the mushaf of Ibn Ashtah10—which is attributed to ‘Uthman, as

His words can be found in al-Masail al-Khams and this was mentioned by al-
Zarkashi in al-Burhan (1/237).
9 For further information regarding this matter, see al-Jami li Ahkdm al-Qur an
by al-Qurtubl (5l / l ) and al-ltqan (2l6/l).
10 He is Muhammad ibn ‘Abdullah ibn Ashtah, nicknamed Ibn Ashtah. He was
a scholar in Arabic and the sciences of recitation. He died in 306h.See Tabaqat
al-Qurra (2/184).
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an order from him11—the approach was to arrange them in order of
length, starting with the longest.

4 jJ*>l>-J CAJJS J^\ ^ Jsj y\ L5̂ U3l c ^J \ APLJ>*
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Others from the scholars went with the former opinion. They include
al-Qadl Abu Bakr (in one view) and a host of others. Abu Bakr ibn
al-Anbari12 said, “Allah sent down the complete Qur an to the skies
of the earth in one dispatchment, then it was revealed to the Proph-
et gradually throughout his twenty-three years as a Messenger. Each
surah was revealed due to particular events and ayat were revealed
to explain rulings. [Towards the end of his life,] Jibrll confirmed the
arrangement of the Qur‘an with the Prophet H—in terms of its aydt
and surahs. So the arrangement of them was formed by him, as was
the arrangement of the ayat and all of its letters. So whoever brings
forward a surah or delays it has corrupted the Qur an.”13

^ Oir̂ J J

11 See al-Itqan (1/216), from the route of Ismail ibn Tyash to Ab!Muhammad
al-Qurashl. As for Ismail, scholars criticised his credibility in narration (See al-
Puafa, the section of narrators with the name of Ismail).
12 He is Muhammad ibn al-Qasim ibn Muhammad, Imam Abu Bakr al-An-
bari, the grammarian and linguist. He was a distinguished figure amongst Ahl
al-Sunnah, passing away in the year 304h. See al-Tabaqat al-Nahwiyyin wa al-
Lughawin (171) and Siyar (15/274).
13 See al-Jami li Ahkdrn al-Quran by al-Qurtubl (1/60) and al-Itqan (1/217).
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«• •• —Al-KirmanI14 wrote in al-Burhan, “The sequential order of the Qur‘an

is divinely ordered from Allah H in the same order it appears in al-
Lawh al-Mahfuz. The Prophet fH used to recite what he possessed
from the Qur’an to Jibrll, but in his final year, the Prophet f§> recited
the Qur’an to Jibrll twice ” A similar statement was also stated by al-
Tibl.15

L«J \ l c[j^U I -~ jj ] :jUa>Jl £jl Jlij

••

Ibn al-Hissar16 said, “The locational order of the ayat and surahs is
part of the revelation and they are divinely placed ”

UP AJJI -t^p QIS" :J>-dUl ^ Jli)

^
jSll c-jwlUJ 3$.Ijij Nl c \ jjt> P AJIJTJ

14 He is Burhan al-Din Mahmud ibn Hamza ibn Nasr. His book al-Burhan was
published under the name Asrar al-Takrar fi al-Quran (p. 23).
15 He is al-Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn Abdullah. He was a notable scholar and
famed for extracting subtleties from the Quran and Sunnah. See Baghiyyah al-
Wiah (1/522-523).
16 He is All ibn Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Khazrajl al-Ishbili. He authored
a number of works, including Usui al-Fiqh and al-Nasikh wa al-Mansukh.He
passed away during the year 61lh.
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Al-BayhaqI wrote in al-Madkhal, “At the time of the Prophet f||, the
Qur an was arranged in a particular order in its ayat and surahs, ex-
cept for al-Anfal and Surah al-Tawbah due to the hadlth regarding
this.”17

\Sy* L* O^j 4 AJP
» t- y t.OAJU i/i/ l ^J \ AJ JLi jjSo jl jJJi

Ibn ‘Atiyah18 was of the opinion that many of the surahs were organ-
ised in a particular order during the life of the Prophet fH, such as the
first seven long ones and then the surahs which begin with ha-mim
and then the surahs of al-mufassal.19 Besides these, it is possible that
the ordering of the surahs in the Quran was left up to the Ummah
after him to decide.20

4 <L)aP QJ \ 4J1P ( j*ai Lw* jliSll : ^ yi*>-

AJP 4JJI AJ iSŷ i 0'
«1tjj J \J ijL)\ : 'j'y'))iZ t-

tAxSj ^3 JljJaJl 4jlP AJJ! All dJb*-
17 See al-Itqan (1/83).
18 He is Imam ‘Abd al-Haqq ibn Ghalib, better known as Ibn ‘Atiyah. He was
well-known for his tafsir work al-Muharar al-Wajiz.He died in Madlnah during
the year 546h.
19 [T] These are the surahs from Surah Qaf to Surah al-Nas.
20 See al-Muharar al-Wajizfl Tafsir al-Kitab al-'Aziz by Ibn ‘Atiyah (1/53-54).
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Abu Ja‘far ibn al-Zubayr stated, “Narrations verify most of what Ibn
Atiyah stated, but the narrations give evidence that much more than
what Ibn Atiyah stated was established in its order, as there are only
a few surahs which can be subject to dispute and this is based on the
statement of the Prophet fH, ‘Recite the two great ones; al-Baqarah
and All ‘Imran’21 Likewise there is the hadlth of Said ibn Khalid that
the Prophet ff|recited the seven long ones in one rak (ah and recited
the mufassal in one rak'ah. This was reported by Ibn Abl Shaybah.22

It is also reported that the Prophet fH used to recite Surah al-Ikhlas,
al-Falaq and al-Nas (keeping them in this order) when he retired to
his bed. This was narrated by al-Bukhari.23 It is also reported that Ibn
Mas‘ud %> said regarding Banl Isra’U, al-Kahf, Maryam, Ta-ha and
al-Anbiya, “They were amongst the early surahs and my early posses-
sions.”24

21 Muslim (2/913) in the Chapter: Virtues of the Quran, on the authority oi
Abu Umamah al-Bahill.
22 The hadlth of “the seven long ones” was also reported by al-Haythaml in Ma-
jma‘ al-Zawaid (7/162) and it is supported by al-Bazzar and Ahmad with the
wording, “Whoever recites the seven longs ones has done well.” The hadlth ol
“mufassal” was narrated in a lengthier form by Muslim (2/204) and al-Bukhari
(6/240).
23 Al-Bukhari (6/223) in the Chapter of Tafsir, on the authority of Aishah.
24 Al-Bukhari (6/189) in the Chapter of Tafsir.
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Abu Ja'far al-Nuhas25 said, “The correct opinion is that the surahs in
the Qur'an were set in order by the Messenger of Allah fH- This is
based upon the hadith, ‘I have been given the seven long ones in ex-
change for the Torah and the mathanP6 in exchange for the Injil, but I
have been given a special virtue over the others by the mufassal!27 This
hadith is proof that the Qur an’s arrangement was set by the Prophet

^ and the mushafwe have now is according to the same order.”

dr4
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25 He is Imam Abu JaTar Ahmad ibn Ismail al-Misri, a renowned grammarian
and exegete who was well-known as al-Nuhas. He died in 338h.
26 [T] This refers to the surahs which contain one hundred ayat or less. The
author displays this below when he discusses the four categories of the surahs of
the Quran in terms of their respective sizes.
27 Ahmad in al-Musnad (3/124), on the authority of Wathilah ibn al-Asqa‘ and
al-Tirmidh!in his Sunan (2878) who classed it as hasan.
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Al-Hafiz ibn Hajar said, “The order of most of the surahs in the Qur an
is divinely instructed, based on the hadith reported by Ahmad and
Abu Dawud on the authority of Aws al-Thaqafi who said, T was part
of the delegation of Thaqlf and the Messenger of Allah|§- informed
us [why he arrived late,]1could not recite my fixed part of the Qur an
and I did not want to leave until I had completed it’ So we asked the
Companions of the Messenger of Allah|§>, ‘How do you divide the
Qur an?’ They replied, ‘We split it into three, five, seven, nine, eleven,
thirteen and the mufassal; from Qaf until the end of the Quran.””28

r ^ il jJb L* ^
lp J -̂*-**^ o' (JOJ

••

He said, “In this hadith there is proof that the manner in which the
mushaf is organised in its order of surahs today is the same manner in
which it was done during the time of the Prophet fH’’29

Ajl P <̂ JL>*-yX4Jl ^ JlSj

Or4

Some of the scholars30 argued that the order of the surahs in the man-
ner we have today proves that they have been divinely preserved by
al-Haklm (i.e. Allah), [and this is due to the following]:

28 Abu Dawud (1/140) and Ahmad in al-Musnad (5/43).
29 See Fath al-Bari (No. 4710).
30 Referring to al-Zarkashl in al-Burhan (1/260).
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Firstly: Some of the surahs were arranged with one another because of
them beginning with similar letters, such as the ha-mim or alif-lam-ra
surahs appearing together.

# ^ ^ j .
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Secondly: Due to the end of a surah being connected to the beginning
of the next one, such as the ending of al-Fatihah being connected in
meaning to the beginning of al-Baqarah.

Jj'j ^ Oj^' :^JU!
••

Thirdly: Due to similarity in wording, such as the end of Surah al-Mas-
ad with the beginning of al-Ikhlas.

•G#$«
Fourthly: Due to a concordance in the overall meaning of one surah
with that of the other, such as the concordance of al-Duha with al-
Sharh.31

U 4JIP ^4 d j J s f - j 3^»» i f lij :^ ^ «ioJlij
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Other scholars stated: If the opening of each surah is reflected upon,
one would see the appropriateness of it being appended to the closing
of the previous surah. This, however, is sometimes apparent and at

31 See al-Burhan (1/260).
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other times not.
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Ibn Ashtah reported that Rabfah was asked, “Why does the mushaf
begin with al-Baqarah and Ali ‘Imran—two surahs revealed in
al-Madlnah—when there were more than eighty surahs revealed
in Makkah before the both of them?” He replied, “They have been
placed there intentionally. The one who organised the Qur an knew
how to organise it, and so did his Companions after him. They had
full knowledge of it and yet accepted it. So this is a subject that should
not be questioned or investigated”32
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If someone was to ask me about my opinion, I would say:

* ^ * ft
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Firstly, one must define and locate where the difference of opinion
actually lies. The scholars differed as to the order of surahs from the

32 See Tafsir al-Qurtubi (1/52).
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four categories of surahs in the Qur an. As for the four categories, they
commence with: the long surahs, the surahs that exceed a hundred
dyat, the surahs which are one hundred or less ayat,and then the mu-
fassal. These four appear in the mushaf in this exact order. So we can
conclude that the order of these categories of surahs is divinely or-
dained, and it can be argued that there is scholarly consensus upon
this point. And I have not seen anyone precede me in stating this. [As
for the proof for this categorisation,] then I bring the two following
points:

* f.

.JlaSh j J^\
••

Firstly, all of the narrations and reports that have been quoted above,
and the narration that is yet to be quoted of Ibn Abbas^about Surah
al-Anfal, is proof that the Qur an has been ordered in this divine
manner.

^ L$-i Q\ :
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Secondly, despite the differences in the mushafs that belonged to some
of the Companions, they all agreed in the above categorisation. So
the mushaf of Ubayy ibn Kab and Ibn Mas ud had the long surahs
in the beginning, then the mathani and then the mufassal, and this
is the same in the mushaf of ‘Uthman. The differing found in them is
in regards to the order of the surahs within each category, and I have
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explained this in further detail in al-Itqan,33

^ L <J <S j j> JsJ -a ^j]
These two points act as clear proofs that the order of categorisation is
divinely instructed.
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Based on this, we come to the point where the scholars differed. My
opinion is that which was stated by al-Bayhaql, which is, “The order of
each surah is divinely instructed except for al-Anfal and al-Tawbah.”

colx^Jl*OSHJSM '-fc ‘cT
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From the evidence proving and aiding this is the succession of the
ha-mim surahs and the alif-lam-ra surahs, the gap between the surahs
of tasbihy and the preceding of the ta-sin surah (al-Naml) over al-Qa-
sas; which is placed to separate between Surah al-Shuara and al-Qa-

33 See al-Itqan (1/222-224).
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$as, which are both similar in length. Likewise, Surah al-Infitar and
al-Inshiqaq are separated from al-Mutaffifin despite their beginnings
and message being similar, and both being greater in length than al-
Mutaffifin. If the order of the surahs was not ordained for a divine wis-
dom then the surahs beginning with sabbaha would have been placed
together, and Ta-sxn would be after al-Qasas, and al-Mutaffifin would
come before or after and there would be no separation between the
alif-lam-ra surahs.

* *

— *•

£JZJ jj UT U4J £J3J jj 0^ jij tU-ĝ P 4JJI

.obSll [c-~3J } ^There is nothing to suggest any contradiction to this view except for
the difference in the mushafsofUbayy and Ibn Masud t^.So [it could
be stated that] had they not differed then it would be understood that
the order of the surahs is divinely ordained just as the ordering of the
ayat are divine and cannot be rearranged.
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After understanding this, I say: Allah has favoured me with an answer
to this problem. My answer is: The Qur an has abrogation of writ-

CAA>JI OJJA A ^
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ten script aplenty (i.e. the way words are written) to the extent that
full surahs were subject to this and many ayat. It is not a surprising
thing that the arrangement of surahs in the 'Uthmani mushaf was the
final version— such as the recitations in it—and that may not have
reached Ubayy or Ibn Mas ud, similar to how they did not know about
the abrogation of some of the parts in their copies of the mushafwhich
differed with the cUthmani script. For example, the mushaf of Ubayy
had surahs called Surah al-Hafd and al-KhuT written in it, which were
both abrogated.34

[ j-* ] JS" :JjSi ^J>\

^ ^
To conclude, I say: The different order of surahs found in the various
mushafs—including the different Quran recitations and abrogations
in the mushafs of the Companions—are all tawqifi (i.e. set by divine
ordainment). The final divine ordainment was formed upon that
which we find in the ‘Uthmani mushaf which is based on the final
presentations (i.e. the last time the Prophet recited it in the presence
of people), and so those other Companions also arranged the surahs
in their mushafs according to the divine ordainment which reached
them, but they were not aware of the abrogations that took place.

34 This refers to the two surahs of al-qunut that are supplicated in the witr
prayers, which were abrogated from the Quran but were not lifted from the
hearts. See al-ltqan (1/223-226).
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Surah al-Fatihah

P
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Allah, the Glorified, began His Book with this surah.It is a short surah
which combines all of the themes and objectives of the Qur‘an. For
this reason, it has been given such names as Umm al-Qur an, Umm
al-Kitab, al-Asas. Therefore, Surah al-Fatihah acts as a heading and
apt introduction of the Book.
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Al-Hasan al-Basri35 said, “Surely, Allah has placed the sciences and
the disciplines of the previously revealed books in the Qur an. Then
He placed the sciences and the disciplines of the Qur an in the mu-

35 He is al-Hasan ibn Abi al-Hasan al-Basri, from the major scholars of the
Tabi‘m. He died in 1lOh.
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fassal surahs.Then He placed the sciences and disciplines of the mu-
fassal surahs in Surah al-Fatihah.So whoever understands the tafsir of
Surah al-Fatihah well, it is as if he understands the tafsir of all of the
revealed books” This was reported by al-Bayhaql in Shuab al-Iman.36

^P P Jl djfi J\jii\ fjJlP IgJLjli! JLJJ
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Al-Zamakhsharl37 also agreed with the idea that Surah al-Fatihah en-
compasses all of the sciences of the Qur'an within it, including praise
of Allah and singling Him in this, singling Allah in worship, the ex-
istence of commands and prohibitions and promise and threat. 38 And
the ayat in the Qur'an are not free from any of these topics.39

36 Al-Bayhaql in Shuab al-Iman (87).
37 He is Mahmud ibn ‘Umar al-Zamakhshari. He has a well-known tafsir called
al-Kashaf which is filled with benefits in tafsir, language, grammar and litera-
ture. He was an imam of the Mutazilah. He died in 538h.
38 [T] Even though there is nothing obscure in this quotation, it is notewor-
thy to aware the reader of the categorisation of the five usul of the Mutazilah.
In Majmu al-Fatawa (13/386-387), Ibn Taymiyyah said the following about
al-Zamakhshari, “His tafsir is corrupted with innovations, with beliefs upon the
way of the Mutazilah who rejected attributes for Allah... They have five core
principles: (i) tawhid, which is to negate Attributes for Allah, (ii) ‘adl, which is
to deny divine pre-decree and that man creates his own destiny, (iii) al-manzil
bayna manzilatayn, that major sinners are not Muslim but not Kuffar either,
(iv) al-wacd wa al-waeid or a promise and a threat, that major sinners will be in
the Hellfire for eternity and (v) al-amr bi al-marufwa al-nahi‘an al-munkar
or commanding good and forbidding evil, which refers to revolting against op-
pressive rulers.”
39 See al-Kashaf (1/4).
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Imam Fakhr al-Din40 said, “The purpose of the Qur an as a whole is to
assert four genres: divinity [of Allah], resurrection, prophethood and
the affirmation of divine pre-decree. The statement, {All the praises
and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of all creation} gives the message of
lordship. And the statement, {The Owner of the Day of Recompense}
negates the idea of al-jabr (lack of free-will for humans in the dunya)41

and affirms the message of resurrection and divine pre-decree. And
the statement, {Guide us to the straight path} to the end of the surah
affirms the message of divine pre-decree again but also of propheth-
ood. This shows that all four categories of genre found in the entire

40 He is Fakhr al-DIn Muhammad ibn ‘Umar al-Razi. He has a well-known taf-
sir called al-Musamma.He died in 606h.See: Wafayat al-A'ydn (1/474).
41 [T] The Jabriyya sect believe in the idea of jabr, where people are compelled
and do not possess any free-will. The point behind this ayah is that the Day of
Judgement is the point in time where free-will to gain a reward stops. Shaykh
Muhammad ibn al-‘UthaymIn said, “The belief of the Jabriyya is completely
false. It is nullified by the Book, the Sunnah, intellect, senses and the consensus
of the Salaf. No one who believes truly in Allah would suggest such a thing,
and no one who realises that all wisdom and mercy belongs to Him would ever
propose it.” See Majmu Fatawa wa Rasail 10/290).
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Quran are all present in Surah al-Fatihah, and these categories are the
primary objective of the message of the Quran”

^ iijL-v0!/4

Al-Baydawi42 said, “This swra/z includes matters that are relevant to
the practical aspects of creed which are intended to be contemplated
upon, as well as matters that are relevant to the acts of worship—both
of which direct to the straight path, and guide to the ranks of the win-
ners (i.e. believers) and highlight the end of the losers (disbelievers).”43
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Al-Tlbl said, “This surah has four sciences within it which act as the
symbols of the whole religion:

One. The knowledge of ‘aqidah, which relates to knowing Allah
and His Attributes, and this is eluded to in His statement: {Lord of

42 He is ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar al-Baydawi. Known as the supreme judge, who
was considered to be an imam and an allamah in fiqhy tafsir and usul.See Baghi-
yyatal-Wmah (2/50-51).
43 See Tafsir al-Baydawi (1/35).
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all creation. The Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.}‘Aqidah also
includes knowledge of the resurrection, and this is referred to in the
statement:{The Owner of the Day of Recompense.}

Two.The knowledge of actions, and the foundation of this is aVibadat
(acts of worship), and this is intended by His statement:{You [Alone]
we worship.}

to
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Three. The knowledge which brings about perfection, meaning the
knowledge of ethics and mannerisms. The ultimate fruit of this
knowledge is being constantly conscious of Allahs presence, resort-
ing to Him [in all affairs], knowing He is the one and only God, and
embarking upon the straight path. This is alluded to in His statement:
{And You [Alone] we ask for help. Guide us to the Straight Path.}
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Four. The knowledge of those who came before: Stories of previous
nations and generations which have passed. Those who were success-
ful from them and those who were wretched, and the respective rec-

ULiSfl
zJJify [ :ALL al^JI
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ompense given to each one of those parties. This is the purport of the
statement of the Most High: {The Way of those on whom You have
bestowed Your Grace, not of those who earned Your Anger, nor of
those who went astray.}”

LgiU LL*J J-J. ol/!l : JlS

JA s.^ XJu M IA$JJ t Ŝl j
•• ••

0

u

He continued to say, “The whole of the Quran is a detailed account
of that which is summarised in Surah al-Fatihah. It is structured to
represent the overall messages that are detailed in the entire Qur’an,
and so it is placed in the beginning. The rhetorical aspect of it is that
it includes the purpose for which the words were intended. For this
reason, the meaning of the words of al-Fatihah should not be restrict-
ed so long as it is possible to understand them without restriction.”44

AJ*^S X^\JL» :(JT ^M —
Al-Ghazall45 wrote in Khawas al-Qur’an, “The objectives of the
Qur an are six; three of them are essential with the other three causing
perfection:

44 See Shark al-Kashaf by al-Tibl (1/29).
45 He is the famous imam, a sea of knowledge and promoter of Islam; Zayn al-
Dln Abu Hamid Muhammad al-Ghazali. He is well-known for a range of efforts
in various disciplines. He died in 505h.
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£ ^. Li" CA-Jl ^PwL^Jl :^\

One. A definition of the deity which is supplicated to and worshipped.
'Ihis is found in the very beginning of Surah al-Fatihah.

. Lfc* 4J ^ ASj
'Fwo. A definition as to what the correct path is, and this is explained
explicitly in Surah al-Fatihah.

£ *-*

: AJI Li" c 5 -̂Nl C ^JLJ AJ| WUP

Three. A description of the state of return to Him, the Most High—
i.e. the Hereafter. This is explicitly referred to in His statement: {The
Owner of the Day of Recompense.}

£*«JUI : AJJAJ AJI jL^ l Li" 4 \)
°T "

The other three:

One. A description given to the obedient, as He referred to them in
the statement: {The Way of those upon whom You have bestowed
Your Grace.}

^4lip oyM.J\|LJ IjJl j~5>\ Jij 4 ^jJwt>-l>J! Jĵ Sl ]

•[
Two. A description given to the stubbornly disobedient, as He re-
ferred to them in the statement: {Not the way of those who earned
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Your Anger, nor of those who went astray.}

. JUJU • 4jjiL 4-Jj c

A description given to the path towards Allah, He referred to this in
the statement: {You [alone] we worship, and You [alone] we ask for
help}.”
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Surah al-Baqarah

au J15

rf - AjL^ai\j LS*' ••

Some scholars46 surmised that Surah al-Fatihah is a swra/i which af-
firms Allah’s Lordship—resorting to it in the religion of Islam, and
safeguarding ones self from the deviation of the Jews and Christians.

. *AP|^3 CI « * -<V J O^JLJI
They also suggested that Surah al-Baqarah contains the foundations
of the religion and its purpose continues to be contemplated over in
Ali ‘Imran.

^
ip S^JU

AJ U ^ c \ CIJ\^ » **>

•L£jUaJl
Al-Baqarah therefore, is a sura/z which establishes the evidence for a
ruling and Ali ‘Imran is themed at responding to doubts and fallacies
which are proposed by those who contend. For this reason, Ali ‘Imran
has within it many doubtful ideas which the Christians have adopted,

46 See al-Burhan of al-Zarkashl (1/260-262).
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[alongside responses to them.]
e- s- e

_
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For this reason, Hajj is obligated in Ali ‘Imran, whereas al-Baqarah ex-
plains its rulings and the manner of completing ones rituals. And Ali
‘Imran is a surah which is targeted at the Christians whereas al-Baqa-
rah is more so targeted at the Jews. This is because the Torah is the ba-
sis and the foundation, whereas the Injll is an extension of it. Another
reason is because when the Prophet fH migrated to al-Madlnah he
primarily was engaging with the Jews and their contentions, and he
only really engaged with Christians towards the end of his life, [thus
al-Baqarah preceded Ali ‘Imran also in this fashion.] Similar to this
is the fact that the call of the Prophet fH was initially targeted at the
Mushriks of Quraysh and then the People of the Book.So the Makkan
surahs established within themselves messages which all the Prophets
had already come with, therefore these Makkan surahs are general-
ly addressed to all mankind. As for the Madani surahs, they address
those who believed in the Prophets from amongst the People of the
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Book and other believers. For this reason, the Madam surahs address
their listeners as, “O People of the Book”, “O Children of Israel” or “O
faithful ”

A C.
: o^y < jr*j

U-JJJ c c S j j w U U j c 4JJ iS^JL>w«

[^]

:JU
As for Surah al-Nisa, [it is more generally themed.] It has rulings
which all people are dependent upon. This is of two types: That which
is created for Allah and that which is predestined to them such as
lineage and marriage. This is why al-Nisa begins with the statement:
{O mankind! Be dutiful to your Lord, Who created you from a single
person, and from him He created his wife.}47 And His statement [in
the same ayah ] : {And fear Allah through whom you demand your
mutual rights, and do not cut the relations of the kinship.}

A

4 j 4 <Ux>cxJl 4 *̂L**Jl Jaj\i

*l~Jl j&\ Lgj AJ^I C-J
4^1 I Idjfc $.1 ^L>-jNb 4-aijcuJi c

5*

It brings amazement marvelling at the appropriateness of this begin-
ning, it sets the theme for what is going to be explained in the rulings
connected to marriage, close family ties, inheritance laws, all of which
are connected to the ties of kinship which all stem from the creation of

-<V *Ws

J C 4̂ > A^-jj jU- p j

47 Al-Nisa: 1
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their father, Adam and then the creation of his wife Hawa. After this,
the ayah gives description that from the parents of mankind there was
a huge diffusion of progeny.

/OJ [ j] SJjLJl Li I [ j]
« f.^ W tj—0 P

1«.

^L*J ^ ijJLp}

4 1̂51 S^LP ^LJ coL-jiaJl

$. <u i p AJJI ^1*^3 wLoj>*̂ Axj^do ( jlaz>* j L* l$.J

•Ô ^ Lf̂ olr5^
As for al-Ma’idah [which comes after al-Nisa,] it is a surah of cove-
nants. It also represents within it rulings of the entire Shariah and
the Shan ah of the Prophets before us. It describes the fulfilment of
the covenants of the Messengers and what this Ummah has been or-
dained with. It is the surah that identifies the perfection of religious
acts; it includes that hunting is made prohibited for the pilgrim whilst
in ihram, and this is from the perfectors of the state of ihram, liq-
uor is made prohibited, and this is from the perfectors of the sanctity
of the intellect and religion. Al-Maidah also gives description to the
punishment faced by those who are waging war against society and
thieves, which represents the utmost level of protecting the sanctity
of blood and wealth. Furthermore, it permits what is good and whole-
some, which is needed for the creation to understand in order to wor-
ship Allah, so for this reason this surah gives description to that which
is specific to the legislation of Islam such as the wudu and tayammum.
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Surah al-Maidah also gives rulings connected to debts.

AU! JPjt' JJjl y £ )\ :lg-i JaiJ l$-i ^5*

I4J LJ Jjj U j>~\ L$J1 li-gJj jjJJl Jljj X?
c

• *

Therefore, within Surah al-Maidah there is extensive use of the words
“completed” and “perfected” It also mentions that when a person
apostatises Allah will replace him with someone who is better than
him. Surah al-Maidah is a divine declaration that the religion of Al-
lah has been completed and it will remain as such. For this reason,
it is from the very last surahs that the Prophet received,48 because it
includes the completion of the religion and the finishing of revelation.
This is the order of the first four surahs [after al-Fatihah] that were all
revealed in al-Madlnah. All of which have been placed in the best of
sequences. This is the end of [al-Zarkashl’s] quote.

4j\i <doJ dUi |Jt|& ; AJJJL SyiLji ^ JlSj
UJ Jgljdalt : <djS SjLij

c?dJI Jdji :^gd JJ Jl iU*J1 ipL

^ a^Pj jjy>- UjT c AJ|
A>-y\j ((AJJI :IP^4

ADIAiP

48 Reported by al-Hakim in al-Mustadrak (2/311) from the hadlth of Aishah,
who classed it as sahlh on the conditions of al-Bukhari and Muslim, though
they did not report it.
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a. liAy* $^*+**A ^j>\

Other scholars described the beginning of Surah al-Baqarah { Alif-
Lam-Mim. This is the Book, whereof there is no doubt} as a direct
address regarding the straight path mentioned in His statement:
{Guide us to the straight path}. So it is as if the person supplicates to
be shown the straight path and shortly after is given the answer: This
is the straight path about which you inquire [i.e. the straight path and
guidance is in following the Book.] This is similar to that which Ibn
Jarir and others reported from ‘All '% (which is raised to the Prophet
H)> ‘The straight path is the Book of Allah.’49 And this was report-
ed by al-Hakim in al-Mustadrak upon the authority of Ibn Masud,
which is a mawquf report (attributed to a Companion).

SJAJI
This interpretation is befitting, as it displays a reason for the relation-
ship between al-Fatihah and al-Baqarah.50

# # ft

4JJI 5 ~̂JI Jjljt JlSj
U Ji : JU LJ
\S\J+0L)\ ^J\ pjuJti*! Jij (S <~S\S£3\ ULA

Al-Khuway51 said, “The beginning of Surah al-Baqarah is directly

49 Tafsir al-Tabari (1/173) and al-Hakim in al-Mustadrak (4/83) from Ibn
Masud.
50 See al-BurhanfiVlum al-Quran (1/38).
51 He is Ahmad ibn Khalil al-Khuway, a scholar of tafsir who passed away in
627h.
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connected to the ending of Surah al-Fatihah because Allah, the Most
High, describes those who praise Him as the people who ask Him
for guidance. In response, He states, ‘1 have given you what you have
requested—a Book of guidance, so follow it, and I have guided you to
the straight path which is sought.’

ad.* jjjy ^ i j *3— *

After this, Allah continues, in the beginning of Surah al-Baqarah, to
describe the three groups of people whom were mentioned in Surah
al-Fatihah: (i) a group that is guided by their Lord by His Favour upon
them, (ii) a group who are astray by selling guidance for misguidance,
and (iii) a group of people who have the anger of Allah upon them.”52

End quote.

—I have been blessed by Allah with some insights regarding this matter:

eJlp ^ dJJi y>S**\ Jij C 6jL>o^ clgJuS

^++,/2 A } ^i-P ~ -*
*» 1 w\3 S^itJ1 C 4 1

.A^XJLAJI

52 See al-Itqan (2/7-12).
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The first of them is a principle that I noticed after my indeterminate
analysis of the Quran, and it is that every surah brings further details
of what was generally mentioned by the surah that preceded it, ex-
plaining the previous one and elaborating upon that which is concise.
I noticed this in most of the surahs of the Qur’an, the lengthy ones and
the brief. And Surah al-Baqarah explains in detail all of the general
themes of al-Fatihah.

obi 5JLP ^ ^SMlb jA ^\ Q* £3} U J

^ ciSh ( \Al) Ad&s ' 1̂ gdSJl ^ji jp y uki-f jf l>\ uUi>"'i u?j
tS>isiS tfrj;cif \lt AJ a ASU;^ u dui *ij

(y JSOJLJ t (XA "l) Jp’

•0 ° X )
His statement {All praise be to Allah} is delved into in a deeper man-
ner in the numerous ayat [within al-Baqarah] where dhikr (remem-
brance) has been ordered and as du'a in His statement: {I respond to
the invocations of the supplicant when he calls on Me.}53 And His
statement: {Our Lord! Do not punish us if we forget or make a mis-
take. Our Lord! Do not put hardships upon us like You did on those
before us. Our Lord! Do not give us any tests that we do not have the
strength to bear. Pardon us and grant us forgiveness. Have mercy on
us. You are our protector and so give us victory over the disbelieving
people.}54 And about giving thanks, He said: {Remember Me, I will
remember you.Be grateful to Me and never be ungrateful.}55

53 Al-Baqarah: 1S6
54 Al-Baqarah: 287
55 Al-Baqarah: 152
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. tfjJUil0$ JL̂ r]^His statement {The Lord of ail creation} is explained further in His

statement: {O mankind! Worship your Lord, Who created you and
those who were before you so that you may become pious. He Who
has made the earth a resting place for you, and the sky as a shelter,
and sent down rain from the sky and gave you fruits by it, as a pro-
vision for you. Then do not set up rivals unto Allah [in worship]
while you know [that He alone has the right to be worshipped.]}56

And His statement:{He is the One Who created everything on earth
for you. Then He istawd (rose, over) towards the heaven and made
them seven heavens and He is the All-Knower of everything.}57 For
this reason, [the story of the creation of Adam and the creation of
mankind comes directly after mentioning the Lordship of Allah and
His Attribute of creating; He created all that exists and from the best
of His creation is the creation of man.] Therefore, the story of the cre-
ation of Adam—who was the first man—comes at the beginning of
al-Baqarah, and his kind are the noblest of all creatures, giving a de-
tailed explanation of His broader statement{The Lord of all creation}.

•z •

56 Al-Baqarah: 21-22
57 Al-Baqarah: 29
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i ^3 4J^AJ AJ! UJI Ji :AJJSJ
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His statement {The Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful} is indicated
to in al-Baqarah through the story of the repentance of Adam: {And
his Lord pardoned him. Verily, He is the One Who forgives, the Most
Merciful.}58 And when Ibrahim supplicated for the sustenance of the
faithful specifically: {And provide its people with fruits, for whom-
ever of them who believes.}59 He said: {As for him who disbelieves, I
shall leave him in contentment for a while.}60

: (oT [5y]

UJAE ^ ^ £$} Uj .liLJ>-J * jj£s3
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c (*-̂ or* or^^ jjioii AJT .(nr)

t Aj A3Us ^ L*J t 0^'j jt-gAP

c> dJJij ( (U l)

And this exemplifies His beneficence and mercy. Likewise, in the sto-
ry of BanI IsraTl: {Then after that We forgave you so that you might
be grateful.}61 And also it is as if the ayah [in al-Fatihah] repeats it-
self in al-Baqarah in a slightly different form: {And your God is

> 0

u*\j

58 Al-Baqarah: 54
59 Al-Baqarah: 126
60 Al-Baqarah: 126
61 Al-Baqarah: 52
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One God, there is none who has the right to be worshipped except
Him, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.}62 Even in the ayah in
al-Baqarah which talks about debts; it instructs the seekers [who take
or give loans] from His slaves and He pardoned them for their mis-
takes, forgetfulness and burdens which they may not be able to carry.
As a mercy towards them this instruction is made clear and then con-
cluded with: {Pardon us and grant us Forgiveness. Have mercy on
us.}63 This [completes] the explanation of {The Most Beneficent, the
Most Merciful.}

aJa ( t : IAJ ŜJ
AJ iyik- j\ J\\j* ijJuJ jljfo IjJLAj 3

.[SyLJl ^i ] : [i>oUJl ^i ] .(TAi )
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His statement {The Owner of the Day of Recompense} is detailed in
the many places within al-Baqarah which detail the Day of Judge-
ment. From them is His statement: {Whether you disclose what is
within yourselves or conceal it, Allah will call you to account for it.}
The word al-dtn (religion) in Surah al-Fatihah is a synonym for hisab
(account) in al-Baqarah, [which explains the correlation between the
wording in the two surahs.]

JtSj cA^pjjAJI Jl I J-*J>*-* ^JUJU

cSMvaJlj cSjlgJaJl :l$J^Si t SyuSl ^
S \ CAPL>J>J 1^ S^LgJpj

/51d

coUir cL^plyh SlSjJlj

62 Al-Baqarah: 163
63 Al-Baqarah: 286
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His statement {You [alone] we worship} is a general statement which
includes the Shariah as a whole,64 and al-Baqarah gives details to
many aspects of the Shariah, ranging from purification, menses, the
prayer, facing the Qiblah, purity of places, congregation, the prayer of
fear, the Friday prayer, ‘Eid, zakat and its types—such as zakat of ag-
riculture and metals, Vtikaf,fasting, types of charity, piety, Hajj, ‘Um-
rah, trade, renting, inheritance, bequeathment, deposits, marriage,
dowries, divorce, forfeiture of assets divorce, reconciliation, vows of
abstinence from ones wife, waiting periods, breastfeeding, mainte-
nance, capital punishment, blood money, fighting renegades, warfare,
apostasy, food and drink, slaughtering, vows and oaths, judiciary, wit-
nessing and freeing of slaves.

All of these aspects of the Shariah are mentioned in this surah.

64 [T] This ayah in al-Fatihah has been explained by many scholars of tafsir as
“An abandonment from shirk in internal and external forms worship” Al-Qa-
tadah said it means, “To free yourself from worshipping other than Allah and
affirming ikhlas in Him alone.” See Tafsir Ibn Kathir {1/135) and Tafsir al-Tabari
( I / I6O-161) for further details.
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His statement {You [alone] we ask for help} encompasses good-
ly-manners,65 and there are a whole host of them mentioned in
al-Baqarah; repentance, patience, thanksgiving, love, reliance, dhikr,
god-consciousness, fear and being sound in speech.

p
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His statement {Guide us to the Straight Path} until the end of the
surah: Its details are noted in that which is in this surah regarding
the traditions of the Prophets and the manner of those who opposed
them from the Christians. This is why, when mentioning the Kabah,
it is referred to as the Qiblah of Ibrahim; for it is the straight path of
which the Jews and Christians opposed. Subsequently, it is for this
reason He says in its story: {He guides whom He wills to the straight
path}66 to display that it is the straight path upon which guidance to-

65 [T] Al-Tabari said about the meaning of {Your assistance}, “Meaning You
alone we seek to aid us in our worship and obedience of You, and in all our af-
fairs, we have none but You. If there are those who deny seeking Your assistance
and wish to seek it by worshipping something besides You, then we are the op-
posite—we worship You and seek Your assistance in all our affairs through You,

making the religion and sincerity solely for You.” See Tafsir al-Tabari (1/161).
66 Al-Baqarah: 142
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wards it was asked for.
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Then He said: {And even if you were to bring to the people of the
Scripture proofs, they would not follow your Qiblah.}67 They are the
ones who deviated either by having divine anger upon them or by be-
ing allowed to be led astray. He then said about those who remained
firm on the straight path and were guided because of their belief in
it: {And Allah guides whom He wills to the straight path.}68 Both of
these ayat in al-Baqarah give detail to the manner of the straight path
mentioned in al-Fatihah, i.e. {Guide us to the straight path} to the
end of the surah.

o >
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67 Al-Baqarah: 145
68 Al-Baqarah: 213
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And His statement at the beginning of the surah {A guidance to those
who are pious} and all the other descriptions that come shortly after
in explaining “the Book”, describe that the straight path is actually
the guidance that they were asking for. Therefore, the straight path
comprises of the Book—which is guidance for the pious. After this,
Allah describes the state of those who disbelieve and the hypocrites,
and both of these traits are found within the sect of the }ews. This also
gives further description as to those who were misguided from the
straight path and were not guided by the Book.

j j t j j i f U j Jjjii Uj aijb :U AJ\ji jJJiS3
|» AJ . AJNI
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Also His statement {Say, “We believe in Allah and that which has
been sent down to us and that which has been sent down to Ibrahim,
Isma'il, Ishaq, Ya'qub and to al-Asbat (the sons of Ya'qub)”}69 to
the end of the ayah gives detailed description that the Prophets were
guided by His Grace [i.e. {The Way of those on whom You have be-
stowed Your Grace.}] And at the end He said: {We make no distinc-
tion between any of them}70 which gives explanation as to how the
ones who have anger upon them and those who have been left to go
astray deviated; they made distinctions between Prophets and as a re-
sult this is followed by: {So if they believe in the like of that which

69 Al-Baqarah: 136
70 Al-Baqarah: 136
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you believe, then they are rightly guided}71, i.e. guided to the straight
path, the path of {those upon whom Youhave bestowed Your grace.}72

^ «

jl^b AJJIJ U IJLgi
This is what appears to me to be the case and Allah knows best the
inner intricacies of His Book.

^1P 4>*jbaJl ^ ^ 2 w\ij t ^JJjLvodb c -^g-Jb
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From a second angle, the hadlth73 and consensus on the exegesis of
{Those who earned Your anger} and {Those who went astray} is that
the former refers to the Jews and the latter refers to the Christians.
They were mentioned in Surah al-Fatihah in order, according to their
respective positions in history. Allah followed it with Surah al-Baqa-
rah, which mostly addresses the People of the Book, the Jews in par-
ticular, and anything referring to the Christians is not phrased in a
way as if it addresses them.

^ b*5" ^ i!jb j* AJT ^UJ JU
•• «T

71 Al-Baqarah: 137
72 See Nazm al-Durarfi Tanasab al-Ayat wa al-Suwar (1/12).
73 Ahmad in al-Musnad (4/378) and al-Tirmidhi (8/286-288).
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It is followed by Surah Ali ‘Imran which extensively addresses the
Christians. The first eighty ayat of the surah were revealed in relation
to the Christian delegation of Najran, and this has been reported [by
the scholars.]74 Also, Ali ‘Imran as a whole is concluded with [refer-
ence to the Christians:] {And there are, certainly, among the peo-
ple of the scripture, those who believe in Allah.}75 There is a hadlth
which states that this ayah was revealed in relation to NajashI, the
Abyssinian king and his companions—from the faithful Christians,
as stated in the hadlth.76 This is an amazing aspect of the order of these
two surahs. As the two groups are mentioned in al-Fatihah, they are
subsequently detailed in the same order they were mentioned there-
in. For this reason the next surah—al-Nisa—combines description of
both parties together within it, the Jews mentioned within the start of
it and the Christians towards the end.
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74 See Tafsir al-Qufan al-'Azim (2/40) and Shat Ibn Hisham (1/573 onwards).
75 Ali ‘Imran: 199
76 Al-Bukharl (2/108), Chapter of al-Janaiz and Muslim (3/54-55), Chapter of
al-Janaiz.
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From a third angle, Surah al-Baqarah is the most comprehensive of
the Quran’s surahs in terms of rulings and parables. For this reason
it is named as “The pavilion of the Quran’,77 which is a term used
to refer to an all-inclusive city. For this reason, it is befitting that it
precedes all the other surahs.
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From a fourth angle, it is the longest surah in the Qur’an and the
Qur’an begins with the seven long ones, so it is most suitable that the
longest of them all is listed first.
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From a fifth angle, it was the first sftra/i revealed in al-Madinah, so
by this virtue it should be listed first in the mushaf (after al-Fatihah),
because the first to be revealed holds a degree of deservedness to be
mentioned first.
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77 Al-DarimI (2/446) from the statement of Khalid ibn Ma‘dan.
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From a sixth angle, as Surah al-Fatihah ends with the dua of the be-
lievers; asking to be saved from the path of those whom earned His an-
ger and were allowed to be led astray—in a general manner. Likewise
Surah al-Baqarah ends in a similar fashion; a supplication against be-
ing held to account for mistakes, forgetfulness, hardship and anything
which is too difficult to bear—in a detailed manner.This supplication
at the end of al-Baqarah comes after Allah describes how these two
sects earned His anger and were led astray:{We make no distinction
between one another of His Messengers}78 Therefore there is a strik-
ing resemblance and coordination between the content and supplica-
tions mentioned at the end of both surahs.It is even reported that it is
prescribed for a person to say “amtn” at the end of Surah al-Baqarah
just as one would do so at the end of al-Fatihah.79

These are the six angles which appear most relevant to me, and all
praise is to Allah for His favours.

78 Al-Baqarah: 285
79 It is reported that Mu'adh ibn Jabal used to say “antin' at the end of al-Baqa-
rah. It was reported by Ibn Jarir with the chain: Wakf —Sufyan—Abl Ishaq—a
man ( an rajul)—Mu adh.See Tafslr Ibn Kathir (1/509).
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Surah Ali ‘Imran
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The reason for Surah Ali ‘Imran being located as the third surah in the
Qur‘an has already been discussed.
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.dUj [ -̂lU*] fj+AA ^[In addition to the aforementioned,] the imam said, “As this surah is
directly connected to Surah al-Baqarah, supporting its meaning and
completing it. It begins in the same manner that al-Baqarah began
with, and its beginning provides explicit explanation for that which
was left obscure in the beginning of al-Baqarah.”80
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I say: What appears to me to be the case, and all praises are for Allah,

80 The obscure in al-Baqarah refers to the call to belief in Allah in {Those who
believe in the unseen} (al-Baqarah: 3), which is explained further in Ali ‘Im-

ran, {There is no god worthy of worship except He, the Ever-Alive and the
Ever-Lasting} (al-Baqarah: 2). See Mafatih al-Ghayb (1/320 onwards).
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[ is that there is a strong level of connection between al-Baqarah and
Ali ‘Imran.] This connection is from two angles:
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The first angle—which we have already established—is from the
aspect of every surah explaining the general matters of the previous
surah. In terms of these two surahs, there are a number of such in-
stances:
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From them is that which was alluded to by the imam above—[both
al-Baqarah and Ali ‘Imran start off in the same manner.] Al-Baqarah
describes the Book as there being no doubt in it, and He commenced
Ali ‘Imran with: {It is He Who has sent down the Book to you with
truth, confirming what came before it.}81 This serves as an extension
and amplification intended to negate doubt within it.
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From them is that in al-Baqarah the Book has been described as be-
ing revealed by Allah in a general sense. However Ali ‘Imran explains
that the Book has been split into ayat which are muhkam (clear) and

Hi Al-Baqarah: 3
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others which are mutashabih (obscure), that none know the interpre-
tation of except Allah.
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From them is that He says in al-Baqarah {What was revealed to those
before you},82 which refers to revelation in a general sense. He says
here:{He revealed the Torah and the Injil. Before, as guidance for the
people}83, and this gives further detail to the names of the Books that
were revealed before. [This again is another example of how al-Baqa-
rah mentions a point in its general sense and then Ali ‘Imran clarifies
it further.] Furthermore, the introduction of Ali ‘Imran mentions the
Injil because the rest of the surah is set to address the Christians, and
it is not mentioned explicitly in al-Baqarah despite its lengthiness.
Al-Baqarah primarily addresses the Jews and as a result it explicitly
mentions the Torah.
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From them is that al-Baqarah mentions the rulings connected to
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82 Al-Baqarah: 4
83 Ali ‘Imran:3-4
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84fighting in a general sense. He said {And fight in the name of Allah}
and {Fighting has been legislated for you}85 However, Ali ‘Imran
gives further details to this in the context of the Battle of Uhud being
explained within it.
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•pja* 'AU-^From them is that al-Baqarah briefly explains the virtues of those who

are killed in the path of Allah: {They are alive but you cannot perceive
it.}86 All ‘Imran adds to this: {Alive with their lord gaining their sus-
tenance. They are in bliss with what Allah has given to them from
His Favour.}87 This is a weighty elaboration.
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From them is that He says in al-Baqarah:{And Allah grants His King-
dom to whom He wills.}88 And in Ali ‘Imran He said: {Say, “O Allah,
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84 Al-Baqarah: 190, 244
85 Al-Baqarah: 216
86 Al-Baqarah: 154
87 Ali ‘Imran: 169-170
88 Al-Baqarah: 247
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Owner of sovereignty, You give sovereignty to whom You will and
You take sovereignty away from whom You will. You honour whom
You will and You humble whom You will. In Your hand is [all] good.
Indeed, You are over all things competent.”}89 Again, additional in-
formation is provided for something which was mentioned in less
detail.
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From them is that al-Baqarah warns against usury but does not elab-
orate beyond the word “usury”. Ali ‘Imran, however, gives a definition
as to what usury is referring to: {Do not consume interest, doubled
and multiplied.}90 This is an example of an explanation and providing
of details.
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From them is His statement in al-Baqarah {And complete the Hajj}91

which gives implicit proof that the Hajj is an obligation in a general
sense. Its explicit command comes in Ali ‘Imran: {And Hajj to the
House is a duty that mankind owes to Allah.}92 And an additional
condition is stipulated here: {For whoever is able to find thereto a
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89 Ali ‘Imran: 26
90 Ali ‘Imran:130
91 Al-Baqarah: 196
92 Ali ‘Imran: 97
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way.} And then further information is given regarding the ruling of
disbelief for those who deny it: {And whoever disbelieves, then Allah
is not in need of any of the creation.}93
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From them is His statement in al-Baqarah regarding the People of
the Book {Then you turned away, except a few of you, and you were
refusing}94 without adding any details, but then it is detailed in two
ayat in Ali ‘Imran: {Not all of them are alike; a party of the people of
the Scripture stand for truth, they recite the ayat of Allah during the
hours of the night, prostrating themselves in prayer. They believe in
Allah and the Last Day; they enjoin goodness and forbid vice; and
they hasten in [all] good works; and they are among the righteous.}95
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93 Ali ‘Imran: 97
94 Al-Baqarah:83
95 Ali ‘Imran: 113-114
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From them is His statement in al-Baqarah {Say, “Do you dispute with
us about Allah, while He is our Lord andyour Lord? Andwe are to be
rewarded for our deeds and you for your deeds. And we are sincere
to Him},96 which gives an indication that this Ummah is better and
more virtuous than the Ummah of the Jews, but it is not explicit. Like-
wise is the case for His statement {Thus We have made you a balanced
nation, that you be witnesses over mankind and the Messenger be a
witness over you.}97 The superiority of this Ummah over the others is
detailed here but there is a slight ambiguity in wording. However this
superiority is detailed explicitly in Ali ‘Imran: {You are the best Um-
mah ever raised up for mankind.}98 The wording {You are} is a more
explicit term than {Made you} in al-Baqarah. This is expanded again
further in relation to the reason behind the virtuousness: {You enjoin
good and forbid evil, and you believe in Allah.}99
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96 Al-Baqarah: 139
97 Al-Baqarah: 143
98 Ali ‘Imran: 110
99 Al-Baqarah: 110
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From them is His statement in al-Baqarah:{And do not consume one
another’s property unjustly nor give bribery to the rulers}100 This
warning is explained further in His statement: {Surely, those who
purchase a small gain at the cost of Allah’s covenant and their oaths,
they shall have no portion in the Hereafter.}101 And He preceded it
with: {And among the People of the Scripture is he who, if you en-
trust him with a great amount [of wealth], he will return it to you.
And among them is he who, if you entrust him with a [single] silver
coin, he will not return it to you unless you are constantly stand-
ing over him [demanding it]. That is because they say, “There is no
blame upon us concerning the unlearned.”}102
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So these are many of the instances where al-Baqarah mentions a mat-
ter in a general form and then Ali ‘Imran explains in further detail.
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100 Al-Baqarah: 188
101 Ali ‘Imran: 77
102 Ali ‘Imran: 75
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The second angle is that this surah and al-Baqarah are united in com-
plementing and reinforcing one another, because, as previously not-
ed, al-Baqarah serves to remove the doubt. This is why it is mentioned
again here regarding what is relevant to the clarification of the reality
of the Book; from its revelation, affirming that which was revealed
before and it being a guide to the straight path. For this reason, the
ayah in al-Baqarah is repeated in its exact form here: {Say, “We be-
lieve in Allah and that which has been sent down ...”}103 This is why
He mentions here what consequently follows that which is mentioned
or necessitated there.
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So after mentioning the creation of mankind in al-Baqarah, its for-
mation in the womb is described in Ali ‘Imran. In al-Baqarah, it men-
tions the creation of Adam and in Ali ‘Imran it mentions the stages
of the creation of his offspring. What is more fascinating than this
is that He commenced al-Baqarah with the story of the creation of
Adam—being created without a father or a mother, and He men-
tioned in Ali ‘Imran the story of another individual who was similarly
created without a father, that being ‘Isa &. For this reason, ‘Isa was
compared to Adam in respect to creation. Al-Baqarah included the
story of Adam exclusively because it is the first surah, and Adam is
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103 Al-Baqarah: 136
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the first human being who preceded all others, and so it is the origin
whilst Ali ‘Imran is a branch from it and completes it; therefore, it
provides more elaboration and clarification.
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Al-Baqarah addresses the Jews who stated about Maryam what they
stated, rejecting that Maryam had a child without a father. So the sto-
ry of Adam comes at an early point in al-Baqarah to establish the idea
in their minds of Allah creating a human, and the story of ‘Isa does
not come until there is a proof with similar circumstances provided
for them.
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The comparison from the story of Adam to the story of‘Isa is found in
His statement: {Surely, the likeness of ‘Isa with Allah is the likeness
of Adam.}104 As there is a comparison, the basis of the comparison
that is compared to must be known so that it can be established as a
proof. Thus, the story of Adam and the surah it is found in are appro-
priate to precede.
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104 Ali ‘Imran: 59
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From the aspects of the two surahs being concurrent is that which is
mentioned in al-Baqarah about the description of the fire: {Prepared
for the disbelievers.}105 However it does not specify who Jannah is
prepared for, despite the believers and disbelievers being both men-
tioned in its opening. However this matter is mentioned in Ali ‘Imran:
{For Paradise as wide as are the heavens and the earth, prepared for
the pious.}106 When noting this, it is as if the two surahs are actually
one and conjoined.
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Following on from this, it becomes clear that Ali ‘Imran preceding al-
Nisa is more appropriate than vice versa.
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105 Al-Baqarah:24
106 Ali ‘Imran:133
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Another matter that I have concluded is that when there are two surahs
that are correlated and have things in common, the ending of the sec-
ond surah is relevant to the beginning of the previous one to illustrate
their correlation. Whereas in the case of a surah that is independent
from the one it follows, the end of it corresponds and is relevant to the
beginning of the following surah. The ending of Ali ‘Imran is relevant
to the beginning of al-Baqarah i.e. al-Baqarah commences with men-
tion of those who fear Allah and that they are successful, while Ali
‘Imran ends with: {And fear Allah, so that you may be successful.}107
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Surah al-Baqarah starts with His statement: {And who believe in
which has been sent down to you and in that which was sent down
before you.}108 And Ali ‘Imran ends with: {And there are, certainly,
among the people of the scripture, those who believe in Allah and
in that which has been revealed to you, and in that which has been
revealed to them.}109 So all praise is to Allah for the perception that
He gives to His slaves.
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107 Ali ‘Imran: 200
108 Al-Baqarah: 4
109 Ali ‘Imran: 199
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It is also reported that when He revealed {Who will lend Allah a
goodly loan?}110 The Jews [at that time] said, “O Muhammad, your
Lord has become poor so He has asked His slaves for a loan [!?]” So
the ayah was revealed: {Indeed, Allah has heard the statement of
those who said, “Truly, Allah is poor and we are rich!”}
this highlights the relationship between these two surahs in terms of
their correlation and explanation.
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Surah al-Baqarah also gives description to the story of Ibrahim:{Our
Lord!Send amongst them a Messenger of their own who shall recite
unto them Your dydt }113 In response to this supplication, Allah said:
{Indeed Allah conferred a great favour upon the believers when He
sent amongst them a Messenger from among themselves, reciting
unto them His aydt.}iu Again, this highlights the relationship be-
tween these two surahs in correlation and explanation.

110 Al-Baqarah: 245
111 Ali ‘Imran: 181
112 See Tafsir al-Tabari (7/442).
113 Al-Baqarah: 129
114 Ali ‘Imran: 164
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Surah al-Nisa
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The reason for it being the fourth surah in the Qur an has been dis-
cussed previously.
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[However,] I say: This surah also adds and explains the remaining
generalities found in al-Baqarah:
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From them is the generality found in His statement in al-Baqarah
{Worship your Lord, Who created you and those who were before
you so that you may become pious.}115 It is expanded upon here:
{Who created you from a single person, and from him He created
hiswife,andfromthemboth He dispersedmanymenand women.}116

115 Al-Baqarah: 21
i 16 Al-Nisa:1
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One should reflect upon the fact that the aya/z of al-Baqarah explains
the objective of creation—which is to attain taqwa—and this theme
continues at the start of al-Nisa with its beginning (i.e. describing the
creation of the first man and attaching it to the idea of taqwa also).
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From them is the generality found in His statement in Surah al-Baqa-
rah {Stay, you and your wife, in the Paradise.}117 Here the relationship
between Adam and his wife is explained: {And from him He created
his wife.}118 _
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From them is the generality found in al-Baqarah when discussing or-
gans, bequests, inheritance and heirs in His statement: {And on the
father’s] heir is incumbent the like of that [which was incumbent

on the father.]}119 Al-Nisa explains in further detail, all of the above
(i.e. laws of inheritance).120

117 Al-Baqarah: 35
118 Al-Nisa: 1
119 Al-Baqarah: 233
120 See al-Nisa: 7, 11, 12, 33 and 176
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And from them is that matters of marriage are detailed here which
were general there.
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From them is His statement in al-Baqarah: {And a believing slave
woman is better than a polytheist}121 where marriage with a slave
woman is mentioned generally. This subject is detailed in this surah.122
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From them is that al-Baqarah generalises mention of the dowry {And
it is not lawful for you to take back any of the dowry which you have
given them.}123 Its details are explained in al-Nisa (i.e. laws connected
to the dowry).124
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From them is that al-Baqarah125 mentions fc/zu/'and then al-Nisa men-
tions its reasons and causes from marital discord, what stems from it

121 Al-Baqarah: 221
122 See al~Nisa: 25
123 Al-Baqarah: 229
124 See al-Nisa: 20-21

125 See al-Baqarah: 229
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and steps to reconciliation.126
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From them is that al-Nisa details the rulings pertaining to warfare, the
virtue of the warriors and their different levels. Likewise is the case
for the matters related to migration which were general or hinted to
in al-Baqarah.
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Furthermore, there appears to be a strong connection between it and
al-Fatihah. There is an explanation of {Whom You have bestowed
Your grace} in His statement:{Whom Allah has bestowed His Grace,
of the Prophets, the siddiqun, the martyrs, and the righteous.}127

' 0

0^

As for the connection between al-Nisa and Ali ‘Imran, then this can
also be explained from several angles:

t-
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126 See al-Nisa: 34-35
127 Al-Nisa: 69
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From them is that Ali ‘Imran ends with the command of piety128 and
al-Nisa begins directly with it.129 This clearly shows a strong correla-
tion between the order of these two surahs, and this is a well-known
technique in Arabic rhetoric known as tashabih al-atraf.130

dJi* ^ Sly—** o'••
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From them is that Ali ‘Imran gives a detailed account of the story of
Uhud, which is later completed in al-Nisa with His statement: {Then
what is the matter with you that you are divided into two parties
about the hypocrites?}131 This was revealed in relation to when the
Companions jgfc differed on their attitudes towards the hypocrites af-
ter returning from the Battle of Uhud, as mentioned in the hadlth.132

:AJ\JAJ JJU ^— —\ j~ty i( WT : Jl)
Ui*' o! k*

128 Ali ‘Imran: 200
129 Al-Nisa: 1
130 [T] This is where the message or theme at the end of a chapter continues on
to the beginning of the one that follows it.This is a point which reoccurs heavily
in the book in order to establish connection between the surahs.
131 Al-Nisa:88
132 Al-Bukharl (6/59), Chapter of Tafsir, on the authority of Zayd ibn Thabit
and Muslim (8/128), Chapter of the Hypocrites.
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o * o
From them is that in Ali ‘Imran the battle that took place after Uhud is
also mentioned: {Those who answered the call of Allah and the Mes-
senger after being wounded.}133 This is indicated towards in the ayah
in al-Nisa: {And do not weaken in the pursuit of the enemy; if you
aresufferingthensurely,theytooare sufferingasyouare suffering.}134
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From these viewpoints, we know that al-Nisa is rightly placed after Ali
‘Imran instead of vice versa, as it appears in the mushaf of Ibn Mas ud.
Al-Nisa concludes much of what Ali ‘Imran opens, therefore al-Nisa
following Ali ‘Imran is much more appropriate.
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133 This is in reference to the Battle of Hamra al-Asad which was a continuation
of the Battle of Uhud. Once the Quraysh left the battle, they regretted that they
did not seize al-Madlnah whilst they had the chance. This news reached the
Messenger of Allah f§|and in a show of strength, they went out in pursuit of
the Quraysh despite having injuries. See Sahih al-Bukhari (5/130) and Shat Ibn
Hisham (2/101).

134 Al-Nisa: 104
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From them is that Ali ‘Imran describes the story of ‘Isa being created
without a father and draws a comparison with the creation of Adam
as proof for this, which absolves Isa’s mother from any blame; oppos-
ing what the Jews believed. At the same time it affirms his servitude
to Allah, [refuting the idea of divinity for him and] opposing what<
the Christians believed. Al-Nisa refutes the beliefs of both aforemen-
tioned parties. In relation to what the Jews believed:[And because of
their disbelief and uttering against Maryam a grave slander.}135 And
in relation to what the Christians believed: {Do not exceed the lim-
its in your religion, and do not say anything about Allah except the
truth—surely the Messiah ‘Isa the son of Maryam was a messenger
of Allah and His Word which He bestowed on Maryam and a spirit
created by Him} until His statement: {Never would the Messiah dis-
dain to be a servant of Allah.}136
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From them is due to that which is mentioned in Ali ‘Imran {I will

135 Al-Nisa: 156
136 Al-Nisa: 171-172
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cause you to die and raise you to Myself.}137 The doubt of him being
killed is refuted and answered in al-Nisa:{Andbecause of their saying
[in boast], “We killed the Messiah ‘Isa son of Maryam, the Messen-
ger of Allah,” but they did not kill him, nor crucify him, but it was a
person who resembled him, and those who differ about this are full
of doubts. They have no certain knowledge, they follow nothing but
conjecture. For surely; they did not kill him, rather Allah raised him
to Himself.}138

^ JT ^ Jli U Ail
•• ••
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From them is what Ali ‘Imran includes regarding the obscure dydt:
{And those who are firmly grounded in knowledge say: “We believe
in it; the whole of it is from our Lord.”}139 In al-Nisa He said: {But
those among them who are well-grounded in knowledge, and the
faithful, believe in what has been sent down to you.}

plxll c (V :

140
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137 Ali ‘Imran: 55
138 Al-Nisa: 157-158
139 Ali ‘Imran: 7
140 Al-Nisa: 162
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From them is that He said in Ali ‘Imran: {Beautified for men is the
love of things they desire, from women, children, amassing gold and
silver,brandedbeautiful horses, cattle and well-tilledland.This is the
pleasure of the present world’s life;but Allah has the excellent return
with Him.}141 These things are explained in greater detail throughout
the following surah (al-Nisa), following the same arrangement of this
ayah in order for the people to know what Allah has made permissible
so they suffice with it, and what is made forbidden so they avoid it and
do not like it.
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Al-Nisa describes rulings pertaining to women; to whom marriage
is permitted.142 The desire for getting married to women was quot-
ed in the ayah of Ali ‘Imran above. It does not require to elaborate
upon offspring, because interaction with children is lawful and is not
subject to constraints. As for women, clarification is needed to clarify
who can be lawful and who cannot. Nonetheless, they were referred
to in the statement of the Most High: {And let those (guardians) have
the same fear in their minds as they would have for their own, if
they had left weak offspring behind. So let them fear Allah and speak
right words.}143

141 Ali ‘Imran: 14
142 Al-Nisa: 27-22
143 Al-Nisa: 9
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Thereafter, al-Ma idah gives description to rulings pertaining to theft
and robbery—due to them being related to the wealth of gold and sil-
ver, which were mentioned in the aforementioned ayah after women
and offspring.144 This is indicated to in Surah al-Nisa when the divi-
sion of inheritance is discussed.
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After this, there is found in Surah al-Anam rulings connected to an-
imals and agriculture. This is the remaining thing mentioned in the
ayah of Ali ‘Imran above.So look at how delicate this sequence is, and
awareness towards it is from the favour of Allah.
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144 Al-Maidah: 33
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Uj A-ygjilj ^^4 djlsM^JlU Jj>lj
What appears to be the case to me is that Surah al-Nisa also has rulings
connected to sons within it. As Allah mentions that people love sons
and such love made them favour sons over daughters in the matter
of inheritance, giving all of the inheritance to their sons, He Himself
undertook specification of the ratio of inheritance. He said: {Allah
commands you as regards your children’s (inheritance); to the male,
a portion equal to that of two females.}145 And He said: {There is a
share for men and a share for women from what is left by parents.}146

This rebukes the practice of those who designate their inheritance to
their sons only, due to the bias in love given to them. This serves to
clarify that which is permissible and that which is forbidden when it
comes to favouring sons due to their love. It also clarifies what a male
can and cannot have from gold and silver.

CAIPJ C (.tjjZJLA IgJiT
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Also from the viewpoints as to why Ali ‘Imran precedes al-Nisa is that
both surahs—like al-Baqarah—begin with the sending down of the
revelation and with alif-lam-mim. [You will find that this is a common

* c

J

145 Al-Nisa: 11
146 Al-Nisa: 7
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pattern in the Qur an,] that the surahs that commence with the same
split letters are connected to each other. So the surahs that commence
with alif-lam-mim and other surahs which begin with letters, such as
Yunus being next to Hud and Yusuf, and Maryam next to Ta-ha, the
surahs that begin with td-sin, the alif-lam-mim of al-£Ankabut and that
which follows it, the ha-mim surahs etc. all act as a primary proof that
the order of the surahs in the arrangement of the Qur an takes into
account their beginnings.

t
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The exception to this, i.e. when two surahs with this type of begin-
ning are not next to each other, is only between al-AYaf and Yunus,
but this is due to ijtihad (scholarly judgement), and not because of it
being from divine order. And also al-Zumar is placed between Surah
Ghafir—which begins with ha-mim—and Surah Sad. Further detail
regarding this will follow.

— ——
— M

Also from the reasons of the order [of al-Baqarah, Ali Imran and then
al-Nisa] is that al-Baqarah and Ali ‘Imran have been called al-Zahra-
wayn (the two illuminating ones), as it appears in the hadlth, “Recite
the Zahrawayn; al-Baqarah and Ali ‘Imran.”147 [And it is noteworthy

147 Muslim (804), and it was collected by others.
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to mention] that the Quran commences with these two surahs and
ends in a comparable manner, with al-Falaq and al-Nas being coupled
together—which are named al-Mu‘awidhatayn.

f
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Surah al-Ma’idah
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A brief explanation of the appropriateness of the position of al-
Maidah [being the fifth surah in the order of surahs] has somewhat
preceded.

lij ,US3\

: AJJ} c-̂ Lxial ^Jbl v -̂jja-4 Sj^Ji sij&

•O ' * t > • r) C-&& Vj »3i?r Si S*?~ ^I say: This surah also explains the rest of the general parts of Surah
al-Baqarah. The ayat of food and slaughtering within it (describing
what is permissible from them and the laws of eating the food of
non-Muslims148) are more detailed than that which was mentioned
in al-Baqarah.149 Likewise, al-Ma idah addresses what the disbelievers
made forbidden following the practice of their forefathers, which is
a matter that was mentioned in brief in al-Baqarah. This surah ad-
dresses this topic in detail in His statement:{Allah has not institut-

148 See al-Maidah: 3-5
149 See al-Baqarah: 172-173
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ed things like bahirah (a she-camel whose milk was spared for the
Idols and nobody was allowed to milk it) or a sa’ibah (a she-camel let
loose for free pasture for their false gods, e.g. idols, etc., and nothing
was allowed to be carried on it), or a wasilah (a she-camel set free
for idols because it has given birth to a she-camel at its first delivery
and then again gives birth to a she-camel at its second delivery) or
a ham (a stallion-camel freed from work for their idols, after it had
finished a number of copulations assigned for it, all these animals
were liberated in honour of idols as practised by pagan Arabs in the
pre-Islamic period ). . .}150
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Similarly, al-Baqarah makes reference to capital punishment for mur-
der151 and in al-Maidah it describes the first person who committed
murder and the reason for why the ruling is as such:{Because of that
We ordained for the Children of Israel that if anyone killed a per-
son not in retaliation of murder, or (and) to spread mischief in the
land—it would be as if he killed all of mankind, and if anyone saved
a life, it would be as if he saved the life of all mankind.}152 This is
more detailed than that which was generally mentioned in al-Baqa-
rah: {And there is for you in legal retribution [saving of] life.}153

150 Al-Maidah: 103-104
151 See al-Baqarah: 178-179
152 Al-Maidah: 32
153 Al-Baqarah: 179
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Also in al-Baqarah it says: {And when We said: “Enter this town (Je-
rusalem)”}154 This incident is mentioned with full detail in al-Ma idah,
and likewise apostasy is mentioned in al-Baqarah in a concise form,
whereas here He said: {Whoever from among you turns back from
his religion (Islam), Allah will bring a people whom He will love and
they will love Him.}155

2= «
.SjLSsJ! LA i 5j>- y JLJ^I î ai SJAJI —And in al-Baqarah oaths are described in brief, and in this surah they

are elaborated upon through detailing the expiation for breaking
them.156
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In al-Baqarah, laws connected to alcohol and gambling are also made
clear: {They ask you concerning alcoholic drink and gambling. Say:
“In them is a great sin, and [some] benefit for men, but the sin of
them is greater than their benefit.”}157 However in al-Ma’idah there is
more description and explicitness in regards to its prohibition.158

154 Al-Baqarah: 58
155 Al-Ma idah: 54
156 Al-Ma’idah: 89 and al-Baqarah: 225
157 Al-Baqarah: 219
158 Al-Ma idah: 90-91
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Al-Maidah also enjoys a connection with al-Fatihah as well. The path
of those who have Allah’s anger and the misguided is given explana-
tion in His statement: {Say: “Shall I inform you of something worse
than that, regarding the recompense from Allah: those who incurred
the curse of Allah and His wrath.”}159 And His statement: {People
who went astray in times gone by, and who misled many, and strayed
from the straight path.}160
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As for its connection to al-Nisa, then it appears to me that al-Maidah
completed al-Nisa from [a number of ] aspects. One of them is of a

159 Al-Maidah: 60
160 Al-Maidah: 77
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[particularly] marvellous nature, namely that Al-Nisa includes ex-
planations of rulings connected to contracts; both clear contracts
and financial liabilities. Clear contracts include: marriage, dowries
and pledges. He said about this:{To those also with whom you have
made a pledge (brotherhood), give them their due portion (which
was pledged).}161 The pledge of oaths in this ayah, and then the treaty
of peace and protection in His statement: {Except those who join a
group, between you and whom there is a treaty [of peace.]}162 And
His statement: {And if he was from a people with whom you have a
treaty—then a compensation payment presented to his family.}163
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As for financial liabilities, this refers to bequeathments, deposits for
safe-keeping, agency, loans, renting and other such matters that fall
under the general purport of His statement:{Verily Allah commands
that you should render back the trusts to those to whom they are
due.}164 So it is befitting that [after such heavy reference to contracts
in al-Nisa,] al-Maidah commences with the command to uphold
oaths and contracts:{O you who believe!Fulfil (your) obligations},165

as if it is being said to fulfil that which was mentioned in the previous

161 Al-Nisa: 33
162 Al-Nisa: 90
163 Al-Nisa: 92
164 Al-Nisa: 58
165 Al-Maidah:1
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surah. So al-Maidah carries on from where al-Nisa finished off, and
this explains how al-Maidah completes al-Nisa and the strong con-
nection that they have with one another.

L*ji \J|> «IAJ] c ^̂ SUJl [JjjiJj jLsSvJl ] 4*ii JAJ
••

From another perspective, al-Nisa precedes al-Maidah because al-
Nisa begins with an address to all of mankind: {O mankind!} And
this form of address was utilised in a number of instances within the
surah. This resembles the Makkan stage where the address was for
all of mankind to respond, whereas aI-Maida}i commences with: {O
you who believe!} And this form of address was utilised in a number
of instances within the surah. This resembles the Madam period—
therefore it makes chronological sense that al-Nisa comes before al-
Maidah based on their level of address (i.e. it is more appropriate to
commence with the Makkan period), and furthermore it is befitting
that the general is mentioned before the specific.

••
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Furthermore, these two surahs are interlinked and relevant to each
other just as al-Baqarah and Ali ‘Imran are, as the latter are themed at
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explaining aqtdah-, tawhld, the Book, and Prophethood while al-Nisa
and al-Ma’idah are to establish rulings within the Sharfah.

.idJUJj s-LJl tSjJLaJl ia./it S-XJLJI c— J i j
Al-Ma’idah ends with affirmation of the attribute of All-Ability for
Allah166 and this is precisely how al-Nisa starts off.167
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Al-Nisa begins with description of the beginning of the creation, and
al-Maidah ends with description of the resurrection and its recom-
pense. [So from this aspect] it is as if they are one surah that encom-
passes all rulings from the beginning to the end.
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The connection between the two surahs can also be seen by looking
at the ayah in al-Nisa: [Surely, We have sent down to you the Book in
truth that you might judge between people.}168 The context in which
this ayah was revealed was when a person stole a shield,169 however
the rulings connected to theft and its punishment were later detailed
166 Al-Maidah:120
167 Al-Nisa: 1
168 Al-Nisa: 105
169 See Tafslrlbn Kathlr (2/358-359).
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in al-Maidah.
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Furthermore, the instance where al-Nisa explains that the Book was
sent so {That you might judge between people}, al-Ma idah expands
upon the theme of judging with what Allah has revealed—and even
detailing where the judgement is for a non-Muslim. And he repeated
this statement [thrice]: {And whosoever does not judge by what Al-
lah has revealed.}1 7 0

coUJuJl oJjb J&\iCr̂ J

So contemplate upon these four MadanI surahs, their perfect order,
the way they complement one another, give context to one another
and complete one another.
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[Even more poignant] is that al-Baqarah (the opening of the four) was
the first MadanI surah to be revealed and al-Ma idah (the concluding
of the four) was the last MadanI surah to be revealed, as stated in the
hadlth of al-Tirmidhl.171

170 Repeated in al-Ma’idah: 44, 45 and 47
171 Al-Tirmidhl (8/436-437) on the authority of ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr ibn al-As.
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Some scholars have stated that the relationship between the begin-
ning of al-Anam and the end of al-Maidah is that al-Anam com-
mences with the praise of Allah and al-Maidah concludes whilst de-
tailing judgement, and these two matters are often intertwined, as in
His statement: {And they will be judged with truth, and it will be
said, “All praise and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of all creation.”}172
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I say: What appears to me to be the case—with the favour of Allah, is
what I indicated towards previously in the ayah of Ali ‘Imran:{Beau-

172 Al-Zumar: 75
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tified for men is the love of things they desire.}173 This process occurs
again in relation to the generalities found in the statement at the end
of al-Maidah: {To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and
the earth and all that is within it.}174 The current surah [which we are
discussing] opens with explanation of this and with further details
regarding it.
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So al-Anam begins with the mention of the creation of the heavens,
the earth and also light and darkness. And these are some of that
which is comprised in His statement at the end of al-Maidah: {And
all that is within it.} [Which then continues its theme] at the begin-
ning of al-Anam: {All praise be to Allah.} Meaning that all praise-
worthy things are under His dominion, expanding upon the end of
al-Maidah: {To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the
earth and all that is within it.}
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173 Ali ‘Imran: 12
174 Al-Maidah: 120
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Al-Anam then continues to describe the creation of man and that
their period within creation is limited. They will then be caused to
die and then resurrected and this is evident with the passing of gen-
erations upon generations of nations having their time expired. Then
He said: {Say: “To whom belongs all that is in the heavens and the
earth?” Say: “To Allah.”}175 This affirms that all tangible objects are
from the dominion that belong only to Allah, and then it says: {And
to Him belongs whatsoever exists in the night and the day.}176 This
affirms that all intangible things also belong to Him, all time and place
is within His dominion. The topic of the surah then moves on to de-
scribing the design of the rest of creation; the animals, the birds, the
creation of sleep and awakening and death and life. Then praise con-
tinues to extend to Him for the creation and originating within it the
sun and moon, stars, daybreak and morning, the splitting of seeds, the
sending down of rain, life given to plantation and its varying types,
causing gardens to grow, [both] trellised and untrellised, livestock
which are also used for transportation and apparel; all of this gives
explanation to whom the dominion is and what He has created within
it. This is a splendid display of the appropriateness of its location.

175 Al-An‘am:12
176 Al-An‘am: 13
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As the theme of this sura/z is to describe the dominion of Allah and
His creation; it extensively describes Allah as being the Lord, i.e. Him
being the Owner, Creator and Originator. He sufficed in this surah by
mentioning matters related to it such as: The beginning of the crea-
tion of humans, worlds, angels, devils, animals and plantation. All of
the aforementioned are needed and connected to human life on earth.
After mentioning all of this, the signs of the Hour and Resurrection
are denoted.

L»j jjLo £y*>- « «XA

.[^iA AJJJJ U

So Surah al-Anam describes the creation of all created beings and that
which is associated to them and related to them, so it is apparent from
this the appropriateness of the Makkan surahs beginning with it and
likewise for it preceding those surahs which were revealed before it.
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P SjiJl ^y £3J U cg- LoJ^'j ^1*3
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Al-Anam also comprises of all fundamentals and knowledge as well
as worldly interests on earth and what will create a harmonious life
for them on it; just like how al-Baqarah comprises of all fundamentals
and knowledge and how they can create a harmonious spiritual life.
Al-Baqarah is themed at discussing worship and brief rulings con-
nected to the materialistic world. An example of this is that al-Baqa-
rah—like al-Anam—also gives description to the beginning of the
creation but in a short manner.

$ SyiJ! Ijy* P AAX(LA Ijy*Jl ^£31 ^ I cJU

If it is queried: Why didn’t the Qur an commence with al-Arfam and
precede with it before al-Baqarah, considering that it is themed at
describing the beginning of creation and this precedes rulings and
worship?

« t-L* cS^Lxj! LOJI ^jA] g -o. ll c

J 15" jtJp ĴaJ ^y

rl5USfl jjp <y ^
jaJl JJU ^

Ihe answer is: To give us understanding that matters of religion and
the hereafter precede the worldly matters, and that worship is in
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fact the very reason for the creation of man. Therefore, the Qur an
commences with that which is the most valuable according to the
Shan ah.177 It delays the description of the design of creation and man
as this is a subsidiary knowledge, but the knowledge of the religion
and its mandated rulings is binding upon everyone.So for this reason,
delving into the knowledge of the beginning of creation and matters
related to it such as history should not be except after delving into the
rulings of religion and attaining proficiency within this.

UJ I*-* tj>-T 4UI X+JHJ

i\j { L A iiit Jif IS \y&V \yi\ pj\1$$ :SJbTJl 5^
:3JdLJ!) 1)1 (AV :3JJLJI)

4JJI jUSsJl 0 •T

4 4JJI Jj>-1 iLi |^>J ciiidj J-vaill jlSj 4 <uip

^JiP 4 ^ jli53l ^AJ>- L* ^) LMJ JL-
cAj^Uaj JjN.dl ^Ulj ;AJ Ŝfl

ii^aJJl AJLP CJUJU^I ciJJi jS* ^y3jlpj

jliSsJl
••

177 An example of this is the ayah that comes in al-Baqarah: {O mankind! Wor-
ship your Lord (Allah)} [al-Baqarah: 21]. The Qur an does not have anything
similar to this ayah in the same wording.Al-Kirmam said about this ayah, “The
command to worship here is the command to al-tawhid, it is the first matter
that the Muslim is commanded with and thus it is the very first command in the
Qur‘an. Then the Qur‘an describes everything which is a branch of this foun-
dation as the whole religion is built upon it (i.e. tawhid).” See Asrdr al-Takrdrft
al-Qufan (p. 22).
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Also from another angle, which appears to me to be the case—which
all praises are due to Allah for—is that al-Baqarah is given prece-
dence in order over al-Anam because al-Anam continues on from al-
Maidah where Allah said:{O you who believe!Do not make the tayy-
ibat (wholesome) unlawful for yourselves, which Allah has made
lawful to you, and do not transgress (in them)}178 until the end [of
the context in describing rulings connected to what is lawful,] then
He said: {Allah has not instituted things like bahirah (a she-camel
whose milk was spared for the idols and nobody was allowed to milk
it)}179 to the end. So what is being informed about here is regarding
disbelievers who declared lawful things which were provided to them
by Allah to be forbidden as a lie against Him. The point in mentioning
this is to explain to the believer the deviance of making unlawful what
Allah had made lawful. If the believers were to do something similar,
they would resemble the non-believers in this and all of this is men-
tioned in a concise yet comprehensive manner. However, al-Anam
expands on the above attitude of how the non-believers changed and
invented rulings in the religious code. The surah explains that this
became a habit of theirs and the surah is themed at explaining this
throughout, giving detailed descriptions as to how they invented
and then a rebuttal of all of their accusations. It establishes the proof
against them and their falsehood. It points out their fallacies and con-
tradictions and all the other flaws found in the events this surah is
aimed at explaining. As a result, this surah serves as an explanation
of al-Maidah; the generalities that appear in al-Ma’idah are contin-
ued on in al-Anam but with further detail, comprehensiveness and

178 Al-Maidah: 87
179 Al-Maidah:103
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180expressiveness.
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Al-Anam begins with the creation and dominion of Allah,181 as He is
al-Khaliq and al-Malik and controls and maintains His creation; cre-
ating and allowing or preventing things from occurring within it. The
surah has legislation within it making things halal and haram. All of
this teaches us that none are able to transgress whatever He wills and
creates within it.

1*5/ 4>-} ^jA 5 -̂W*JL OwLfe 0«JISjj
*. 4jjS JUJ>-N CUj-

U ^jJl c(T > :oylJl) Jf J>J\j
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Al-Anam also possesses a connection with al-Fatihah, as it explains
the generalities of His statement:{The Lord of all creation.} And like-
wise with al-Baqarah as it explains the generalities of His statement:
{Your Lord (Allah), Who created you and those who were before

dr"

180 Al-Anam: 139-136
181 Al-Anam: 3-1
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you.}182 And that of His statement: {He it is Who created for you all
that is on earth.}183 And with Ali ‘Imran from the aspect of it explain-
ing His statement: {Branded beautiful horses, cattle and well-tilled
land}184 and His statement: {Everyone shall taste death.}185

t »
oUJl JsSj

And likewise with al-Nisa, from the aspect of what it includes in de-
scription of the beginning of creation and also from the aspect of what
it includes from censure regarding those who made the lawful forbid-
den with their wives, and the prohibition of the practice of burying
daughters alive.186

* *
SJjLJbj

And it has a connection with al-Ma idah due to what it includes from
the topic of food and its types.187

••

Now if we reflect upon why it is utilised as the opening of the Mak-
kan surahs, then there are also two other perspectives that display its
appropriateness:

:JjSlI
182 Al-Baqarah: 21
183 Al-Baqarah: 29
184 Ali ‘Imran:14
185 Ali ‘Imran:185
186 Al-Anam:140
187 Al-Anam: 141-148
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Firstly, it starts with praises for Allah alone (i.e. signalling to tawhid).
$

0' ^
Jjj SyLJI)) . ULJU> JjJ

o')) : <i> C5JJJ c ((ISCLU oyUj il JT ^.((<ilL» :^'jj
Secondly, there are parallels between it and al-Baqarah—the open-
ing of the Madani surahs—as both were revealed, accompanied with
angels. According to the hadlth of Ahmad, “Al-Baqarah is the chief
of the Quran and its peak. With every ayah of it, eighty angels de-
scended.”188 [This is directly comparable] to the hadlth reported from
different routes by al-Tabaranl and others, “Al-Anam was accompa-
nied with seventy thousand angels”, and in another narration, “Five
hundred angels.” 189

dr*

Jjli] .wU>Jl IgJjl 3j f~j or4 £0 o' : <•

tciJWl c (o) 0
*[r^'

From another perspective, every fourth of the Qur’an begins with a
surah which begins with praise of Allah, and the end of al-Maidah
signifies the completion of the first quarter of the mushaf —which
commences with { ALhamdu} , thus the second quarter commences

188 Collected by Ahmad in al-Musnad (5/26) on the authority of Maqal ibn
Yassar, al-Dariml in Fada’il al-Qufan (2/447) from Ibn Masud and al-Hay-
thaml in Majma al-Zawaid (6/311), which was supported by al-Tabaranl.
189 Collected by al-Haythaml in Majma‘al-Zawaid (7/19-20) from Ibn ‘Umar,
which was supported by al-Tabaranl.
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with al-Ariam. The third quarter commences with al-Kahf, the fourth
quarter commences with Saba and Fatir.

4]

All of these aspects of the appropriateness of this surah's order which
I have concluded are like the similitude of a drop taken from a sea
compared to the actual secrets of the Quran.

$.Jj WLP £$j U £3 oLJ Sj^Jl od-ft UJJ
LJ)) c ( > Y ) Jf
jj ' yj* djji y^J 4JI ydr*

(((^^M

As al-Anam deals with describing the beginning of creation, it men-
tions an event that occurred during the beginning of creation, in His
statement:{He has prescribed mercy for Himself.}190 The description
of this event was reported in the Sahlh, “When Allah completed the
creation, and decreed all its decrees; He wrote with Himself above His
throne: ‘My mercy superseded My anger.’”191

190 Al-Anam: 12
191 Collected by al-Bukharl (4/129).
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I say: The appropriateness of Surah al-A‘raf following Surah al-
Anam—with what Allah has inspired me with—is that al-Anam
gives detail to the beginning of creation, this is found in His state-
ment:{He it is Who has created you from clay.}192 And His statement
in the creation of man in a sequence of generations: {Have they not
seen how many a generation before them We have destroyed whom
We had established on the earth?}193 There is also reference given to
the sending of Messengers within this context and them being of great
number. Therefore, the beginning of al-An‘am contains three general
topics: [{He it is Who has created you from day},{Have they not seen
how many a generation before them We have destroyed whom We

* f.

r

192 Al-Anam: 2
193 Al-Anam: 6
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had established on the earth?}, and it mentioned sending the mes-
sengers and specifying many of them.] These are mentioned in a gen-
eral manner and not detailed.Thus al-Araf concludes these matters as
it contains an explanation of all three in a more detailed form.

* —J C £lj| ^1 Jfl>-
•• '

ub ^L^SJU <+&£y ^/2-vai cJ^25 c (t
JjyiJl JU- s^j]a3 ^JL ^ c b i L i

. o b S f l Ijy*J l d J l f c OolSsi
In al-Araf further detail to the creation of the first man is given. The
story of Adam is explained in a detailed manner which is not found
in any other surah.194 This adds explanation to the generality found in
His statement:{He it is Who has created you from clay.}195 Thereafter,
al-Araf moves onto describing the stories of the Messengers, the na-
tions they were sent to and how they were destroyed. The explanation
is detailed, complete and comprehensive. This level of description in
al-Araf is like no other in the Quran196 as al-Araf gives a chronologi-
cal description to the sending of Messengers and the specific manner
as to how each nation was destroyed. So al-Araf serves as an explana-
tion of those three aforementioned ayat.

: ^1x3^1) ^ £jjt jJfcj^ (J-W2LAJ cfJlJJi

•• '

194 Al-Araf:11-25
195 Al-Anam: 2
196 Al-Araf: 59-176
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Also, this serves as an explanation of His statement: {And it is He
who has made you successors upon the earth.}197 So the beginning
of al-A‘raf correlates with this by describing the creation of Adam and
how his creation marks the beginning of the generations of human
creation upon earth.198 Then it shifts to the generation of ‘Ad: {And
remember that He made you successors after the people of Nuh.}
And then the people of Thamud:{And remember when He made you
successors after ‘Ad.}

ji 0*0

199

200
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It is said in al-Anam: {Your Lord has written mercy for Himself.}
This general statement is explained with detailed wording here in al-
Araf: {My mercy embraces all things and I have ordained it for the
pious.}202 This explains who has ordained the mercy for them.

: iJUA ^X i u M Ail : J>-\J S ~̂JI OA* Jjl L*IJ
•TSJJJLZJ'CSI0 of 1Ai

201

197 Al-Arfam:165
198 Al-Araf: 11-25
199 Al-Araf: 69
200 Al-Araf: 74
201 Al-Arfam: 54
202 Al-Araf: 156
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As for the literal connection between the start of this surah and the
end of the preceding one: Al-Anam ends with describing His straight
path: {And verily, this is my straight path, so follow it.}203 And {And
this is a blessed Book which We have sent down, so follow it.}204 And
al-Araf begins with the same theme, i.e. with the command to follow
the Book:{A Book sent down unto you} until His statement: {Follow
what has been sent down unto you from your Lord.}205

Uu^l) \j& UJ f^ ^ jJu U [Su\j

ZfcjJj^J-jt -yj\$Lr

‘0 °^
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Also, as preceded in al-An‘am: {Then He will inform them about
what they used to do}206 and {Then to your Lord is your return, and
He will inform you concerning that over which you used to differ.}
Then he said at the beginning of al-Araf: {We will question those who
the Book was sent to and we will ask the Messengers [about them].
Then We will surely relate [their deeds] to them with knowledge.}

207

208

203 Al-Anam: 153
204 Al-Anam: 155
205 Al-A‘raf: 2-3
206 Al-Anam:159
207 Al-An‘am:164
208 Al-Araf: 6-7
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So al-A‘raf explains the “informing” mentioned in al-Anam.

AJJ it ^ Jli LJi L^utj
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Another manner in how these two surahs complement one another
is by looking at the statement in al-Anam: {Whoever brings a good
deed shall have ten times the reward of it.}209 This multiplication of
reward will only be made clear when the person is being held to ac-
count and has his deeds weighed on the mtzdrt (scale). Al-Araf opens
with description of the mizan, where He said: {And the weighing on
that Day is true.}210 Al-A‘raf then expands upon the types of weigh-
ing. Some will have their deeds made heavy; this is when one’s good
deeds outweigh the bad ones. It then describes those whose weighing
of deeds will be light; this is when a persons bad deeds outweigh the
good ones. After the description of the weighing, it then gives detail
to the people of al-A‘raf; they are those who are equal in their level of
good and bad deeds.

209 Al-Anam:160
210 Al-A‘raf: 8
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Surah al-Anfal
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Pay attention to the following point; the placement of this swra/z and
al-Tawbah is not something—unlike the order of all the other surahs
in the Qur an—instructed by the Prophet f§|, nor is it something that
the Companions were in total agreement upon. Rather, it was the
judgement of ‘Uthman to sequence them in this manner.

\^j\j C ^LJSL\ ^ jOUioi ^ [ L^] ^ &\jsS)l
cJjjJaJl £-~JI J-*a3 L^j-ŝ t JJJJI
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What appears to me to be the case—according to my very limited
knowledge—is that al-AVaf is more appropriate to be associated with
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Yunus and Hud as all of them are themed at describing the stories of
the Prophets and the fact that all three of them were revealed in Mak-
kah. Furthermore, “the seven long ones” have been categorised to-
gether as being the first segment of the Qur an, and Surah Yunus was
considered as being the seventh. This was reported by al-Bayhaql in
al-Dalail,211 So to place al-Anfal and al-Tawbah between al-A‘raf and
Yunus and interrupt the sequence of the seven long ones has some
reservations; especially because al-Anfal is shorter than al-A‘raf and
al-Tawbah.

JJIJ j+>- wiij

s«b Jb cr <J\^o' ^
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—
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211 Collected by al-Bayhaql in Dalail al-Nubuwwah (7/152-153) and al-Nasai
(1/114) on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas that the seven long surahs are: al-Baqa-
rah, Ali ‘Imran, al-Nisa, al-Maidah, al-Anam, al-A‘raf, but the narrator said he
forgot the seventh one that he heard from Ibn ‘Abbas. Al-SuyutI reported from
Ibn Abl Hatim and others that Said ibn Jubayr said that the seventh was Yunus.
See al-Itqan (1/220).
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•Jl^iaJI £~~J! ^This has become a problematic issue for many of the scholars, even
from the earliest generations, including Ibn ‘Abbas. It is report-
ed by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, al-Tirmidhi, al-Nasal, Ibn Hibban and
al-Hakim that Ibn ‘Abbas said, “I asked ‘Uthman, ‘Is there a reason
for placing al-A‘raf with al-Anfal when al-Anfal is from those which
equal or are less than a hundred dydf and al-Tawbah is from those
that exceed a hundred ayat. By placing them in this manner [you have
split up the order,] and you did not divide al-Anfal and al-Tawbah
with the basmallah and you placed them both together amongst the
section where there are seven long ones?’ So ‘Uthman replied, ‘The
Messenger of Allah §§ used to have surahs with many ayat revealed
to him and he would then call a scribe to write them down. He used
to say to them,‘Place these ayat in such-a-such surah which mentions
such-and-such.’ Al-Anfal was from one of the first to be revealed (i.e.
in al-Madinah) and al-Tawbah was one of the last surahs to be re-
vealed but their theme was very similar, so I thought al-Tawbah was
just an extension of al-Anfal. The Messenger of Allah!§• passed away
without making clear to us if al-Tawbah was part of al-Anfal. So for
this reason, I have placed them together in the mushaf but did not
separate them with the basmallah212 and sequenced them to be within
the seven long ones.’”213

212 Al-BaqilanI said, “The basmallah is not written at the beginning of al-Taw-
bah by the Prophet|§ because it has ayat which mention warfare and treaties.
The basmallah denotes softness, mercy and care—thus it was omitted due to
this.” See Nukat al-lntisar li Naql al-Qur’dn (pp. 77-78).
213 Collected by Ahmad in al-Musnad (1/57), Abu Dawud (1/208) in the Chap-
ter of al-Salat, al-Tirmidhi (8/477-478) in the Chapter of Tafsir, al-Hakim in
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ft ft ^ *!^**>b>- l jjaftlj ! («-»s-^Look at how Ibn ‘Abbas ’•% found the decision of ‘Uthman %, prob-
lematic, and this was from two perspectives: (i) The fluency of the siz-
es of the surahs was challenged due to al-Anfal being placed amongst
the lengthy ones, (ii) Placing both al-Anfal and al-Tawbah between
the sixth and seventh of the “seven lengthy ones”. And look at how
‘Uthman %, responded by stating that there is no divine instruc-
tion to the order here, that he was forced to make a judgement over
it and that he only placed al-Anfal and al-Tawbah together because
they resemble each other in their theme, i.e. the order to fight and the
renouncement of treaties. This judgement by ‘Uthman is extremely
insightful, so may Allah be pleased with all of the Companions. Look
at how precise their understanding was! Look how noble and strong
their opinions were!Look how great their intuition was!

I -UP AJUICAT
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al-Mustadrak (2/330) and others. Ahmad Shakir declared this narration as be-
ing baseless and al-Bukhari classed one of the narrators, Yazld al-FarisI, as being
weak.
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I say:The intent of‘Uthman <% in sequencing the mushaf in this fash-
ion is due to the following reasons, which were inspired by Allah:

431<UP
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Firstly, al-Anfal is placed before al-Tawbah because of its small size
and it having a basmallah.So he placed al-Anfal before al-Tawbah and
made al-Tawbah follow it as if al-Tawbah is an extension of al-Anfal.
For this reason, many scholars from the Salaf were of the view that
al-Anfal and al-Tawbah are actually one surah, and not two.214

$j2i\ ^ 4ili cJj^Ui! <u**L*J \jjt 3*1 ji <ul
5= t t-

^** V

Secondly, al-Tawbah is placed after al-Anfal because of its length, be-
cause there is no other surah in the Quran after al-Araf that is more
appropriate in terms of length to Yunus than it. This is sufficient to
establish appropriateness.

Jljjail s-ldl ^ iviJbJI

••

214 See al-Itqan (1/225).
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o' (vA—j A-AP AU! L^S> AUI JY»j o'
^ L* £--wJl Q+i £u^j**JlS^ [ LA ] U-SBJI

U-g-Uu* jiii (%-*# AjU cJljjaJl £~*Jl
IJjfc

^31 JJ^Uil
Thirdly, the placing of al-Anfal and al-Tawbah within the seven long
surahs—though the first generation was aware of their order—in-
dicates that they were placed there as a personal endeavour and not
based upon a divine instruction, and that the Messenger of Allah f§>

passed away before he clarified where to place them in the mushaf.
The reason al-Anfal and al-Tawbah were placed amongst the seven
long surahs, [whose order is known] is to highlight that they are not
located there due to divine instruction. However, if they were placed
after the seven long surahs, it may give the impression that they are
placed there according to divine instruction. That being said, know-
ing the order of the seven long surahs should avert such confusion.

X bg-Ap ô y°~ X? AJLSJJI oJjt

Look at how precise their decision making was, by the facilitation of
Allah, and how they took all things into consideration. It is an act that
shows a high level of mastery and wisdom.

p p p

LS" U-AJ>-\ y 4jl

/ *
l

W2 ju lg, *a*.) ^* * «- * *
J ^ J5 ) j>-\ AJI Lj

^ii U

JLsJLSt' )!\ ^jA A-ji C— L o J clfcAxj Jl—
oUJ
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toLSC* c JZJJJ c

c, \JJ» c

Fourthly, if al-Anfal and al-Tawbah were swapped with Yunus and
al-Tawbah placed before Hud—as it was arranged in the mushaf of
Ubayy ibn Ka‘b—in consideration of the appropriateness of the seven
long ones and the connection between them, all what we have men-
tioned would be lost in addition to another aspect of appropriateness
that is more established. This is because it is more correct to connect
Yunus to the five surahs that follow it because they all relate stories of
the Prophets, and also because they open with the split-letters, { Alif-
Ldm-Rd } and then mention the Book. Likewise, all of them are Mak-
kan surahs, and all of them, except al-Hijr, are named after a prophet.
Al-Ra‘d is a name of an angel215 which can be categorised within the
virtue of the names of Prophets.

Cr*J
.*LjSfl

J5*T Uj ( ĵ jd JU<2J ĥ
•• ••

* «•
These complete the six reasons as to why Yunus is better connect-
ed to the five that follow it and why al-Anfal and al-Tawbah should
be placed before it. And these reasons are stronger than the view we
mentioned earlier regarding why Yunus should be placed after al-
A'raf.

dr4

t- *

J^ai\ P Jl 5^ ddj* LySJuij

215'Collected by al-Tirmidhl (8/145) on the authority of Ibn Abbas. It was also
the opinion of Mujahid in his tafsir of the ayah.See al-Itqan (4/79).
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In fact, it is for some of these very reasons that al-Hijr is placed before
al-Nahl, despite al-Hijr being shorter than al-Nahl. Had al-Tawbah
been placed after these six, then its correct place—due to its length—
would have been extremely delayed. It would mean that shorter surahs
would be placed before it unlike the reason for placing al-Nahl after
al-Hijr, but it is not as long as al-Tawbah, [thus it does not affect the
fluency of the Qur an with this arrangement.]

^
ip QA l* 4 OIPJ^J J-g-djj

^1P JÎ AP (Jl L*J C Lj-Lj ij\ fy

SyLJl Lgj**— - ••

. Igj** ^ ^JLP owb ĴI UL$JJ c^JtK*
Another aspect that supports the appropriateness of the start of the
surahs with their placements is that which I have mentioned re-
garding placing al-Hijr before al-Nahl. Al-Hijr commences with the
split-letters alif-lam-ra, which is the manner of the four surahs be-
fore it, and this is one of the reasons we mentioned for Ali ‘Imran
preceding al-Nisa and joining al-Baqarah, as they both begin with the
split-letters alif-ldm-mim, despite the rule that longer surahs should
come before smaller ones (i.e. al-Nisa should follow al-Baqarah based
upon length). Similarly, the td-sin and ha-mim surahs are placed to-
gether, and the alif-ldm-mim surahs of al-‘Ankabut, al-Rum, Luqman

c
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and al-Sajdah are together. For this reason, al-Sajdah is placed beforfj
al-Ahzab so that it is located with the rest of the alif-ldm-mlm surah$+
despite al-Ahzab being lengthier.

. AJ 4JJI £2» U I jut

This is what Allah has given me of understanding.

Jlj ^P IjAJl Utj
t *CSJJLJIJ

jtJ (.ZjJ* J|j cS*|^ ^« fit-

Ibn Mas‘ud in his mushaf placed al-Nisa after al-Baqarah and made
Ali ‘Imran the fourth surah in the Qur an, then al-A‘raf, al-An‘am, al-
Ma idah and then Yunus; due to all of these being from the seven long
ones and each one preceded by the other in terms of length. Then he
placed the hundred or more verse surahs next to each other, order-
ing them according to length. He commenced with al-Tawbah before
al-Nahl, then Hud, Yusuf and al-Kahf—each one lengthier than the
following one. Al-Anfal was delayed and placed in his mushaf after
al-Nur.216

tJ>SfU J>Sf!

fi fi *jlj 4>-JJ
iS Jb$IJj \ ji\5J1 Aiii

: jUjSll J j . iSl (0 0 :^l) t y g #

cpi LXJ - XX (xi) J,5
216 See al-Itqan (1/224).
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ccs

^ 4-! y 3j L*J *XPjJt L5̂ dr4

The reason why he placed them in this fashion is because they are
both Madam surahs and they are themed at explaining legislation.
Furthermore al-Nur states: {Allah has promised those who have be-
lieved among you and done righteous deeds that He will surely grant
them succession [to authority] upon the earth just as He granted it to
those before them and that He will surely establish for them [there-
in] their religion which He has preferred for them and that He will
surely substitute for them, after their fear, security, [for] they wor-
ship Me, not associating anything with Me. But whoever disbelieves
after that—then those are the defiantly disobedient.}217 And it is said
in al-Anfal: {And remember when you were few and oppressed in
the land, fearing that people might abduct you, but He sheltered
you, supported you with His victory, and provided you with good
things—that you might be grateful.}218 So there is no doubt that both
of these ayat are related; the ayah in al-Nur gives promise of relief
whereas the one in al-Anfal explains that the promise has been com-
pleted. So contemplate the point I have just explained.

217 Al-Nur: 55
218 Al-Anfal: 26
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.(n) <SS*
I say: We have explained above as to why al-Tawbah is located here in
the mushaf,but we can expand upon it here that al-Tawbah commenc-
es with detail219 regarding what is mentioned concisely in al-Anfal: {If
you fear treachery from people throwing back (their covenant), then
make them aware that the covenant will be cancelled because of this
action of theirs}220 which is followed by the command to prepare for
war: {And make ready against them all you can of power.}221 So for
this reason, al-Tawbah makes mention of the hypocrites:{And if they
had intended to march out, certainly, they would have made some
preparation for it.}222

219 Al-Tawbah: 3-5
220 Al-Anfal: 58
221 Al-Anfal: 60
222 Al-Tawbah: 46
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( ^JUi'ill ^ All t, j>-1 A>-j^ pJ
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ijUki! L^JL<C>-J toliJu^dl
Furthermore, between al-Anfal and al-Tawbah there is a strong rela-
tionship [in their mention of the war booty and division of finances.]
The Glorified explained in al-Anfal that the war booty is to be split
into five categories,223 whereas al-Tawbah explains the portions of
those who are eligible for zakat—which has been specified into eight
categories.224

223 Al-Anfal: 41
224 Al-Tawbah: 60
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Surah Yunus

t * 4

:L* L>-J 4J>-J <wi^
p Ji : JjSl

jJjl 0^ 1 l 4jl>*̂ ** 4jl$ C <— ^i]fa .o. > 4-M-*^ l ^ n [\a*

A>-J S^LisJl ^>-lj jlJuNl ^JJii ( \ ) j£$ j

( X : t
_i^pSll) : <—il^p-Sh ^JiU* ^^U; Jlij

. j**J cjldjNl IIA^-IJ ^TJJI
I say: The discussion regarding Yunus being placed after al-Anfal and
al-Tawbah has already preceded. We expand upon this here by point-
ing out that the commencement of Yunus resembles that of al-Araf.
Allah, the Glorified, said in Yunus: {Warn mankind, and give good
news to those who believe.}225 In this ayah, the warning precedes and
has been generalised to mankind, whereas salvation and good tidings
follow and have been specified to only a select few. And he said in the
commencement of al-Araf: {Warn thereby, and it being a reminder
for the believers.}226 In the same fashion as the ayah in Yunus, the
warning is mentioned first and this is general to all mankind, but sal-
vation and good news is delayed and given to a select few.

1

225 Yunus: 2
226 Al-Araf:2
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jp p$sL j, J>j% oljU-lll jU jjJl =̂Jj5l|> :U Jlij
.dUi > cii Ŝli Jsiji ^ JUj t (r)

••

He also said in this surah: {Surely, your Lord is Allah Who created
the heavens and the earth in six Days and then istawd (rose over) the
Throne.}227 And He stated something similar to this in the early part
of al-A‘raf: [{Indeed your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and
theearth inSix Days,andthen He istawd (roseover) theThrone...}]228

jJdU *1 “ill Ol Jlij .(r) Jlij
. (o l

He also said here: {Disposing the affair of all things.}229 And in al-
A'raf He said:{Subjected to His command. Surely, His is the Creation
and Commandment.}230

.Ja *̂o ^Jbl dJjfc

Furthermore, Yunus has mention of the story of Firawn and likewise
does al-Araf. His drowning is mentioned in general in al-Araf 31 but it
is given further detail in Yunus.232

t

ij

— —. <u>

227 Yunus: 3
228 Al-A‘raf: 54
229 Yunus: 3
230 Al-Araf: 54
231 Al-A‘raf: 136
232 Yunus: 90-92
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So Yunus provides detail to much of what preceded generally in al-
A‘raf.
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Surah Hud

i 4JbLh*JI 4jLw*Ji ^AP s^bj \}y** 1 ^
d-L* ^ CU -̂iJ t

#

<^r* (^ 4,1a *~.*J L» CJG*«**JJ SJ^JI

. <a*alJ O^il ^1 ( ^ *- £y ) &-*j' &|* 3^ ^ cLjJ^I say: Surah Hud is placed after Yunus based upon the same six rea-
sons which we have explained above. In addition to these six, Yunus
mentions the story of Nuh very briefly,233 and it is later explained in
Surah Hud with extensive detail—with a level of detail not seen in any
other surah.234 This level of detail is not given in al-Araf despite al-
Araf being considerably longer and it is not given in Surah Nuh itself.

6
AJUK>«^ 5 £-y <Ly2J ^i 3j^*»

AJ C SJLPULSIJ 4-j^j ] OSJ& 1^3
* ••

AJJS ijyjj fl A I JsLjjNl IjjJLi LgjJJa. (^1

k* 0 ' ^ :<
_rJjO ^

•0) (*s^»- <1$ j* *i

f S j f c T £^d o l3> :
T *1

233 Yunus: 71-73
234 Hud: 25-48
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So Surah Hud explains what preceded it in general terms in Surah
Yunus, to comply with the rule, furthermore its beginning is strongly
connected to the end of Surah Yunus. Surah Yunus concludes with
the command: {And, follow the inspiration sent unto you.}235 Which
is that which is mentioned in Hud: {A Book which ayat are perfect-
ed and then explained in detail from the One Who is All-Wise and
Well-Acquainted.}236

235 Yunus: 109
236 Hud: 2
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I say: Surah Yusuf is placed after Hud due to the six reasons men-
tioned above, and additionally because the conclusion of Hud is ex-
panded upon in Surah Yusuf. In the beginning of Yusuf He states:
{We relate unto you the best of stories through Our Revelations unto
you.}237 This corresponds to His statement in Hud: {And all that We
relate to you of the news of the Messengers is in order that We may
make strong and firm your heart.}

AJJJLS L-

238

OjJuu Jjliu**\Jjj LIU^2O3^ :2jA> ^ UAi

:AJJ}J c (V >li* isff# &\
«" 01.(vr

C~M3I JAI ^ jA « jJj JL>-J JL>- LA JS ŜJ

Also, Surah Hud contains stories of the Prophets: {But We gave her

237 Yusuf: 3
238 Hud: 120
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glad tidings of Ishaq and after him, of Ya'qub.}239 And it also says in
Hud: {The Mercy of Allah and His Blessings be upon you, O people
of the house.}240 These ayat in Hud explain the story of Ya'qub and his
children and specifically his child (Yusuf), all of them from the family
of Ibrahim. This is mentioned in general terms in Surah Hud.

i jp oyuu jT Jpj clllt ^ :L» JU oJJiSj
:ji» J ci/iJlS" JJJi CO

.(vr :y) <4^1

. 5

Likewise it says in Yusuf: {And perfect His favour on you and on the
offspring of Ya'qub, just as He perfected it on your fathers, Ibrahim
and Ishaq.}241 This seems directly linked to the ayah in Hud:{The Mer-
cy of Allah and His Blessings be upon you, O people of the house.}242

icJp 'J-JJJ o' : J j j J' s (
_s* -H )

oyrj /-i **rj 'AAJ iU^y ^‘l J ^3 C*.1|,‘. ^aJlA

.(JlSCfc JJJJI —It is reported that Ibn ‘Abbas and Jabir ibn Zayd stated about the order
of revelation of these surahs,“Yunus was revealed, then Hud and then
Yusuf.”243 This is another aspect of the appropriateness of the order
of these three surahs, as it corresponds to the chronological order of
revelation.

239 Hud: 71
240 Hud: 73
241 Yusuf: 6
242 Hud: 73
243 See al-Itqan (1/97).
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I say: After pondering about it for quite some time, I concluded that
the appropriateness of al-Ra‘d following Yusuf is that Allah has said at
the end of Yusuf: {And how many signs in the heavens and the earth
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they pass by, but they are averse from them.}244 [This ayah commands
contemplation upon the signs which are present for us to take notice
of] in the heavens and the earth, and it does so in a general manner.
Then al-Rad continues this command during its commencement,
whilst drawing to further detail: {Allah is He Who raised the heavens
without any visible pillars. Then, He istawd (rose above) the Throne.
He has subjected the sun and the moon, each running its orbit for
an appointed term, He regulates all affairs, explaining the dydt in
detail, that you may believe with certainty in the meeting writh your
Lord.} This provides detail on the signs of the heavens. And He said:
{And it is He Who spread out the earth, and placed within it moun-
tains and rivers and of every kind of fruits He designated pairs. He
brings the night as a cover over the day. Surely, in these things, there
are signs for people who reflect. And in the earth are neighbouring
tracts, and gardens of vines, and green crops, and date-palms, grow-
ing out two or three from a single stem root, or otherwise (one stem
root for every palm), watered with the same water, yet some of them
We make more excellent than others to eat. Verily, in these things,
there are signs for the people who understand.}245 This provides de-
tail on the signs of the earth.

ls£Jl cJdJjfc CCJ Uub
t

Furthermore, Surah Yusuf concludes by proclaiming the truthful-
ness and factualities found in the Book246 and then Surah al-Ra‘d be-
gins with the same theme. This is considered back-to-back similarity
where the end of a surah is similar to the beginning of a surah.247

244 Yusuf: 105
245 Yusuf: 2-4
246 Yusuf: 111
247 Al-Rad: 1
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I say: I pondered for a while to seek out a reason for Surah Ibrahim
being placed after al-Ra‘d besides that which was mentioned before,
[and then I saw that] Surah Ibrahim commences with:{A Book which
We have revealed to you.}248 This bears a connection to what came be-
fore it in the very last ayah of al-Ra‘d: {And the One Who has Knowl-
edge of the Book.}249 This is based on the fact that the one intended
with the word “who” is Allah H.

_
«,L. 0) fell ilsijSl : ' J o'
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248 Al-Ibrahlm:1
249 Al-Rad: 43
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Also in Surah al-Ra‘d: {And indeed Messengers were mocked at be-
fore you, but I granted respite to those who disbelieved, and finally
I punished them.}250 But this ayah is general in four aspects: It does
not specify who the Messengers were, it does not mention who the
mockers were, it does not mention how they were mocked and it does
not mention how they were punished. All four of these points are ex-
plained in detail in Ibrahim:{Has not the news reached you, of those
before you, the people of Nuh, ‘Ad, and Thamud? And those after
them? None knows them but Allah. Messengers came to them with
clear proofs, but they put their hands in their mouths [biting them
from anger] and said, “Surely, we disbelieve in what you have been
sent with, and we are in a grave doubt to what you are calling us
to.”}251

250 Al-Rad: 32
251 Ibrahim: 9-16 explains as to whom the Messengers that were mocked were,
description of statements of their nation as to whom mocked them, description
of what they said to mock and belie them and then it describes the way they
were punished.
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Surah al-Hijr
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I say: Some of the reasons that connect Surah al-Hijr to Surah Ibrahim
have already preceded. Another reason why al-Hijr has been placed
after Ibrahim is because it is shorter in length. This group of surahs are
from the main ( surahs that exceed a hundred ayat ).So it is appropri-
ate that the longer surahs are placed before. Furthermore, the surah is
concluded with a perfectly appropriate dyaht [as it talks about death]:
{And worship your Lord until there comes unto you thecertainty.}252

“Certainty” refers to death and this conclusion shows an absolute de-
gree of proficiency.

t
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252 Al-Hijr: 99
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.(Vo JIJJ j* S h (yLiJjU ^ 5jji
And it occurs in the connected surahs in the mushaf that they have
the same systematic conclusion [which enables the reader to draw
comparisons between the surahs. ] So Surah Ali‘Imran[—the last alif-
lam-mim surah,] concludes with: {And fear Allah, so that you may
be successful.}253 At the end of al-Qasas, the concluding ta-sln surah;
{Everything will perish save His face. His is the Decision, andto Him
you [all] shall be returned.}254 It says at the end of al-Sajdah—the
conclusion of the alif-lam-ra surahs: {And await, surely they [too] are
awaiting.}255 And with Surah al-Ahqaf, the conclusion of the ha-mim
surahs: {On the Day when they will see the torment with which they
are promised, as if they had not stayed more than an hour in a single
day. A clear Message.}256

l*J AJU dJIfc Jjl Jl*2jl A>- j ^J

4jj tjjjej)* :oUJl fjj iiu* Jli
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dLvsaP CjUl Jit lij
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253 Ali ‘Imran: 200
254 Al-Qasas:88
255 Al-Sajdah: 30
256 Al-Ahqaf: 35
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Also what appears to me to be the case is that the beginning of Surah
al-Hijr connects itself with the ending of Surah Ibrahim, where Allah
the Most High describes the situation of the Day of Judgement: {And
they will appear before Allah, the One, the Prevailing. And you will
see the criminals that Day bound together in shackles. Their gar-
ments will be of pitch, and fire will cover their faces.}257 And al-Hijr
begins with: {Perhaps the disbelievers will wish that they were Mus-
lims.}258 This explains that the aforementioned criminals—when
their stay in the fire is lengthy—will see some of their companions
in the fire being allowed to leave, i.e. those who had tawhld but were
sinners. [This will increase the sense of punishment they feel as they
will realise that there is no exit for them,] and they will regret how
they were not Muslim in the dunya.This shows an extremely stimu-
lating connection between the two surahs.Surah Ibrahim259 also gives
description to the Book during its end, which is then carried on in the
opening of Surah al-Hijr.This is considered as back-to-back similarity
where the end of a surah is similar to the beginning of a surah.260

257 Ibrahim:48-50
258 Al-Hijr: 2

259 Ibrahim: 52
260 Al-Hijr:1
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I say: The appropriateness of it being placed after al-Hijr is that al-
Nahl commences in a manner extremely correspondent to that with
which al-Hijr concludes with. He states at the end of Al-Hijr: {And
worship your Lord until there comes unto you the certainty.}261 Cer-
tainty has been explained to mean death, which bears similitude to
the beginning of al-Nahl with His statement: {The command of Al-
lah has come to pass.}262 Look at how al-Hijr [commands the reader
to worship Allah] using the present/future tense of the verb: {There
comes unto you the certainty.} Whereas al-Nahl uses the past tense of
the verb: {Has come to pass.}This is because the future tense precedes
the past tense as established in logic and Arabic language (i.e. some-

ILS*J ‘—
JJA> IS C^LJi Js- JJL- J-is••

J

261 Al-Hijr: 99
262 Al-Nahl:1
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thing must happen before it can be considered to have taken place).
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Also what appears to me to be the case is that Surah al-Nahl also has
an extremely strong connection with Surah Ibrahim and is only de-
layed by al-Hijr due to its connection being stronger, and that Ibrahim
is better grouped with the other alif-ldm-ra surahs.

4 dtfpj JAJ 40-wJl hsi I4J ^5j 3 jy* o'
^JU3 A^saj^Ql OLA L^ajl ciDij

LA jS^iy 4 oLiJl QA IAJJP Lj c 'Luil ^SLii 4 0LVI
viU3 L*

Both Surah Ibrahim and al-Nahl give heavy detail to the tribulations
of death; and those who are made steadfast and those who are not.
Surah al-Nahl states:{The ones whom the angels take in death [while]
wronging themselves, and [who] then offer submission, , [saying],
“We were not doing any evil.” But, yes! Indeed, Allah is knowing
of what you used to do.}263 This ayah shows that death is a test and
it describes the end for those who are steadfast and those who are
misguided. The following aydt also give illustration to the next stage
of life for these people; either wretched punishment or eternal bliss.

( X A) 4

264

$ oli ^ : tiy if

263 Al-Nahl: 28
264 Al-Nahl: 29-31
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Furthermore in Surah Ibrahim: {Indeed, they planned their plot, and
their plot was with Allah, though their plot was so great yet it would
never be able to remove the mountains.}265 Some of the scholars have
given this ayah the tafsir that it refers to the tyrant who wanted to
ascend to the skies using eagles, and this is referred to again later in
al-Nahl: {Those before them indeed plotted.}266

^ :L^iP JUJ <^1 /i 5

• Jiuj l1A** liiJi LA i (Y t

Surah Ibrahim also asks the reader to contemplate on the favours of
Allah upon them, and after drawing attention to this it says: {Never
will you be able to count them.}267 And the command to contemplate
upon his favours occurs in al-Nahl in a similar manner.268

265 Ibrahim: 46
266 Al-Nahl: 26
267 Ibrahim: 34
268 Al-Nahl: 18
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Surah Banl Isra’il (al-Isra)
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Pay attention to the following point; this surali and the four after it
are from the very first surahs to be revealed in Makkah. It is reported
by al-Bukhari on the authority of Ibn Mas‘ud that he described Bam
Isra’il, al-Kahf, Maryam, Ta-ha and al-Anbiya as follows, “They are
among the best and earliest and they are among the first I received
[in Makkah].”269 This gives support to the order they have been placed
in, i.e. due to them being amongst the first to be revealed, all revealed
in Makkah and all of them are themed at explaining the stories of the
Prophets.

/ A ^ JlS LJ 4jl 4>-j j^a Jij
•• •• ••

_r~* (Wt : A<£ jf cZSJW :J>dl
t t-L* £-2-O->- (JJ* I A A J [ S Ĵ J I ] OWLALr

269 Collected by al-Bukhari (6/189):Chapter of Tafslr.
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What appears to me to be the case is that from the aspects of Surah
Bani Isra’il’s connection to al-Nahl is that He, the Glorified, concludes
al-Nahl with: {The Sabbath was only prescribed for those who dif-
fered concerning it.}270 And Surah Bani Isra’Il provides an explana-
tion of this ayah; who the People of the Sabbath were, their Shariah
and all of the legislation in the Torah that was given to them. Ibn Jarir
reports that Ibn ‘Abbas said, ‘Verily the Torah is encompassed in fif-
teen ayat which are in Surah Bani Isra’il.”271

These fifteen are ayat which mention the sins they fell into, the cor-
ruption, the spoiling of their places of worship and how they tried to
instigate against the Prophet H and desired to expel him from al-
Madinah. It also makes mention of how they asked the Prophet about
the soul,and ends with the story of Musa; the nine signs he was given

270 Al-Nahl: 124
271 Tafsir al-Tabari (17/243)
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and his dialogue with Fir‘awn. It also explains how Fir‘awn himself
tried to expel a Prophet (i.e. Musa) and was destroyed and BanI Is-
ra’il were caused to inherit the land after the removal of Fir‘awn; all of
which is a rebuke for how they plotted to remove the Prophet and his
Companions from al-Madlnah. [This was mentioned for them to take
heed that if they continued with their plots, the same punishment
which afflicted Fir‘awn would happen to them, i.e. their authority in
the land would be removed and their wealth inherited.] And this is
exactly what happened.

{ » £

** ^
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As Surah BanI Israll starts with exposing the ungodliness that took
place at Masjid al-Aqsa after the passing of Musa, it also explains
how the Chosen One (i.e. Muhammad fjj|) came to restore honour
and peace to al-Aqsa, and this was symbolised by his noble ascen-
sion from there [and the liberation of the masjid that his Ummah
performed after him.] And all praises are for Allah for giving us this
understanding.
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Surah al-Kahf
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Some scholars have stated that al-Kahf has been placed after Surah
al-Isra in order to place the surahs in accordance [to some of the well-
known adhkar known as tasbih (<3bl oUu-*) and tamhid (<i> JUJ-I).] As
al-Isra begins with tasbth (<il ^Uw-) and al-Kahf begins with tamhid
(<i) JUJ» I); [this order is fitting.]272 These two phrases are connected in

272 Another reason given by Ibn al-Zamlakanl is that Surah al-Isra includes
the event of Isra that the disbelievers denied and because of which they accused
the Prophet of being a liar, and accusing him of telling lies is like accusing Allah
of the same thing. For this reason, al-Isra starts with affirming that Allah tran-
scends all defects and flaws (i.e. tasbih ) and dismissing the accusations made
against His Prophet. Surah al-Kahf that follows it is themed at a response to
a question that was levelled at the Prophet from the polytheists of Quraysh in
asking for description of the incident that occurred at the cave, but the revela-
tion did not descend for a period of time. So, the surah was revealed to clarify
that the favours and blessings of Allah (i.e. His revelation) have not ceased from
Prophet Muhammad fH and the believers. Therefore, it is appropriate that al-
Kahf begins with praising Allah ( tamhid ).See al-Itqdn (3/387).
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the Quran and regular speech, and their manner is that the tasblh
precedes the tahmld e.g. in the ayah: {So exalt [ Allah ] with praise of
your Lord}273 and“subhanallah wa bi hamdih

(dJLSij LgJlfi l* ccJli
.uii>Sh

°yrj O'*

I say:There is [also a more direct connection between the two]—Ban!
Israil ends with tamhld274 and Surah al-Kahf begins with it. This is
back-to-back similarity.

!LT*' -W' O' cjUaj^' (ji ô “' J
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Furthermore, what appears to me to be the case is that there is an-
other, but stronger, connection between the two. The Jews asked the
Mushrikln of Quraysh to approach the Prophet gj|and ask him three
questions: what the soul is, his version of events that took place with
the people of the cave and an explanation to the story of Dhu al-Qar-
nayn.275 [The theme of Surah al-Kahf includes explanation of the latter
two,] whereas the end of Surah Bani Israil contains the answer to the
first question, so it is appropriate that it is connected in the mushaf to
the surah which possesses the answer to the rest.

273 Al-Hijr: 98
274 Surah Bani Israil: 111
275 See Tafsirlbn Kathlr (5/137).
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Someone may ask, “Why weren’t the answers to all three given in one
surahV’

jLJh Jj'ill £A> UJ :cJlib c

I say in response: As the first question (i.e. about the soul) was not
addressed, it was appropriate that the answers be separated.

^ ^ Ai! _^Aj : j£~I 4>-j
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Furthermore, what appears to me to be the case—from a different
viewpoint— is in explanation of the statement: {And mankind have
not been given of knowledge except a little.}276 This ayah is address-
ing the Jews who asked the question and a direct comparison is drawn
between this point and the story of Musa with al-Khadir (which was
mentioned in al-Isra). In this incident, Musa mentioned knowledge
and how much knowledge he was given, and it displays the all-en-
compassing knowledge of Allah %, which can never be limited. So
al-Kahf [expands on explaining the vast knowledge and wisdom of
Allah] and serves as proof for that which we cited [from the afore-

276 Al-Isra: 85
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mentioned ayah.]
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It is reported in a hadlth that when the ayah {And you have onlybeen
given limited knowledge of it} was revealed, a party of the Jews pro-
claimed, “We have the Torah and in it is all knowledge.” So the fol-
lowing ayah was revealed in response: {Say, “If the sea were ink for
[writing] the words of my Lord, surely, the sea would be exhausted
before the words of my Lord would be finished, even if we brought
[another sea] like it for its aid.”}277 This is another aspect that gives
explanation as to why Barn IsraTl and al-Kahf are connected; making
the surah from this aspect a response to the allegations made by the
Jews that approached the Prophet.

^ : Jjj LJ Ail ^ ijj— AS
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Furthermore, Surah Ban!IsraTl has the statement: {And We said af-
ter Pharaoh to the Children of IsraTl, “Dwell in the land, and when

277 Al-Kahf: 109
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there comes the promise of the Hereafter, We will bring you forth in
[one] gathering.”}278 And this is explained further in al-Kahf: {But
when the Promise of my Lord comes, He shall level it down to the
ground. And the Promise of my Lord is ever true.} Until Allah says:
{And on that Day, We shall leave them to surge like waves on one an-
other, and the Trumpet will be blown, and We shall collect them all
together. And on that Day We shall present Hell to the disbelievers,
plain to view.}279 So there is a firm and strong relationship between
the two.

278 Al-Isra: 104
279 Al-Kahf: 98-100
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Surah Maryam
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I say: What appears to me to be the case regarding Surah Maryams
connection to that which precedes it is that Surah al-Kahf has a series
of miracles; the story of the people of the cave, the length they were
preserved in the cave, the miracle of living for this span of years with-
out sustenance, the story of Musa with al-Khadir and the miracles
that took place within it and the story of Dhu al-Qurnayn. Likewise,
Surah Maryam continues in mentioning two miracles [that have oc-
curred within the stories of the Prophets] i.e. Zakariyah being given a
child named Yahya [whilst in old age,] the miraculous birth of ‘Isa ibn
Maryam, so to keep this topic consecutive, it is appropriate that these
two follow each other.
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Furthermore, it has been reported by some that the people of the cave
will be resurrected before the arising of the hour. It is said that they
will perform the Hajj with ‘Isa ibn Maryam after he descends.280 Pre-
suming this is correct, it is extremely appropriate that Surah Maryam
mentions the second coming of ‘Isa after mentioning the story of the
people of the cave.

ojj (y cr4 (*4*1 J*5

• p-tei* j f l *j)** ] s
It is also reported by some that the people of the cave were from the
nation of ‘Isa, and the events surrounding them occurred in the peri-
od between ‘Isa and the coming of Muhammad|§. If this is the case,
then it is appropriate for the surah detailing their story to be followed
by the surah detailing the story of their prophet.

;5yuJl . gi c, *4l

Li

281

2801have not come across any proof for this in the sources available to me.
281 Ibn Kathir said, “What appears to be the case is that the people of the cave
existed before Christianity had emerged (i.e. the event occurred before the
coming of ‘Isa ibn Maryam). This is because the Jews asked the polytheists of
Quraysh to ask the Prophet to explain their story to them and this indicates
that the story was known from before the time of ‘Isa ibn Maryam.” See Tafsir
Ibn Kathir (5/137).
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Surah Ta-Ha
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I say: It has been reported from Ibn ‘Abbas and Jabir ibn Zayd that the
order of revelation was that Ta-ha was revealed after Surah Maryam,
after the surah about the people of the cave. This alone is proof that
this sequence of surahs is correct, added to the fact that Surah Mar-
yam and Ta-ha both begin with split-letters.
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What also appears to me to be the case is that Surah Maryam is themed
at mentioning the stories of many of the Prophets, including Zakari-
yah, Yahya, ‘Isa; all three of their stories are extensively mentioned,
then Ibrahim which is balanced in its level of description, and then
the story of Musa282 which is left extremely brief, and the last ayah
points out to the rest of the Prophets in general.
Surah Maryam only mentions the story of Musa in passing, but its
detail is deepened in Surah Ta-ha.284 It also only mentions the story
of Adam in passing285 which is then later explained in Ta-ha in more
detail.286

After Ta-ha, Surah al-Anbiya gives detail to the stories of the Prophets
that were not mentioned in Maryam or Ta-ha, such as the stories of
Nuh, Lut, Dawud, Sulayman, Ayub, Dhu al-Kifl, Dhu al-Nun. Surah
al-Anbiya also makes reference to stories of those Prophets which
were mentioned in the surahs before but it keeps their mention brief,
including the stories of Musa, Harun, Ismail, Zakariyya and Maryam.
This makes the two surahs complement each other.

283

pj} <0 (jJlicj UJ ^LSI la . » . 11 1$-» , - .u

282 Maryam: 51-53
283 Maryam: 58
284 Ta-ha: 9-97
285 Maryam: 58
286 Ta-ha:116-123
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Furthermore, the story of Ibrahim in Surah al-Anbiya is given exten-
sive detail also, especially so in describing the struggles he faced with
his people, whereas the struggles that he had with his father are only
touched upon—in contrast to Surah Maryam,287 which thoroughly
details the troubles he faced with his father whilst only touching upon
his troubles with his people.288

p

. > 1 l «XA jliiU
So look at how the Quran connects all of this in the most amazing
fashion with the best of successions.

287 Maryam: 42-48
288 Al-Anbiya: 51-73
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Surah al-Anbiya
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Surah al-Anbiya has had an adequate explanation above, however it is
also apparent to me that there is a connection between it and the end-
ing of Ta-ha, where He stated: {Say: “Each [one of us] is waiting, so
wait you too.”}289 Before this, He said: {And if not for a word that
preceded from your Lord, punishment would have been an obliga-
tion [due immediately], and[if not for] a specified term [decreed].}290

C SjU.1 ( ^ ) I b X k ^ JlS
.Jasx^ W

The theme of this surah is set with the opening ayah: {Draws near for
mankind their reckoning.}291 [This continues on from Ta-ha,] indi-
cating that death draws near and that the awaited end is very close.

289 Ta-ha: 135
290 Ta-ha: 129
291 Al-Anbiya: 1
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Furthermore, Surah al-Anbiya has relevance to the previous surah
from another angle as Ta-ha ends with:{And do not extend your eyes
toward that by which We have given enjoyment to [some] categories
of them, [it being but] the splendour of worldly life by which We test
them.Andthe provision ofyour Lord is better and moreenduring.}292

JljjJI ^ IftyjJ tljjJI sUJI aJift ^ APLJI
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[So as Surah al-Anbiya commences with a proclamation] of the hour
drawing near, this dictates that the worldly life is not the objective—
due to the inevitability of it passing away and perishing. This theme of
the surah also explicitly appears in the hadlth, “When this surah was
revealed some of the Companions asked, ‘Shall we not ask the Proph-
et about it?’So he replied, ‘Today, a surah has been revealed which has
detached us from the pleasures of this worldly life.”’293

292 Ta-ha: 131
293 Collected by Ibn ‘Asakir in Tarlkh Dimishq (25/327) on the authority of
‘Amir ibn Rabfah. See also Tafsirlbn Kathlr (3/172-173) and al-Shawkanl’s Fath
al-Qadir (3/396).
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Surah al-Hajj
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I say:The manner in which Surah al-Hajj is connected to Surah al-An-
biya is that Surah al-Anbiya concludes with the mention of the Hour:
{And the true promise (Day of Resurrection) shall draw near. Then
you will see the eyesof the disbelievers fixedwitha stareof horror.}
And Surah al-Hajj begins immediately with it: {O mankind, fear your
Lord. Indeed, the convulsion of the [final] Hour is a terrible thing.
On the Day you see it every nursing mother will be distracted from
that [child] she was nursing, and every pregnant woman will abort
her pregnancy, and you will see the people [appearing] intoxicated
while they are not intoxicated.}

294

295

294 Al-Anbiya: 97
295 Al-Hajj: 1-2
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Surah al-Mu’minun
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I say: The connection between Surah al-Mu’minun and Surah al-Hajj
[is again related to how the previous surah ends.] He stated at the
end of al-Hajj: {And do good deeds so that you maybe successful.}
And this is extremely general, whereas Surah al-Mu’minun—during
its commencement—defines what these good deeds are referring to,
and which by doing them, one will gain the success alluded to at the
end of Surah al-Hajj: {Successful indeed are the believers. They who
are during their prayer humbly submissive.}

296
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296 Al-Hajj: 77
297 Al-Mu’minun: 1-2
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}ust as al-Hajj began with His statement: {O mankind! If you are in
doubt about the Resurrection, then surely! We have created you
(i.e. Adam) from dust, then from a mixed discharge, then from a
clot and then from a little lump of flesh, some formed and some un-
formed (miscarriage), so that We may make it clear to you.}298 In
al-Mu’minun there is something similar mentioned but with extra
detail:{And indeed We created man (Adam) out of an extract of clay.
Thereafter We made him (i.e. the offspring) from a mixed discharge
in a safe lodging (womb of the woman).}299 [So the principle again,
each surah that comes with a general statement is later given expla-
nation to in a following surah ] ; every stage of human development
mentioned in general in al-Hajj is then given a more detailed account
in al-Mu’minun.

298 Al-Hajj: 5
299 Al-Mu’minun: 12-13
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Surah al-Nur
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I say: Its connection to al-Muminun is that it mentions there regard-
ing the success given to protecting ones chastity: {And those who
guard their chastity.}300 Surah al-Nur gives further information, pro-
viding rulings pertaining to those who do not guard their chastity.
From them are fornicators (male and female),301 there are rules con-
nected to accusations of adultery302 and the story of the Ifk303 is related
to this, the obligation of lowering the gaze,304 the commandment of

f* c*k

<Wa*j

300 Al-Mu’minun: 5
301 Al-Nur: 2-3
302 Al-Nur: 4-10

303 Al-Nur: 11-18
304 Al-Nur: 30-31
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marriage to preserve chastity305 and in the event of inability to mar-
ry—to preserve ones honour and not to fall into lewdness, and it also
prohibits the forcing of young women into adultery (i.e. prostitution).

There is no better connection that is given to these surahs than this,
and this arrangement cannot be any more harmonious.

Cr* -Hi)'UL»

305 Al-Nur: 32-33
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Surah al-Furqan
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What appears to me to be the case, after long and careful reflection—
and this knowledge is a gift from Allah—is that Surah al-Furqan is
annexed to al-Nur just as al-Anam is to al-Ma idah.

ijsj%otjlllhi,^& :
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This happens from several aspects. From them is how Surah al-Nur
concludes:{To Allahbelongsallthat is intheheavensandtheearth.}
This is similar to how al-Maidah ends: {To Allah belongs the domin-
ion of the heavens and the earth and all that is within it.}307

: djJL c

306

cSJdUJI ^ iU*-
J\ {otjlllll ilii oM'‘iy

306 Al-Nur: 64- Surah al-Furqan also has similar ayat to this. See al-Furqan:
45-61.
307 Al-Maidah: 120
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The ayah of al-Nur in fact is briefer than the ayah in al-Ma’idah be-
cause [the next surah after it] Surah al-Furqan gives a direct descrip-
tion of it: {To He Whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and
the earth} until He says: {He created everything, and has measured it
exactly according to its due measurements.}308 This is the same man-
ner in which He opens al-An‘am: And he follows it in al-Furqan with
{Yet they have taken gods besides Him},309 which is similar to how
He followed up in al-Anam: {Yet those who disbelieve hold others as
equal with their Lord.}310

t- e
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All of this sets the theme for what follows in Surah al-Furqan where

308 Al-Furqan: 2
309 Al-Furqan: 3
310 Al-Anam: 1
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Allah describes in greater detail the broader creation of all things: the
extension of the shadows, the night, sleep, the day, the wind, water,
animals, [reproduction of ] men, the two seas, lineage, humans, mar-
riage, the creation of the heavens and the earth in six days, the rising
above the throne, the constellations, the sun, the moon etc. All of this
acts as an explanation of what was mentioned in Surah al-Nur: {To
Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth.}311 This is the
same manner in which Surah al-Anam312 explained the ending of al-
Ma idah, and the detail provided in al-Anam was greater due to its
length.

LS* ^^ OSA

c ^JUl J.ysAis)lj
. IQJJ t-iljpSfl Sj^ ij

Furthermore, Surah al-Furqan is parallel to al-Anam in how it de-
scribes the astray nations and generations that came before and what
led to their punishment,313 and this explanation of what happened
to the nations before us is carried forward into the next surah (al-
Shuara) and explained in further detail there. This is exactly how
Surah al-A£raf extended upon concise matters from Surah al-Anam in
a similar fashion, and likewise they both followed each other.

J

t-

dbb J\̂ OJ \ c ^
311 Al-Nur: 64
312 Al-Anam: 13, 18, 59, 61, 65, 73, 95, 96, 97, 98 and 99
313 Al-Anam: 64-189
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So the two surahs are placed amongst the mathdni surahs just like al-
al-Araf and al-Anam are placed amongst the lengthy surahs,and they
are connected with the end of al-Nur, just as the aforementioned are
connected to the end of al-Maidah, which includes judgments.

5 -̂w- SAJ lil 4JI

SAJ ^I N̂IJ cSJtfUl I LjJjl ^ ŝil
* «

cd^£u*l ^Jl Sjl&Nl QA diJi l*J tj*jj>dl JJU

•£? J l & ^
Another fine point to consider—which is apparent to me—is that if
a Makkan surah follows a Madani surah, the Makkan surah will be-
gin with praise of Allah, similar to al-Anam (Makkan) following al-
Maidah (Madani), al-Isra following al-Nahl, al-Furqan which follows
al-Nur, Saba which follows al-Ahzab, al-Hadid which follows al-Wa-
qi'ah and Tabarak after al-Tahrim; as this gives indication to the in-
dependence of each surah,and the shifting from one type to another.
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Surah al-Shu‘ara
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.^Sh ^I say: Surah al-Furqan is connected to Surah al-Shuara from the as-
pect of the continued theme of Allah It explaining the stories of the
Prophets. Surah al-Furqan mentions them in a more general fash-
ion: {And indeed We gave Musa the Scripture, and made his broth-
er Harun as a helper for him; and We said: “Both of you go to the
people who have denied Our ayat.” Then We destroyed them with
utter destruction. And Nuh’s people, when they denied the Messen-
gers We drowned them, and We made them as a sign for mankind.
And We have prepared a painful torment for the oppressors. And
[also] ‘Ad and Thamud, and the dwellers of al-Rass, and many gen-
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erations in between.}314 These stories are explained in detail in Surah
al-Shuara and in the same order mentioned in al-Furqan. For this
reason, the stories of the Prophets begin with the story of Musa in
Surah al-Shuara,315 whereas if the stories had been cited according to
their chronological order, it would have been placed afterwards, as in
al-Araf.

The reader should ponder upon this deep intricacy, [the like] of which
Allah alone inspires [one to perceive.]

••
55

Furthermore, within the midst of the stories of the generations men-
tioned in Surah al-Furqan are also many others [which were not men-
tioned.] Surah al-Shuara thus provides detail to the stories of Ibrahim,
Lut and the people of Shuayb.

liydl) I^IJ OjUlil \l$ oli/J!^Uj
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314 Al-Furqan: 35-38
315 Beginning with the story of Musa (al-Shuara: 10), the story of Nuh (al-
Shuara: 105) and then Ad (al-Shuara: 123).
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As Surah al-Furqan concludes with His statement: {And when the
foolish address them [with bad words] they reply back with mild
words of gentleness.}316 And His statement: {And if they pass by evil
or evil talk, they pass by it with dignity.}317 Al-Shu ara also concludes
in a similar manner; giving description of the poets who contradict
this behaviour mentioned in al-Furqan, as well as mentioning those
who have a positive description to them. These poets are included
in the words “mild words of gentleness” and blame is given to those
poets who contradict this with idle and foul speech.318

316 Al-Furqan: 63
317 Al-Furqan: 72
318 Al-Shu‘ara: 227
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Surah al-Naml
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I say: Surah al-Naml is connected to the surah that came before it
because al-Naml completes the theme initiated by al-Shu‘ara. As
mentioned before, al-Shu‘ara gives description to the generations and
nations of old, but al-Naml also gives description to stories not men-
tioned in al-Shu‘ara. Al-Naml provides detail to the stories of Sulay-
man, Dawud319 and detail regarding the story of Lut320 which is more
extensive than that which was mentioned in al-Shu‘ara.

[ J> j j j ] <y i -kj O* WjJ

319 Al-Naml: 15-44
320 Al-Naml:54-58. The author mentions that al-Naml has greater detail of the
story of Lut than al-Shuara. However, the reality proves otherwise since the ac-
count of Lut is longer in al-Shu‘ara, but al-Naml clarifies the levels of immorality
and irrationality that the people of Lut reached; to the extent that they believed
the purity of Lut to be a crime that should be punished by sending him into exile
from their land. The latter was not mentioned in al-ShuaVa, so it is possible it
has greater detail with respect to meaning, not in terms of length.
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It is also reported that both Ibn ‘Abbas and Jabir ibn Zayd placed these
surahs in this very same order, as this was the order that they were
revealed in.Surah al-Shu‘ara was revealed before the ta-sin surahs and
then al-Qasas was revealed. So this is sufficient for us as a precedent
to place our mushaf in the same manner.

J \ (V) ^tjU cJli jt ^ j\S\\} : l^i Q JJi UJj
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Also, al-Naml contains the statement of Allah: {When Musa said to
his household, “Surely, I have seen a fire”}321 until the end of the sto-
ry. This is actually giving detail to what was not given in al-Shu‘ara, as
a broader statement was mentioned: {But my Lord has granted me
religious knowledge, and appointed me as one of the Messengers.}322

321 Al-Naml: 7
322 Al-Shu‘ara: 21
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Surah al-Qasas
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I say: After placing careful thought in to this, Surah al-Qasas [offers a
detailed account of the story of Musa which was mentioned in brief
in its neighbouring surahs (i.e. al-Shu‘ara and al-Naml).] He, the
Glorified, explained in al-Shu‘ara the statement of Fir‘awn to Musa:
{[Fir‘awn] said [to Musa]: “Did we not bring you up when you were
a child? And you lived with us for many years. And you did what you
did, which you did.”}323 Until He informed us what Musa said: {So I
fled from you when I feared you, but my Lord has granted me [re-

323 Al-Shu‘ara: 18-19
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ligious knowledge] and appointed me as one of the Messengers.}
And in Surah an-Naml—one of the ta-sin surahs, where he told his
family:{Surely, I have seen a fire}325 until the end. This describes what
happened after he fled in a brief and concise manner. Surah al-Qa-
sas gives further description to what al-Naml and al-Shuara had de-
scribed with brevity. Surah al-Qasas builds upon the two aforemen-
tioned surahs in such a manner which again gives proof that the order
of the mushaf is the most excellent and its fluency is unmatched.

324
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Surah al-Qasas also illustrates how Musa was brought up in the house
of Fir‘awn and how he looked after him during his early years. How
this occurred is that Fir‘awn saw himself as superior and he slaugh-
tered the offspring of Ban!Israll, and in order to save him, Musas
mother placed him in the river in order for him to be saved from this
ordeal. This surah provides an expansion of Musa’s story, giving detail
to his early years and how he grew to adulthood, and then it provides

324 Al-Shu‘ara: 21
325 Al-Naml: 7
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details of the incident where he accidentally killed the Coptic man,
and this is what Fir‘awn was referring to in the crime that he was ac-
cused of committing.326 This then led to him fleeing to Madyan and
then al-Qasas describes the interactions he had with Shuayb; mar-
rying his daughter and to the end of his service to Shu’ayb, until he
saw the fire at Mount Tur: {Wait here, I have seen a fire}327 until the
account of his story delves into the description of his meeting with his
Lord, being appointed as a messenger and all the commandments that
follow on from this new found responsibility as a messenger, until the
end of the story.

As a result, Surah al-Qasas explains in detail what the two surahs be-
fore had not given detail to, and thus places itself in this sequence.

C 9 . 1f t ^ 4 -̂J <
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With this, we come to realise the wisdom of Surah al-Qasas following
al-Naml and al-Naml following al-Shu‘ara. And to Allah is all thanks
for giving us this understanding.

326 Al-Shu‘ara: 18-19
327 Al-Qasas: 29
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I say: It appears to me that what connects al-‘Ankabut to al-Qasas is
the explanation given by the Most High in the beginning of al-Qa-
sas regarding the characteristics of Fir‘awn: {Surely, Fir‘awn exalted
himself in the land and made its people into factions, weakening
(oppressing) a group among them, killing their sons, and letting
their females live.}328 Surah al-‘Ankabut starts off in a similar manner
[but from the opposite aspect]; explaining the characteristics of the
believers, and the tests they face when being oppressed by non-be-
lievers due to their iman. It also highlights that the persecution that
the believers face is less than the oppression Fir‘awn afflicted upon

- t
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328 Al-Qasas: 4
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the Children of Israel—and this serves as a means of empathy to op-
pressed believers, to remind them of the oppression that occurred to
those who believed before them and inciting them to be patient. For
this reason the Most High, said at the beginning of al-£Ankabut: {And
We indeed tested those who were before them.}329 Not only does this
describe what came before, but also gives the wisdom to this layout of
al-Qasas following al-Naml.

(o i)

Furthermore, as Surah al-Qasas concludes itself with indication to the
hijrah of the Prophet fH,330 al-£Ankabut concludes itself with an indi-
cation to the hijrah of the believers: {O My slaves who believe! Cer-
tainly, My earth is spacious.}331 So the relationship between al-Qasas
and al-'Ankabut is made clear with these points.

c/2

329 Al-Ankabut: 3
330 Al-Qasas:85. Ibn Abbas said that the meaning of this ayah is: You will leave
Makkah and return to it, just as you were expelled from it. See Sahih al-Bukhari
(6/142) and Tafsir al-Tabari (20/80).
331 Al-Ankabut: 56
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I say: It is apparent to me that Surah al-Rum continues on from what
al-‘Ankabut concluded with, i.e. His statement: {As for those who
strive hard in Our cause, We will surely guide them to Our paths.
And verily, Allah is with good doers.}332 And al-Rum begins333 with
the divine promise that the Romans—who were from the People of
the Book—will prevail and defeat their [pagan] enemies, and that
such a victory will cause the believers delight. Then the surah explains
that power will be given to those who strive in jihad, and that their
previous defeats will not harm them.
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332 Al-Ankabut: 69
333 Al-Rum:1-5
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The two surahs are also connected by the way they both begin; start-
ing with the split-letters of alif-lam-mim without being followed by
the mention of the Qur an, and this goes against the grain of all the
other surahs which begin with split-letters. This is because all of the
rest are quickly followed with a statement of description of the Book
or its mention, except for these two surahs—i.e. al-‘Ankabut, al-Rum
and also Surah al-Qalam. I have explained this point further in Asrar
al-Tanzil.334

334 See al-Itqan ( l /28l , 3/369).
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I say:What appears to me to connect Luqman and al-Rum is how they
are in unison in terms of their commencement with alif-lam-mim and
due to how Luqman begins with the statement of the Most High: {A
guide and a mercy for good-doers. Those who perform the salat and
give zakat and they have certain belief in the Hereafter.}335 This is
connected to how Surah al-Rum concludes: {And those who have
been bestowed with knowledge and faith will say, “Indeed you have
stayed according to the Decree of Allah, until the Day of Resurrec-
tion, so this is the Day of Resurrection.”} Both of these ayat explain
their certain belief in the Hereafter and that they are good doers who
have faith in what He has mentioned.

335 Luqman: 3-4
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Furthermore, both surahs al-Rum and Luqman give reference to de-
scription of a number of miraculous signs and touch upon the begin-
ning of creation.336
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He said in al-Rum: {They will be in a garden [of Paradise], delight-
ed.}337 And this has been explained by some commentators that
they will be given the enjoyment of listening to singing.338 In Surah
Luqman, however, there is a rebuke:{And of mankind are those who
purchase idle talk.}339 Exegetes have explained this to refer to those
who listen to music and musical instruments.340

336 Al-Rum:9-10 and 20, Luqman: 10 and 28
337 Al-Rum:15
338 This was the statement of Yahya ibn Abl Kathir.See Tafsirlbn Kathir (6/313).
339 Luqman:6
340 This tafsir was given by Ibn Mas ud, Ibn ‘Abbas, Jabir, Tkrimah, Sa‘id ibn
Jubayr, Mujahid, Makhul and al-Hasan al-Basrl. See Tafslr al-Tabari (21/39).
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I say:Surah al-Sajdah connects itself to the previous surah by the way
Luqman ends; by mentioning the five matters of the unseen which
belong only to Allah.341
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In al-Sajdah, He states: {Then it will go up to Him, in one Day, the
space whereof is a thousand years of your reckoning.}342 This is in
explanation of His statement in Luqman: {Verily, Allah! With Him
[Alone] is the knowledge of the Hour.}343 And this is why He de-
scribed Himself in al-Sajdah: {That is He, the All-Knower of the un-
seen and the seen, the All-Mighty, the Most Merciful.}344

Xjr ‘(®) ^

341 Luqman: 34
342 Al-Sajdah: 5
343 Luqman: 34
344 Al-Sajdah:6
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Likewise His statement: {Have they not seen how We drive water
(rain clouds) to the dry land without any vegetation}345 is an expla-
nation of His statement: {He sends down the rain.}346

. (Tl

And His statement {Whoperfected everything which He created}347 is
an explanation of His statement:{Andknows what is in thewombs.}348
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And His statement:{He arranges every affair from the heavens to the
earth}349 and, {And if We had willed, surely, We would have given
every person his guidance}350 serve as an explanation of His state-
ment:{No person knows what he will earn tomorrow.}351

345 Al-Sajdah: 27
346 Luqman: 34
347 Al-Sajdah: 7
348 Luqman: 34
349 Al-Sajdah: 5
350 Al-Sajdah:13
351 Luqman: 34
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His statement:{And they say: “When we are [dead and become] lost
in the earth”} until His statement: {Say: “The angel of death, who is
set over you, will take your souls, then you shall be brought to your
Lord”}352 explains His statement:{And no person knows in what land
he will die.}353 And to Allah is all thanks for teaching us.
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352 Luqman: 10-11

353 Luqman: 34
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Surah al-Ahzab
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I say: It is connected to the preceding surah due to its beginning bear-
ing similitude to the ending of al-Sajdah. Surah al-Sajdah concludes
with the command upon the Prophet H to distance himself from
the disbelievers and to await their reckoning.354 Al-Ahzab begins in a
similar fashion with the command upon the Prophet f||to fear Allah
and not to obey the disbelievers and hypocrites. So it is as if al-Ahzab
continues on from al-Sajdah, completing its message, as if they are
conjoined surahs.

354 Al-Sajdah: 30
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I say: It is apparent to me that Saba’ is connected to the previous surah
due to the way al-Ahzab ends, with His statement: {So that Allah will
punish [in the hereafter] the hypocrites, men and women, and the
men and women who are polytheists and Allah will pardon the true
believers of the Islamic Monotheism, men and women.}355 And Saba’
begins with praise for Allah356 and stating that He has dominion of the
heavens and the earth, a description that is suitable for His ownership,
because His encompassing rule and all-ability over His creation ne-
cessitates such description.
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355 Al-Ahzab: 73
356 Saba : 1
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Surah al-Ahzab also ends with the statement: {And Allah is Ever
Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.}357 And Saba’ opens with a similar de-
scription for Him in its second ayah: {He is the Most Merciful, the
Oft-Forgiving.}358

357 Al-Ahzab: 73
358 Saba: 2
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I say: Saba’ precedes Fatir because both surahs begin with praise for
Allah, and due to their lengths being quite similar.

cLfi-5 U Jlij
U5^ c (o t : L») ^ j*3 ^ 5#i ^4^
c ( i o : 46^-ui\j : Jli

Some opined that Surah Fatir begins with praise for Allah because
Saba* ends with the statement: {And prevention will be placed be-
tween them and what they desire, as was done with their kind be-
fore.}359 [So for justice over the oppressors, Surah Fatir begins with
praise.] This is similar to His statement in al-Anam: {So the roots of
the people who did wrong were cut off. And all praises and thanks
are for Allah, the Lord of all creation.}360 This is also similar to how

359 Saba : 54
360 Al-Anam: 45
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al-An‘am begins in praising Him361, in connection to the last ayah of
al-Ma idah,362 which professes His Dominion.

361 Al-Anam: 1
362 Al-Ma idah:119
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Surah Ya-Sin
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I say: What appears to be the case is that Ya-sIn connects itself to Fatir
by His statement: {And the warner came to you.}363 And His state-
ment: {And they swore by Allah their most binding oath, that if a
warner came to them, they would be more guided than any of the
nations, yet when a warner came to them...}364 These ayahs are talk-
ing about the coming of the Prophet fH,365 [however, despite swearing
their most binding oath,] they rejected him and belied his message.
For this reason, this surah begins with a divine oath that the Prophet
has come with a true message and that he is upon the straight path.

363 Fatir: 37
364 Fatir: 42
365 This was the opinion of al-Suddl and ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn Zayd ibn Aslam.
See Tafslr Ibn Kathir (6/542).
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He is a warner with the same warning their forefathers were warned
of and thus it is clear [that Surah Ya-sln explains the theme found in
Surah Fatir.]

:u~t j***)

afcji- jjlli OUS# *JL‘Afjt-
-k~o' dUij t (r <\ tTA)

Also, Allah states in Fatir: {And He has subjected the sun and the
moon.}366 And in Ya-sln, [the same reference to the creation of the
universe]: {And the sun runs on its fixed course for a term [appoint-
ed]. That is the decree of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. And the
moon, We have measured for it degrees until it returns like the old
dried curved date stalk.}367 So the latter is more detailed and clearer
than the former.

b ‘0 f : ' u j j
Lij L>1 ^ ^ (iUu»3 \ j Ui*" U \

. Ua^o iyaiJl ilji f4*j"
Also in Fatir: {And you see the ships cleaving [through.]}368 And in
Ya-sln: {And a sign for them is that We bore their offspring in the
laden ship (of Nuh). And We have created for them [ships] similar to
what he had so that they can ride. And if We willed, We could have
drowned them, and there would be no cry of help nor would they
be saved.}369 So Ya-sin complements Fatir here by providing richer

•<j r t LS*J

366 Fatir: 13
367 Ya-sln: 38-39
368 Fatir: 12
369 Ya-sln
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detail.
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Surah al-Saffat

*
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I say: The relationship between al-Saffat and Ya-sin resembles that
of al-Araf and al-Anam, and that of al-Shuara and al-Furqan. These
surahs mention the generations and nations of old who were de-
stroyed and these two surahs contain more detail as to howand why.
And we have mentioned this previously.

370

370 For example, see: Ya-sin: 31 and al-Saffat: 12.
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Surah Sad
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I say:The reason for Sad being placed after al-Saffat is exactly the same
reason as to why Ta-sin follows al-Shu‘ara, why Ta-ha and al-Anbi-
ya follow Maryam, or why Yusuf follows Hud—all of the following
surahs mentioned here complete the stories of the Prophets which
appeared in the surahs that came before them, and mention stories
which the preceding ones did not contain. So in al-Saffat, the Glori-
fied and the Exalted mentioned the stories of Nuh, Ibrahim, Ismail,
Musa, Harun, Lut, Ilyas, Yunus and here in Sad: Dawud, Sulayman,
Ayub and He indicated to the rest that He mentioned. This is the most
similar pattern of theming to the one used in al-Anbiya and al-Qasas,
after Maryam and al-Shu‘ara.

—



Surah al-Zumar
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I say: It is clear for one to see that the last ayah of Sad and the begin-
ning of al-Zumar are directly related. Sad ends with His statement: {It
is only a reminder to the worlds.}371 Al-Zumar begins with: {The rev-
elation of this Book is from Allah.}372 It is as if the ayahs state together
that this reminder is the revelation, and the resemblance is so striking
that had the basmallah been removed before them it could have been
conjoined into one longer ayah.

»1» jwW> ^ jS'jj iAil JyL>- L̂ai (^ys) J>-T I JUJ AJJI jTi Mj

OjJaj <y £ij jL>-j t [ <U« ] A>-jj jh>- A^ai
^ ^ £,

5lij ^ ^ Cr4 p-f’ W-4'
: Jlij tjUilj CÂ LAJI ^ co Ĵlj
371 Sad: 87
372 Al-Zumar:1
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•(Vo) ^6^̂ ' 46
Also at the end of Sad, Allah H gives description to the creation of
Adam373 and at the start of al-Zumar this message continues with
greater detail mentioning the creation of his wife,374 the creation of
his progeny—all of them created in stages in the womb, death be-
ing prescribed for all of them,375 the resemblance of sleep to death,376

description of the Last Day, the account, the recompense, the Fire
and Jannah.377 In concluding al-Zumar, He stated: {And they will be
judged with truth, and it will be said, “All praises and thanks are for
Allah, the Lord of all creation.”}378

LS*
M «•

So al-Zumar is themed at describing the creation; its beginning stages
to death, resurrection and recompense. All of this is connected to the
message taken from the story of Adam which was mentioned in the
previous surah.

373 Sad: 71-85
374 Al-Zumar:6
375 Al-Zumar: 30
376 Al-Zumar: 42
377 Al-Zumar: 71
378 Al-Zumar: 75
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Surah Ghafir
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I say:This is the beginning of the seven ha-mlm surahs379 and it is con-
nected to al-Zumar as they all (i.e. al-Zumar and the ha-mlm surahs)
begin in mentioning the sending down of divine revelation. It was due
to this that Ubayy ibn Ka‘b had al-Zumar commencing with ha-mlm
in his mushafy and this is a sublime correlation.380

e-̂ USsJl I ^3 (j!
£ £

. CJJJ Lgj \ C ĴJJ>J (
^3 Igjlj AXJ

379 Ghafir, Fussilat, al-Shura, al-Zukhruf, al-Dukhan, al-Jathiyyah and al-
Ahqaf.
380 See al-Itqan (1/222) where the author quoted it from the book of al-Masahif
of Ibi Ashtah. In the main manuscript, it states that the beginning of al-Zumar is
ha-mlm according to the mushaf of Ibn Masud, but I have accepted that which
is mentioned in al-Itqan and al-Burhan of al-Zarkashi (1/130).

I could not find a trace of the narration to Ubayy in al-Itqan, al-Burhan or any
hadlth corpus within which I searched.
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Furthermore, the ha-mim surahs all begin with these split-letters and
then move on to the praise and description of the Book. All of them
are Makkan surahs,and in fact it has been narrated in a hadlth that all
seven were revealed in one go.

QA Ifcij
The ha-mim surahs also resemble the six alif-lam-ra surahs.381

p t’

: cJlvaj t ( ^Ui) <45tf Cd * •

yL- C ( ^ : O\JI dUj^ o[ji c (r
.(\ ijU-aJi) Cr>^!3^ j' 0 :7*^)

When one analyses the second ha-mim surah, Fussilat, one would see
its resemblance to the second alif-lam-ra surah, Hud, in the way they
alter the style of describing the book in the beginning. Surah Hud be-
gins with His statement:{[This is] a Book whose verses are perfected
and then presented in detail.}382 And Fussilat in a similar manner:{A
Book whose ayat have been detailed.}383 Also, the rest of the alif-lam-
ra surahs begin [with mentioning the word Book,] so in al-Hijr: {The
ayat of the Book.}384 And the same is the case for the ha-mim surahs,
so here in Ghafir: {The revelation of the Book}385 and in al-Dhukhan:

: LI

381 Yunus, Hud, Yusuf, al-Ra‘d, Ibrahim and al-Hijr.
382 Hud: 1

383 Fussilat: 3
384 Al-Hijr 1

385 Ghafir: 2
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{By the manifest Book.}

o' '- j>—" jji3 cs* jfW- O* kjjj
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It is also reported that Jabir ibn Zayd and Ibn ‘Abbas stated regarding
the order of revelation of the surahs: The ha-mim surahs were revealed
after al-Zumar as follows—and they were revealed one after anoth-
er as in the mushaf —: Ghafir, al-Sajdah, al-Shura, al-Zukhruf, al-
Dhukhan, al-Jathiyah and then al-Ahqaf. Nothing came in-between
to disrupt this order of revelation.387 And this concordance found in
their ordering is especially exquisite.

386

cJly olr*" J* CjJ J*' LS* ^ ‘ti>=*-' f

5jJ^â oJLgi .ixJaiLJl
0--J1 [ j 4L5 4

_$JJl £p)l
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Jjlj cdiii ^ olr^' Jj' c

There is also another ingenious angle apparent to me: In every quarter

iy*

386 Al-Dhukhan: 2
387 See al-Itqan (1/97). This was transmitted from Abi Bakr Muhammad ibn
al-Harith ibn Abyad in his famous work.
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of the Qur'an, there appears a group of seven surahs which start off
with the same split-letters. These seven surahs commence with ha-
mlm, and another seven surahs in the preceding quarter, and six alif-
lam-rd surahs, and al-A‘raf which begins with alif-lam-mim-sad and
is connected to Yunus as previously mentioned. The beginning of the
Quran starts with two [split-lettered] surahs—and the beginning of
the second half of the Qur an starts with two such surahs.

C
_JUS31J ijy* J5" ,3! : ytj CAJ c— J S’L i.J l

.^1 .fU&Jl
388 «Al-Kirmani said in his book al-Ajaib,

surahs is such that all of them begin with mention of the Book or in
giving description of it, irrespective of how long or short the descrip-
tion is, and the use of homophones.”

The order of the hd-mim

cjAjJt JIIP )OLA jli <A^y vL* ^ .'c-dS

i-olj ^ ^USLJ ^A\y>J)\ Ajli

IdSj 4^1$ olji

c
I say: When one ponders upon the appropriateness of the ordering of
these surahs it makes the connection of Ghafir even more resounding
to al-Zumar as they both commence with a similar description. Then

388 This was a book of tafsir which he authored entitled, Lubab al-Tafsir wa
Ajaib al-Ta’wil, but its manuscript has been lost.
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the beginning of Fussilat—the second ha-mlm surah—resembles the
commencement of Hud—the second alif-lam-ra surah. Thereafter, al-
Zukhruf begins in the same manner as al-Dhukhan and al-Jathiyah in
the same manner as al-Ahqaf.
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Surah Muhammad (Surah al-Qital)
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I say: It is evident that the commencement of this swra/z connects to
the end of al-Ahqaf, where He states: {But shall any nation be de-
stroyed except if they are rebellious?}389 [The beginning of Surah
Muhammad expands upon this subject and goes on to describe the
legislations connected to warfare,]390 to the extent that had the bas-
mallah been removed from between the two, they would certainly be

389 Al-Ahqaf: 35
390 Surah Muhammad has also been named Surah al-Qital or the Surah of War-
fare and is connected to Surah al-Ahqaf because al-Ahqaf is themed at describ-
ing the rejection of those who are stubborn and arrogant to the truth. Al-Ahqaf
explains that throughout the ages, every nation has had its warner(s), calling
them to having faith and rectifying their morals and deeds. The surah also pre-
sents rational proofs against their rejection, so on the back of this, if they reject
then Surah Muhammad gives explanation to some of the laws and principles
connected to warfare.
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considered to be one fluid ayah.

\
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Surah al-Fath
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I say:The appropriateness of Surah al-Fath being placed here is strik-
ing, because al-Fath is defined as victory and support, and victory is
brought about by striving and fighting. It is reported in some narra-
tions that this surah was revealed to clarify what would be done by
the Prophet $§> and the believers, clearing the ambiguity in al-Ahqaf:
{I do not know what will be done with me or with you.}391 392 So it is
connected to Surah al-Ahqaf from this aspect.

391 Al-Ahqaf: 9
392 This is a view reported from Ibn Abbas by All ibn Talhah, and it was also
stated by Tkrimah, al-Hasan and Qatadah that this ayah was later explained in
Surah al-Fath: {We have given you (O Muhammad )...} (al-Fath: 2) and about
his followers: {That He may admit the believing men and the believing women
to Gardens under which rivers flow} (al-Fath: 5). See Tafsir Ibn Kathir (7/260).
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Surah al-Hujarat
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I say: It is obvious that Surah al-Fath and Surah al-Hujarat share a
trait with the previous surah as they are both MadanI surahs and both
are themed at explaining legislative rulings. Al-Fath has legislation
connected to warfare with the disbelievers and al-Hujarat has rulings
connected to fighting oppressive rebels.393 Surah al-Fath ends with de-
scription of the believers394 and al-Hujarat begins with description of
them,395 and that includes honouring the Prophet fH, particularly in
its beginning. The beginning of this surah also includes holding the
Prophet fH in high esteem.396

393 Al-Hujarat: 9
394 Al-Fath: 29
395 Al-Hujarat: 1
396 See al-Fath: 2, al-Hujarat: 1 and al-Hujarat: 3-4
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Surah al-Dhariyat
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I say: As Surah Qaf—which preceded it—ended with description of
the resurrection, the types of recompense, Jannah, the Fire and other
matters connected to the Last Day, al-Dhariyat begins with a divine
oath, swearing to the truth of the events that will take place on that
day and that the “din”—which refers to recompense—is true.

^ -U-jJi j> $ JUJ cdJLiJu £-1ssil :dJJi j^ajj

This is similar to how al-Mursalat starts, after mentioning the prom-
ise, threat and recompense that is found in Surah al-Insan.



Surah al-Tur
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I say: The reason why al-Tur is placed after al-Dhariyat is because of
them bearing similitude in their commencements and endings. Both
of their commencements describe the nature of the pious and their
reward: {Surely, the pious will be in Gardens...}397 And the endings
of both of these surahs are themed at describing the state of those
who disbelieve: {Then, woe to those who disbelieve.}398 And in al-
Tur: {But those who disbelieve are themselves in a plot.}

; 9AA JJ t (V :
f

399

397 Al-Dhariyat: 15 and al-Tur: 17
398 Al-Dhariyat: 60
399 Al-Tur: 42
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Surah al-Najm
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I say:The reason why al-Najm is placed after al-Tur is because it bears
great resemblance and appropriateness to it in its theme. Al-Tur fin-
ishes with His statement: {And at the setting of the stars.}400 And
al-Najm commences with: {By the star when it goes down.}401
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400 Al-Tur: 49
401 Al-Najm:1
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From another aspect, Surah al-Tur [is also themed at mentioning
the reward in the hereafter,] so it makes mention of the children of
the believers and that they will be with their parents in the hereaf-
ter.402 It also mentions the children of the Jews and their place in the
hereafter,403 as in His statement in al-Najm: {He knows of you very
well when He created you from the earth (Adam), and when you
were foetuses in your mothers’wombs...}404 It is reported by Ibn Abl
Hatim, Ibn al-Munthir and al-Wahid!on the authority of Thabit ibn
al-Harith al-Ansar!, “[Some of] the Jews used to say, ‘If one of our
children passes away [at an early age] then he is a truthful believer.’
This reached the Prophet §§• so he said, ‘They have lied; there is not a
foetus that Allah has created in the womb of its mother except their
faith is written—either being wicked [and destined to the Fire] or
happy [and being destined to Jannah].’ Then Allah revealed the ayah
[in al-Najm] because of this: {He knows of you very well when He
created you from the earth (Adam), and when you were foetuses in
your mothers’wombs.}”405

j* ^llc. j* ^ ^ iiL* JlS LJj
••

UJ *JU

402 See al-Tur: 21
403 This is the case for all disbelievers and not the Jews alone.Since the creation
of Adam all of mankind are in one of two parties: a party in Jannah and a party
in the flames. See Tafsirlbn Kathir (7/437).
404 Al-Najm: 32
405 See al-Durr al-Manthur of al-Suyut!(6/128), where he said it was reported
by al-Tabaram.
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Then in al-Tur, Allah describes for the believers in the hereafter:
{Whose offspring follow them in faith, to them shall We join their
offspring, and We shall not decrease the reward of their deeds in
anything.}406 Meaning, children will join their parents in the higher
station in Jannah without any of the parents’ reward being taken away
from them in the slightest. Rather, they will join their parents by the
virtue of the good deeds their parents performed. In al-Najm, on the
other hand, it says about the disbelievers or their children: {And that
man can have nothing except that which he strives for.}407 The very
opposite of the virtue given to the believers.

J

This displays the eloquent reasoning behind their order, they clarify
each other through clarifying contrasting situations.

406 Al-Tur: 21
407 Al-Najm: 39
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Surah al-Qamar
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I say: It is extremely fitting that these two surahs are mentioned along-
side one another—simply by looking at their names—as there is a
strong correlation between the stars (al-Najm) and the moon (al-Qa-
mar). This is similar to the sun (Surah al-Shams), the night (Surah
al-Layl) and the morning day (Surah al-Duha) being placed together,
with all of them following the dawn (Surah al-Fajr).
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From another angle, Surah al-Qamar following Surah al-Najm is like
Surah al-A‘raf following al-Anam, al-Shua‘ra following al-Furqan and
al-Saffat following Ya-sin; as al-Qamar provides detail regarding the
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destroyed nations indicated to in al-Najm:408 {And it is He Who de-
stroyed the first [people of] ‘Ad. And Thamud, He spared none of
them. And the people of Nuh before them, surely, they were more
unjust and more rebellious.And He destroyed the overthrown cities
[of Sodom].}409

408 These are explained in detail in al-Qamar in the very same order.See al-Qa-
mar: 9 and 42.
409 Al-Najm: 50-53
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Surah al-Rahman
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I say: Allah H ended al-Qamar with: {Rather, the Hour is their ap-
pointed time, and the Hour will be more grievous and more bitter.}
It then gives a general description to the recompense for the people
destined to the Fire and the state of the pious in Jannah and their riv-
ers. Surah al-Rahman provides detail regarding these matters which
are mentioned broadly in al-Qamar, and in the same order.

410
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410 Al-Qamar: 46
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—Surah al-Rahman begins with a description of the commencement
of the Hour. It then describes what happens after it; a description of
the Fire411 and its people, and Jannah and its people.412 For example:
{The criminals will be known by their marks, and they will be seized
by their forelocks and their feet.}413 This ayah does not mention the
word “disbelievers” or something similar, rather it uses the same
wording which came in al-Qamar before it: {The criminals are in er-
ror.}414 Then al-Rahman mentions Jannah and its people, saying about
them: {But for him who fears the standing before his Lord, he will
have gardens.}415 This is the true meaning of taqwa.416 The wording
here [is “fears the standing before...”] and not something like “for the
one who believes and obeys”, and this is so the wordings complement
and define one another.417

* *

. jHPj ^ ^From this we know that this surah—and I praise Allah alone for the
understanding and inspiration He bestowed—explains the end of the
previous surah> and all praises are to the One who inspires and gave
us this understanding.
411 Al-Rahman: 31-44
412 Al-Rahman: 46-78
413 Al-Rahman: 41
414 Al-Qamar: 47
415 Al-Rahman: 46
416 See Surah al-Qamar: 54
417 Taqwd is to fear standing in front of Allah, so al-Qamar mentions taqwa in
the ayah {Indeed the righteous will be amongst gardens and rivers} (al-Qamar:
54) and then its exact definition in wording comes in Surah al-Rahman.

AJJLI L L^Li
••
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Surah al-Waqi'ah

*
_

#^ ^ ĥ 1 £* 5 -̂wJl ©ijb :Jj}|

AASIJ]! c%i3j 13l|̂ :UA AJJJ jLyaJl ^Ji cjUlj <u>d!j CA^LASI

^ LLgJj c(T'V qJL&l Iil3^ : iSLfc AJJAJ( ^ )

i 4*5^1 c -̂ U^Jl JiliLSJl ^S"3 ^
ip

* .. 5A>-lj U-pj*>y

I say:The theme of both Surah al-Rahman and Surah al-Waqi‘ah is to
describe the Day of Judgement, and the Fire and Jannah. One should
see the connection between the statement in al-Waqi‘ah: {When the
Event befalls}418 with that in al-Rahman: {Then when the heaven is
rent asunder.}419 For this reason, al-Rahman briefly describes the
events of the Day of Judgement with this one line, whereas al-Waqi‘ah
describes the shaking of the earth.420 As they share in this theme, it is
as if both of these surahs are conjoined.

j>-T (
_
j* L* SSA Jjl ^ ^ UcgJj

o\s*^ ^5* ctiib Jjl ^ L* SAA J>- I
418 Al-Waqfah: l

419 Al-Rahman: 37
420 Al-Waqiah: 4
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For this reason, despite the themes in both remaining the same, the
order has differed. So that which al-Rahman begins with, al-Waqiah
ends with and vice versa. This is similar to what we mentioned when
discussing the relationship between al-Baqarah and Ali ‘Imran.

[ ^JJ ] kiup JVJ tjb ^ jUJlj < ^ 4 0LJI 3

So Surah al-Rahman begins with mention of the Qur an, then the sun
and the moon, the plants, the creation of man, and then the creation
of jinn from smokeless fire, and then it moves onto describing the
Last Day and then the Fire and Jannah.

c { )[++S)l\ JfL>- j*j CjbJt * jup jtJ 4^LA) I jZjj OSA I

1j ^/ ’
•h (4) f

£i ^ CUA£jj

Whereas al-Waqi'ah commences with description of the Day of Judge-
ment, then Jannah, then the Fire, the creation of man, plants, water,
fire, the stars—which were not mentioned in al-Rahman, just as the
sun and moon were not mentioned here—and then it gives mention
of the Qur an.

USl if .Ul i ICJLJI J*JJ

j .i '/tW P jsyxi\ tcliU iLUJlS" «-XA C—So this surah complements al-Rahman i.e. its beginning addressed
topics similar to the topic addressed at the end of al-Rahman, and
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vice versa.
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Surah al-Hadid

iJI OIAJ 1$JI :A*3(^J1J L^JLyfijI A>-J * f i

.AJ y )l b

dil7j

Some scholars stated that the connection of al-Hadid with al-Waqiah
is that it commences with the mention of tasbih, while al-Waqiah
ends with the order to perform it.

P i c e

:JJ 4J15J ALJI Jjl :cJ5

0I3UI31 Ai AiSl ‘( <\ 1 4(*s A
•(')i*6%

I say: The reason why al-Hadid starts with glorification is due to the
description given of Him at the end of al-Waqiah which commands
glorification of Him, so it is as if He said: {So glorify with praises the
Name of your Lord, the Most Great.}421 And this is because: {What-
soever is in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allah, and He is the
All-Mighty, All-Wise.}422

421 Al-Waqiah: 96
422 Al-Hadid: 1



4jJUM^Surah al-Mujadilah

yfcljaJl tiJLiaJl AJLL̂ LJ : Jjil
Uj & jjo Uj \£» Uj U : Jlij (^Ulj

All jS'jj 4djfc ^ssil (1 :JbJ^JI) ^I^LuS" \J» ^fe>»,4 ĵ j I4-J £yu
iiolp cJU IJLJJJ 4Jp AJJI 4JI eu£-J> Jy
j\ tol Ŝfl £y-j c$-Ul )) (^j

.((JJJL" U i
_
i/4 V cuJl A^b ^••I say: The beginning of Surah al-Hadid is based upon giving glorifi-

cation of Allah and His Noble Attributes. It describes that Allah has
full knowledge of the apparent and the hidden, so He said: {He knows
what goes into the earth and what comes out of it, what descends
from the heaven and what ascends to it, and He is with you [by His
Knowledge] wherever you may be.}423 Surah al-Mujadilah gives an
example of this where Allah heard the disputing woman who com-
plained to the Prophet f|§. For this reason, ‘Aishah said that when
this ayah was revealed, “{Glorified is the One whose Hearing extends
across all voices} I was [sitting] in a corner of the house, [and she
complained about her husband,] but I did not hear what she said.”424

423 Al-Hadid: 4
424 Collected by Ibn Majah (1/67), Imam Ahmad in al-Musnad (6/46) and al-
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Jj£=u j\J>J oljU-lll |il*J 4Alt : 4Jji d-Ui A*J jS"i}

J^rV t(V) ^f4*t'd i* i>?

•(1 :4i

A f t e r this, He said: {Have you not seen that Allah knows everything
that is in the heavens and is on the earth? There is no gathering of
three except He is their fourth [with His Knowledge.]}425 This is an
explanation of what was mentioned broadly in al-Hadld: {And He is
with you wherever you may be. And Allah, of what you do, is see-
ing.}426

IssiNl . J—•' zr c
With this, one comes to see the wisdom of placing this surah here to
serve as a separator between al-Hadld and al-Hashr, despite both of
these surahs opening with {Sabbaha}.

Bukhari (9/144) in a muallaq report.
425 Al-Mujadilah: 7
426 Al-Hadld: 4
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Surah al-Hashr

P P

Cj*dj fj* Ajl̂ wyaJl ^ jA djbyl ciĵ J
c/* py Jy ŷ ' J >1>•• •• •

I say: Surah al-Mujadilah ends with reference to the Companions
whose relatives were killed during the Battle of Badr,427 and al-Hashr
begins with reference to the Battle of Ban!al-Nadlr,428 which illus-
trates the reason al-Hashr follows al-Mujadilah.

Jjl Jj Ul :d!L-
.( Y ) Ac**,Ji j, Jlij \jL2%

And at the end of al-Mujadilah: Allah has decreed, {Verily! It is I and

Ji—: oJufc

427 This refers to the ayah: {Those—He has decreed within their hearts faith
and supported them with spirit from Him.} It has been said that “they” in this
ayah refers to Abu ‘Ubaydah—who killed his father at the Battle of Badr, Abu
Bakr who wanted to fight his son Abdul Rahman, Musab ibn ‘Umayr who killed
his brother, ‘Umar who killed a relative and Hamzah, ‘All and ‘Ubaydah ibn al-
Harith who killed ‘Utbah, Shaybah and al-Walid ibn ‘Utbah. See Tabaqat Ibn
Sad (1/300). [T:] I.e. during the midst of the battle.
428 See al-Hashr: 2. Also see al-Bukhari (6/183) in the Chapter of Tafsir and
Muslim (8/245) in the Chapter of Tafsir on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas.
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My Messengers who shall be the victorious.}429 And at the beginning
of al-Hashr: {But Allah’s [retribution] reached them from a place
where they did not expect it, and He cast panic into their hearts.}430

AU! <Jl4> QA oijfc Jjl 14} A J J I iU- QA jZz idilj j>-\
.AJ

At the end of al-Mujadilah Allah mentions those who oppose (hada)
Him and His Messenger,431 and Surah al-Hashr begins with mention-
ing those who opposed (shaqa ) Allah and His Messenger.432

429 Al-Mujadilah: 21
430 Al-Hashr: 2
431 Al-Mujadilah: 22
432 Al-Hashr: 4
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Surah al-Mumtahinah

. £ #

JAI ^ JJJLAUJI ^y 8^ oJlS"" U :Jyl
p

^ cJp ^ ^JWIAU^J! ^
ip I^JLJU^ cdi^j

••*M £

I say: As Surah al-Hashr is themed at events that happened with some
of the People of the Book they had treaties with, it is followed by al-
Mumtahinah which is themed at explaining rulings connected to
treaties the Muslims had with the polytheists, as it was revealed due
to the Treaty of al-Hudaybiyyah.433

JJOJ' ^ LJj
3l>jl ^ dJLfc £»1 C ^ [jUS3l

y~>x]\ 1$J J^ati diJ-iJj cJUajVl AJ IP ^ o'CAJ

433 It was revealed because of Hatib ibn Abi Baltah who gave the polytheists
of Makkah information of the Prophet’s oncoming plan to conquer Makkah af-
ter the polytheists proved treacherous to the Treaty of al-Hudaybiyyah. See al-
Bukharl (6/185-186) in the Chapter of Tafsir.
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As Surah al-Hashr mentions the support and loyalty of the believers
to each other, and then mentions the support of the hypocrites to dis-
believers from the People of the Book, this surah begins with instruc-
tion to the believers in not taking the disbelievers as close protectors,
lest they end up resembling the hypocrites mentioned in al-Hashr.
Al-Mumtahinah repeats this message and explains it in detail, and it
closes with it. This shows the connection of themes between the two
surahs.This is why al-Mumtahinah is placed after al-Hashr but before
al-Saff; despite al-Hashr and al-Saff both beginning with {Sabbaha}.
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Surah al-Saff

dJjh ^ AJSLMAJJ C -̂Ul ^5^3 S -̂w*>

. JLLWVJ ^Jul ZjyJ\
I say: Surah al-Mumtahina makes mention of jihad in the path of
Allah [and rulings connected to it,] and this is explained further in
Surah al-$aff.



4*Q*JI Oj£«f

Surah al-Jumu‘ah

UJ ^Uj Ail :t$Li 1*J LfiUajl A>-J ^ ^$is> :Jjil
ij cviJJi j%-g-Ap c Ĵ jt-ftlilj <̂ A +/ai\

\JjjJiJ £ 4i*l J»s âjj Cjt-Lwj *ulp 4JJI Jl>- 5^c*Jl dJ-A
t

• SjW' Ws» u^r*i (*^ ' Ĵ ‘O*̂ ' O* ^
I say: What appears to me to be the case—in terms of its connection
to the previous surah—is that Allah H describes in al-Saff the story
of Musa with his people, the harm he received from them, and this is
met with heavy reproach towards them for their behaviour.434 Surah
al-Jumu ah gives description to the Messenger of Allah ff§>, the virtue
of his Ummah and the nobility given to them. This is in order to dis-
play the honour of his nation over the Jews, which therefore explains
the reason why the Jews were not mentioned.

J^\ ^-J o d • L5̂
p Jy d L* Û J'J

:UA JVS t(i :UUoJI)

434 See Surah al-Saff: 5. This ayah and those after it describe those who disbe-
lieved in their Prophets Musa and Tsa, and thus disbelieved in Allah. Ayat 5-8 of
al-Jumuah then refute the reasoning behind their rejection and their claim that
they are the chosen of Allah.
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t-
•JajjJ! IJlfcj c 4J Ail ^Jl

•#

Surah al-Saff also quotes the statement of ‘Isa: {I am the Messen-
ger of Allah unto you confirming the Torah before me, and giving
glad tidings of a Messenger to come after me, whose name shall be
Ahmed.}435 Surah al-Jumuah begins with the glad tidings of this mes-
senger prophesied by ‘Isa: {He it is who sent amongst the unlettered
ones a Messenger from among themselves, reciting to them His ayat>
purifying them.}436 This shows that there is a strong relation between
the two surahs.

Sj^Jl LJ

. jJl Igjl Ij

t-

Also, al-Saff ends with encouragement to perform jihad for the sake
of Allah, and it was referred to as a “trade”. Al-Jumuah ends [with
reference to trade] in the order to the Friday prayer; informing us that
it is better than trade in the worldly sense.

LJJJL^JIJ <.UU^\ Ijy* iiUsi Uk> lj
cjL Ĵl JbJLSl I^^AJU

—Also, al-Saff is named as it is (i.e. the rows), and the commandment
to make rows is legislated during the prayer and during battle. So it
is fitting that a surah which mentions the rows of fighting, is followed
by a surah which mentions a prayer in which the making of rows is
essential, namely the Jumuah prayer. More so, the presence of a con-
435 Al-Saff: 6
436 Al-Jumuah: 2
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gregation is a prerequisite for the Friday prayer to be valid, unlike for
all the other prayers (i.e. congregation is not a prerequisite for them).

AJJ \

These are four aspects—which Allah has facilitated me to perceive—
in which al-Saff is connected to al-Jumu ah.
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Surah al-Munafiqun

f £

1^.*$ 3 4JC -̂>KJI 'bjy** 0^ * ^ 1*J LfSL^Tl A>-̂ *

* f £

Ja ŷ^l (^U^' £/>“' cO^LuJ' p-*J L^J ^Ti>

3^L^ jyb AJP AJJI AUI "*jtj*
•• * ••

l^J ^ jAJ tgJ Ax̂ >t3l QJJ+*J

I say: Surah al-Munafiqun is connected to al-Jumuah because al-Ju-
muah gives description to the believers, whereas al-Munafiqun de-
scribes the opposite of belief: hypocrisy. For this reason, it is reported
by al-Tabaranl in al-Awsat on the authority of Abu Hurayrah that the
Messenger of Allah used to recite in the Jumuah prayers Surah al-Ju-
muah, to motivate the believers, and al-Munafiqun, to warn against
hypocrisy.437

L^J W45 LŜ b ‘C ĵUaJlj ^Jl JA ^USGl JA( / i l^i JJ
437 Collected by al-Haythaml in Majma al-Zawaid (2/191) on the authority
of Abl Hurayrah, and al-Haythaml attributed it to al-Tabaranl in al-Awsat who
classed it as hasan.
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— —l^-i-fj Q&- J~ jd\ !^J 5̂» cJjj LjjU it
_jls£3l JAI JA ^JjkUuJI I4J

«• M

What completes the connection between the two is that Surah al-
Munafiqun addresses the polytheists of Quraysh whereas the surah
before al-Jumuah (i.e. al-Saff) addresses the People of the Book, from
the Jews and the Christians. Likewise, al-Mumtahinah discusses pol-
icies in dealing with treachery from polytheists living under the rule
of Muslims, whereas al-Hashr before it discusses policies in dealing
with treachery from the People of the Book, living under the rule of
Muslims, as it was revealed in relation to Bani al-Nadir when they
broke their treaty and the Muslims fought them.

L f r) 4 4 ** - - M 5 1 1 ** - c i X S d j j
p » *

*>U tU^i,J yij ^Js-

• £JA “ jt

For this reason, it is clear that the order of these six surahs (from al-
Hashr to al-Taghabun) is arranged so for the deeper reason of ad-
dressing the various nations; and the separation between the Musa-
bihhat with other surahs is because placing the surah that talks about
polytheists under Muslim rule and the surah that talks about the Peo-
ple of the Book who are under Muslim rule next to each other is more
appropriate than not doing so, and as such, placing the surah in which
it mentions the believers with the surah in which it mentions the hyp-
ocrites is more appropriate than not doing so.

QA 4—0
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<uJo ^ Ĵ LASI J! cfJ-5 JU j^]ai
•• ••

L .

•• •*
dr*

This also explains why the surahs that begin with glorification of Al-
lah amongst this order are split; separated for a precise and intricate
reason from the All-Wise, the All-Knower. So all praise is to Allah for
giving us this knowledge and intuition.

o'c-Jji
C 4^^2>XJ 1A ^ * * ) yfl* L«J (J^AslcaJl ‘

_ *c.
(A c/^ <o^' cf *4?

. jjpi
It is also reported from Ibn Abbas regarding the order of revelation:
Al-Taghabun was revealed after al-Jumu‘ah, while al-Munafiqun was
revealed earlier.438 However, the placement of al-Munafiqun between
al-Jumu‘ah and al-Taghabun was certainly due to a greater wisdom.
And Allah knows best.

438 See al-Itqan (1/97). This was reported by Jabir ibn Zayd, and he was one of
the scholars of the Qur an amongst the Tabnn.
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Surah al-Taghabun

tii )l\ ( \ .
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I say: As Surah al-Munafiqun ends with His statement: {And spend
from which We have provided you, before death comes to one of
you.}439 Surah al-Taghabun is located after it in order to explain this
ayah; it is as if the meaning is, “The Day of Judgement is drawing close
for mankind, and they have amassed wealth but have not amassed
good deeds. Material wealth which will pass on to the heirs with great
ease and without the difficulty endured in procuring it. So spend be-
fore you pass away in goodly causes because without this, the one
who passes away has spent a lifetime saving but will be punished by
it, whereas the ones who will enjoy his material wealth will be the
heirs—due to the ease with which it reached them.” This is the defini-

439 Al-Munafiqun: 10
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tion of al-Taghabun [translated to mean, “mutual loss”.]440

l LJLA 4 y*&y)\ Ajlp O^STLOJI j>-b
, t ? sJ i '* > *' , •i -ieit .#•t

^ i !>>4 jĵ djLJl didjlj <u*uaj

So al-Taghabuns connection to the end of the previous surah is due
to them sharing this clear objective. Thus it says here:{And spend in
charity, that is better for yourselves, and whoever is protected from
his own greed, then they are the successful ones.}441

A&\ Ji 'Jj j& jKy\
d-Lfcj c ( ^ o

:viU; j>A Ukjlj
c ( <\

. L -̂sjy ^1P o^3 IdJj <0UJ>J1

From another viewpoint, Surah al-Munafiqun is concluded with:{Do
not let your wealth or your children divert you from the remem-
brance of Allah.}442 Likewise, it states in al-Taghabun: {Surely it is
your wealth and your children which are a test.}443 So it is as if the
latter sentence provides the reason for the former sentence, and it is
for this reason that the two things are mentioned in the same order in
both ayahs.

* *

f\>- 13} LUJJ iul

440 See Tafsir al-Kuwash (4/112).
441 Al-Taghabun: 16
442 Al-Munafiqun: 9
443 Al-Taghabun: 15
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4j[} 4( ) ^
A-JlP <d)l oJJi$ ^UcJl j^laJ C^USJIJ

Some scholars have stated that Surah al-Munafiqun is the sixty third
surah in the Qur an which also indicates towards the death of the
Prophet with His statement: {And Allah grants respite to no one
when his appointed time (death) comes.}444 He passed away at sixty
three and so Surah al-Taghabun follows this ayah, as if to say that the
passing of the Prophet fH is not comparable in terms of its gravity to
any loss one could face.445

444 Al-Munafiqun: 11

445 See al-Itqan (4/30).
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Surah al-Talaq

1}ji. (UsoMjtj 53'&5^ Lr'-H ^ £»j LJ :Jyi
jlSj c ( \ 1 :^Usll)

t-
villi cuJbd Cjt-g-lp JSUj'ifl ii/j t i7 Jj

• oUijx<J!j tc3̂ JaJl flŜ I Lj-i
I say: As it states at the end of Surah al-Taghabun: {Surely some of
your wives and your children are enemies for you.}446 This enmity
towards wives often leads to divorce. Enmity towards children often
leads to foul manners and a lack of expenditure towards them. So af-
ter al-Taghabun, al-Talaq explains ruling pertaining to divorce, fam-
ily-maintenance and causes for divorce.

446 Al-Taghabun: 14



IliJftiif 6j»*
Surah al-Tahrim

^ l^JLi £• <L»-!1» ijy.Jt «JLa :Jyil

^IP «JLAJ ^IP iL*iiw* *»ip

. U L*^uy
I say: This surah begins in the same manner that al-Talaq does; ad-
dressing the Prophet Surah al-Talaq is themed at discussing di-
vorce but al-Tahrim is themed at forbidding the vow of continence,so
both of these surahs are heavily linked.

p

S- LAJ oJjfc ^ $,L*J ciJJj c^
jlS** UJj

# t

^:yli JJL-» C t r O' l^Uap] AJIP AJLSI ĴLV<S

51 *̂1 4-̂ *1

•0|/^ ^
As the preceding surah talked about the marital disputes of Muslim
women, the marital disputes that occurred in the Prophet’s f||house
are mentioned in this surah. [This actually gives virtue to the wives
of the Prophet,] as they possess a level of rank above that of all other
women, [given that they are the Mothers of the Believers;] so they
were mentioned in a separate surah solely for them, which is con-
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eluded by giving mention to two woman of Jannah: Asiya, the wife of
Fir‘awn, and Maryam bint ‘Imran.447

447 Al-Tahrim:l1-12.
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Surah al-Tabarak (i.e. al-Mulk)

( t 0 f.

LJ Ail jju :Jyl
Sj^JI dijfe Sj^'j
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I say: What appears to me [that connects al-Tabarak with al-
Tahrlm] —after I exerted effort in analysis—is how al-Tahrlm is con-
cluded with mention of the wives of Nuh and Lut, who were both dis-
believers. It compares their situation to the believing wife of Fir awn,
so al-Tabarak begins with His statement: {Who has created death and
life.}448 This means disbelief and xman (belief), according to one of the
views of the exegetes.449 To indicate that all created beings are subject
to the will and power of Allah. This is why the disbelieving wives of
Nuh and Lut did not profit from their marriage to two noble prophets.
Likewise, the wife of Fir awn believed and was not harmed by the op-
pressive stubbornness of her husband. Therefore, the ayah, in al-Mulk

L

448 Al-Mulk: 2

449 Referring to al-Sulaml in Haqaiq al-Tafsir (p. 201).
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is explained from the perspective of divine pre-decree.

[JJ'] o' [ (J (̂ ]

jjii- U \5Uk «Ju» ^ Ut-o dUi alji
illlll \Sj IA)J^ :AJJ5 ^1 (j£ jr? o^ ji'
ijy**} <t ŝJlS" iijy^> C>1<^ l*Jlj t ( o-f ) ^0OLA»J UjSll

" aiilt* : J^WI

It also appears to me that there is a connection from another direction,
Surah al-Mulks commencement is connected to that which al-Talaq
finishes with: {It is Allah Who has created seven heavens and of the
earth the like thereof (i.e. seven).}450 So this is expanded upon in the
ayah: {Who has created the seven heavens one above another, you
can see no fault in the creations of the Most Beneficent. Then look
again: Do you see any breaks?} Until His statement: {And indeed We
have adorned the nearest heaven with lamps.}451 And the reason that
these two surahs are separated is because al-Tahrim (the surah be-
tween them) serves as somewhat of a completion of Surah al-Talaq.

450 Al-Talaq: 12
451 Al-Mulk: 3-5
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Surah Nun (al-Qalam)

Aj-kgJj JiJjLj [S^v» ] J>~\ ^4 4JI>W* jS"".i L>J •
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I say: At the end of Surah al-Mulk, the Glorified challenges the readers
on how they would bring about water if it was to be taken away from
them.452 This connects itself to Surah Nun which has within it the sto-
ry of the companions of the garden—who lost their fruits when it
was struck by a disaster overnight whilst they were sleeping.453 When
they awoke they found their garden was destroyed, to the extent that
they thought they had taken the wrong route and confused somebody
else’s garden for their own (despite knowing the route to their garden
very well). So if this occurred to solid objects in the shape of fruits,

;*UI

452 Al-Mulk: 30
453 Al-Qalam: 17-31
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then it is easier to occur to water, a soft liquid which can easily evapo-
rate or be absorbed. For this reason, Surah Nun has the ayahs: {While
they were asleep. So it became as though it was reaped by the morn-
ing.}454 And before this, He said in al-Mulk: {If your water was to be-
come sunken.}455 This indicates that water can be taken away during
the night, just like those fruits were taken away from them overnight.

454 Al-Qalam:19-20
455 Al-Mulk: 30
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Surah al-Haqqah

JL£J=4 :A)JS {Jj / •> (o) <_y £ij U :Jji'
\1A> L; Sj^Ji »1A ^y ciJJi £-_/£ cV^I (it : jJjtJl)

1 AjLZj
I say: Surah Nun, in general terms, explains the Day of Judgement.
This appears in His statement: {The day when the shin shall be laid
bare (i.e. the Day of Resurrection).}456 This surah provides descrip-
tion of the Last Day, giving greater details to its events,457 and high-
lighting its magnificence.

456 Al-Qalam: 42
457 Al-Haqqah:1-37
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Surah Sa’ala (al-Ma‘arij)

^ ^** j aUJI^ oiA :

I say: This surah is like a complement to Surah al-Haqqah, as it pro-
vides further description to the events of the Last Day, and the Fire.458

c 4jl>xJl 5^V*< C,.J5P oJ
^
jj JA Jli [ JL5]j

Ibn ‘Abbas said that Surah al-Maarij was revealed after al-Haqqah,
and this further is another aspect of the appropriateness of its loca-
tion.

459

458 Al-Maarij: 1-18
459 See al-Itqan (1/97).
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Surah Nuh

: d j b JJU LfLJ LJ LgJlvajl <>-j ^ i^ ] t* :Jy'M M
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I say: After long and hard consideration, I feel that this surah is con-
nected to the previous one because the Glorified said at the beginning
of al-Maarij: {Surely We are able. To replace them by [others] better
than them.}460 This is followed [in the next surah ] by the story of the
People of Nuh which gives description on how they belied and He was
able over them and drowned them all, leaving none behind, and so
the earth was later inherited by the pious. Thus it serves as a demon-
stration of Allah’s ability that is mentioned in al-Maarij, just like how
the story of the people of the garden in Surah Nun reflects the end of
Tabarak.

460 Al-Maarij: 40-41
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Further to this, there is a strong correlation between the commence-
ment of both surahs as both are themed at warning the disbelievers of
a terrible end.
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Surah al-Jinn

4j| ^ jc\$L* L*J LgJUajI 5X* <dJ ijyll
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I say: After careful thought, what appears to me to be the only aspect
connecting it to the preceding surah is the statement of the Glorified
in Nuh: {Ask forgiveness from your Lord; verily, He is Ever-Forgiv-
ing; He will send rain to you in abundance.}461 In al-Jinn, the poly-
theists of Makkah are given a similar message: {If they had believed
in Allah, and went on the right way, We surely would have bestowed
upon them water (rain) in abundance.}462 This shows that there is a
connection between the two surahs.463

461 Nuh: 10-11
462 Al-Jinn: 16
463 There is another way in which the two surahs explain one another. In Surah
Nuh (21), Nuh talked about the disbelief and deviation of his people, and then
he made dua against them. As for the beginning of Surah al-Jinn (4-11), it ex-
plains that the jinn are like humans, there are believers and disbelievers among
them, and that the disbelievers among the jinn are in contact with the disbe-



Jfjil
Surah al-Muzzamil
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I say: It is evident that there is a connection between the statement at
the start of this surah: {Stand the night}464 with that found at the end
of al-Jinn: {When the slave of Allah stood up invoking in prayer to
Him}465 and {And the masajid are for Allah [alone.]}466

lieving humans. So Surah Nuh is themed at the rejection and misguidance of
his people whereas al-Jinn explains the relationship between man and jinn, and
makes a comparison between them.
464 Al-Muzzamil: 2
465 Al-Jinn: 19
466 There is also another way in which the two surahs are connected. At the end
of Surah al-Jinn, the ayah frees any knowledge of the unseen from the jinn and
affirms it only for Allah, to which He reveals to His chosen messenger (al-Jinn:
26-27), so it is appropriate that Surah al-Muzzamil begins with Muhammad be-
ing bestowed as a messenger fH and mentions the obligations he is assigned to;
rituals, acts of worship and calling people to Islam. This is because the Prophet
was sent in a time that is close to the Hour as established in the Sunnah. And,
Allah said in al-Jinn {Say: I do not know when the Hour will be established}
(al-Jinn: 25). This was as if He said: The coming of this muzzamil (shrouded
one) is an indication that the Hour has drawn close, and he is the one that Allah



Surah al-Mudathir

^ l^JLi S^JI £• <L?-Tu> » Xb :Jyl
(Jjli Lft -̂viS*

J* A-d p Alii
I say: This surah is in concordance with the surah before it, as both
of them commence by addressing the Prophet g|and the beginning
parts of both surahs were revealed regarding the same incident.

aP cJji _/XJl :j^JI <
_\jy L5* Cf *

••
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Ibn ‘Abbas mentioned that this surah was revealed after al-Muzzamil,
as was reported by Ibn al-Darls and other than him, on the authority
of Jabir ibn Zayd.467

selected to let him know matters from the unseen.
467 Likewise, Surah al-Mudathir concludes with knowledge of the signs of the
Hour and some of its description, which then connects to the theme of the
surah after it.



Surah al-Qiyamah

: jx.Jl) :y‘xJI y-T^ Jli U rjyi—
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I say: The Glorified concluded Surah al-Mudathir with: {Truly! But
they fear not the Hereafter.}468 This ayah comes after mentioning the
Jannah and Fire, yet despite this, the disbelievers are not in any fear
of retribution for their denial of the resurrection. So in al-Qiyamah,
there is extensive proof and affirmation of the resurrection and also
from another angle, al-Qiyamah provides description regarding the
Day of Judgement in greater detail; its people, its scenarios etc. Then it
describes what comes before that, detailing the process of death, and
then it describes what comes before that, shifting attention to how life
was created—mentioning these three states of life in reverse order of
how they occur.

468 Al-Mudathir: 53
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Surah al-Insan

LjJlvajl 4>-j :Jyt
© Afc ^JJa> dJUi j*J cAjiJflj ^ ^LjVl J^- IwU* jJdj y-T

.JAJI JOT cS^Jl

i«Liil 5djr*o

I say: Surah al-Insan connects to the previous surah from the aspect
of clarifying it, for Allah H concluded al-Qiyamah with description
of the creation of man from semen. Surah al-Insan opens with some-
thing similar, describing the creation of Adam, the father of man.

: Lfc JU cto-gJ** [ iijai QA\ aJlU- iiLft UJj
: L* J\i Aii>- i5L* LJj c (T <\ ri-Liil)
A-dp

|*J C JjNb Jfip IA ^JP 4j Jjl*3 c(Y ) oU-Li^O

• •

Furthermore both surahs have reference to creation from a mixed
liquid, however al-Qiyamah follows it with the creation of both gen-
ders from it:{And made him in two sexes, male and female.}469 Surah
al-Insan, on the other hand, does not mention this; rather it adds the
detail:{[We created man from a sperm-drop mixture that we may try

469 Al-Qiyamah: 39
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him;] and We made him hearing and seeing.}470 So this surah adds
detail not given in the previous one, and then further adds to it the
guidance to the path, classifying people into the thankful and the in-
grate, and then the recompense for both parties.

^lij (JL- U j>-\
ai L-AJS .S JJ jL3l Jh>- W I

A3JIJ <dS” dJJij ^ i
_—vialj «JLA

JjjiisajUĴ f Ul) : LA Aijij c (TY oiijj
{sjilS l* :iJL* AJ^J t (u)

. (To

From another angle, al-Qiyamah details the Day of Judgement but
does not describe the Fire and Jannah except with brevity, rather this
is detailed here in al-Insan. Al-Insan provides heavy detail regard-
ing Jannah,471 so it is as if all of this is in explanation of the ayah in
al-Qiyamah: {Some faces that Day shall be radiant.}472 And His state-
ment in al-Insan:{Verily, We have prepared for the disbelievers iron
chains, iron collars, and a blazing fire}473 explains the ayah in al-Qi-
yamah:{Thinking that some calamity was about to fall on them.}

:A»UL!I) .’ ilbA J s i
aLA ^ LA jS’ij t (T 1

470 Al-Insan: 2
471 Al-Insan:5-22
472 Al-Qiyamah: 22
473 Al-Insan: 4
474 Al-Qiyamah: 25

H
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474

Jijc T •
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(xv).V-LJI Q* c

And al-Qiyamah states: {But you love the present life of this
world. And neglect the Hereafter.}475 In al-Insan, further description
is given: {Verily! They love the present life of this world, and put be-
hind them a heavy day.}476 So from these aspects there exists a strong
connection between the two surahs.477

475 Al-Qiyamah: 20-21
476 Al-Insan: 27
477 From another viewpoint, both surahs also give detail as to the state of man
at the time of death approaching. In al-Qiyamah (26-35) there is a description
to those who disbelieve, whereas in al-Insan (7-11) there is description of the
traits of the believer in this life and the delight promised for them.
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Surah al-Mursalat

4jl
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I say: The connection between al-Mursalat and the preceding surah
can be seen from His statement at the end of al-Insan: {He admits
into His Mercy whomever He Wills and for the wrong-doers He has
prepared a painful torment.}478 Surah al-Mursalat commences with
a divine oath affirming that what they are promised will occur; so it
affirms that disbelievers will certainly receive their promised punish-
ment and believers will certainly receive their promised reward.

o

•0j>-1 (A) ^2

He then goes on to describe time and signs of this recompense:{When
the stars lose their lights...}479 until the end of the surah.480

478 Al-Insan: 31
479 Al-Mursalat:8
480 There is also another aspect indicating the appropriateness of these three
surahs being placed together: In al-Qiyamah it mentions the end of creation
(al-Qiyamah: 37-39), then in al-Insan the beginning of creation is mentioned:
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. j\Jy5 UPJJ XPJ
It is possible that the part “what you are promised” refers to all the
promises contained within the surah, the promise of punishment for
the disbelievers and the promise of reward for the believers.

{We have created them and strengthened their forms} (al-Insan: 28) and then,
to avert man from feeling pride in this strength, Allah mentions in al-Mursalat:
{Did We not create you from a liquid disdained?} (al-Mursalat: 20).
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Surah ‘Amma (al-Naba’)
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I say: The manner in which Surah al-Naba connects to al-Mursalat
is that certain linguistic forms of words and styles in al-Mursalat are
repeated in a similar manner in al-Naba. Examples of this within the
ayat of al-Mursalat are:{Didnot Wedestroythe previous generations?
Then We made the later generations follow them.}48lAnd: {Did We
not create you from a liquid disdained?}482 And:{Have We not made

481 Al-Mursalat: 16-17
482 Al-Mursalat: 20
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the earth a receptacle?}483 until the end of the surah. And in al-Na-
ba’: {Have We not made the earth a resting place?} etc. In fact, this
use of similar linguistics forms is also found in al-Duha and al-Sharh,
with His statement: {Did He not find you an orphan and give you a
refuge?}484 And: {Have We not opened your breast for you?}485 Aside
from this linguistic aspect, al-Naba’ also shares the same theme as the
previous four surahs: Description of the Fire and Jannah and—with
the exception of al-Mudathir—the Day of Judgement and its grave-
ness, the beginning of creation and the affirmation of a resurrection.

^ •• **

OAA (jlSo tofI (\ A c W)

Also, in al-Mursalat there is His statement: {For what Day are these
signs postponed? For the day of decision. And what do you know
about the day of decision?}486 In al-Naba’ this question is answered:
{Verily, the day of decision is on a fixed day. The day when the trum-
pet will be blown, and you shall come forth in groups...}487 So it is as
if this surah explains what was not covered within the brief mention
of the day of decision in al-Mursalat.

> o'-
fJi

483 Al-Mursalat: 25
484 Al-Duha: 6
485 Al-Sharh:1
486 Al-Mursalat: 12-14
487 Al-Naba 17-18
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Surah al-Nazi‘at

* t
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I say: It is reported that Ibn ‘Abbas % placed al-Nazi‘at after al-Naba
as the beginning of al-Naziat seems to serve as an affirmation to the
end of al-Naba’, or due to it connecting in its overall content, similar
to how al-Mursalat is connected to al-Insan, and al-Dhariyat to Qaf.488

488 The author did not mention the connection of al-Naba with al-Naziat, and
what appears to be the case, and Allah knows best, is that al-Naziat is themed
at refuting doubts of those who think the topic of the previous surahs will not
be established, i.e. the Day of Judgement. For this reason, al-Naziat begins with
describing their doubts (see: al-Naziat: 10-11) and then goes on to refute them
(see: al-Naziat: 12 onwards). Therefore, al-Naziat establishes the proof upon
those who deny what the previous surahs established.



Surah ‘Abasa
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I say: ‘Abasa connects itself to al-Naziat as they share similitude in
their endings. In al-Naziat there is His statement: {But when the
greatest catastrophe comes.}489 And in ‘Abasa there is His statement:
{But when the second blowing is established.}490 Both of these con-
tain names for the Day of Judgement.491

489 Al-Nazi at: 34
490 ‘Abasa: 33
491 The author does not give a detailed explanation as to what connects the
“catastrophe” in al-Naziat and the “second blowing” of ‘Abasa. We say that the
catastrophe is a name for the Day of Judgement because everything will suf-
fer. As for the second blowing, then this is also another term for the Day of
Judgement but refers to a very large cry or scream. The reason why al-Naziat
mentions the catastrophe before the blowing is because the suffering will come
before the loud cry, so it is as if the senses mentioned in al-Naziat come before
those mentioned in Abasa. See Asrar al-Takrarfi al-Quran (p. 201).



Surah al-Takwir
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I say:‘Abasa ends with:{But when the second blowing is established.
That day a man will run away from his brother...}492 This describes
the Day of Judgement in a way as if a person can see it with his own
eyes and this graphic description continues in the next surah.This is
why it was mentioned in the hadlth, “Whoever wants to see the Dayof
Judgement in front of him then recite:{When the sun will be wound
round},493{When the heaven is cleft asunder}494 and{When the heav-
en is split asunder}.”495 496

492 ‘Abasa: 33-34
493 Al-Takwir:1
494 Al-Infitar: 1

495 Al-Inshiqaq:1
496 Collected by Ahmad in al-Musnad (2/72) and al-Tirmidhl in the Chapter of
Tafslr (9/252—with Tuhfat al-Ahwadhi).
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Surah al-Infitar
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I say: Its connection to the previous surah has been explained above,
and it can be added that they also bear similitude in their endings.
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Surah al-Mutaffifin

^ <jSU£jVlj jUaiJ^I Sj^Jl A*L$J J-HtfiJI :Jjii
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I say: This sura/i is placed between al-Infitar and al-Inshiqaq due to it
being similar to them from five different aspects. Both al-Infitar and
al-Inshiqaq commence with: {When the heaven is.} And they have
takhallus (i.e. transition of passages from one topic to another while
keeping a link between the different topics) with: {O man!}497 And
both go on to give details of the Day of Judgement; and that is why the
surahs are referred to in the same hadlth (i.e. because they are similar
in nature), they are alike in their length and all of them were revealed
in Makkah.
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497 Al-Infitar: 6 and al-Inshiqaq: 6
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As for al-Mutaffifin, it is longer than the two other surahs and it was
revealed in al-Madlnah. It opens and closes in a manner not like the
other surahs, however it connects itself to them—and this is what Al-
lah has given me understanding of—because it too describes the Day
of Judgement, being part of a group of four surahs that do so. In fact,
al-Mutaffifin gives details in the same order found in the other surahs.

••
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So most of what is mentioned in al-TakwIr, and everything men-
tioned in al-Infitar, is about description of the events that will occur
in the beginning of the Day of Judgement, and then it follows with
the long standing for account, and the endurance of sweating and ter-
rors;. Surah al-Mutaffifin also has an account of what will happen on
that day also: {The Day when mankind will stand before the Lord of
all creation.}498 For this reason, it is reported in a hadlth, “On that day,
a person will stand in his sweat [according to his sin] up to the middle
of his ears.”499

* 0 i

* 0 ^5 t J a i l C JU-iJb S*-\j
After this comes the great intercession, the giving of the books, those
taking their books in the right hand, those taking with the left hand

498 Al-Mutaffifin: 6
499 Collected by al-Bukhari (6/207) in the Chapter of Tafstr, on the authority
of Ibn ‘Umar.
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and those taking from behind their backs and then the account of
deeds.

t-
t UL$J dOjj \J£J*JjliLiJ Vi 5 <*
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This is the order within which these events have been mentioned
in the hadith, so it is appropriate that Surah al-Inshiqaq follows the
surah which mentions the beginning stages of the Day of Judgement,
as it mentions the receiving of books and reckoning.

Jli l*J Ail : j&j j£-I 4>-JJ
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Also from another perspective, He H stated in al-Infitar:{Surely, there
are two that watch over you, [they are] honoured and recording.}
This ayah refers to the dunya; and [it is mentioned in this surah ] that
all of one’s deeds are recorded by two preservers; and their names are
either recorded in the book of the successful (‘iliyln) or the losers ( si-
jin ) ,and this also occurs whilst he is in the dunya (before starting the
life in the grave). However, it follows with the recording, which hap-

500

500 Al-Infitar: 10-11
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pens either during his lifetime, or after he dies during his life in the
grave, as stated in athar (narrations). The latter refers to another state
for the book, mentioned in the other surah.

t- # *tbg-iP Aiilj iil>-
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Surah al-Inshiqaq explains that a person will be in one of three catego-
ries—and this occurs after the aforementioned events—: Either gain-
ing his book in his right hand, his left hand or behind his back. This
will happen on the Day of Judgement, [after ones deeds are recorded
and scribing has been completed.] Therefore, we can see why al-In-
shiqaq follows on from al-Mutafifm, as it creates a fluency of episodes
between the surahs.And all praise is to Allah for giving us this insight
into the secrets of His Book.

hi CÂ LAJI
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I have also seen Imam Fahkr al-DIn say regarding Surah al-Mutafifin,
“The connection of its beginning to the ending of al-Infitar is clear.
This is because the Most High clarifies in al-Infitar that from the at-
tributes of the Day of Judgment is: [The day when no person shall
have power [to do] anything for another, and the decision, that day,
will be [wholly] with Allah.}501 This serves as a great threat and admo-
501 Al-Infitar: 19
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nition for those who sin. So He follows this with His statement: {Woe
to those who give less [than due...]}”502 503

502 Al-Mutaffifm:1
503 See Mafatih al-Ghayb of al-RazI (8/396).
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Explanation regarding its placement has been given in the section of
Surah al-Mutaffifm.
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Surah al-Buruj and al-Tariq
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I say: These two surahs are in unison and conjoined, and they have
been split with the lengthier one placed before the shorter. [Both of
them carry the same theme] and they are appropriately placed af-
ter al-Inshiqaq as all three begin with mention of the “heavens”. For
this reason, there is a narration which mentions the four “heaven-
ly” surahs,504 just as the term “the glorified ones” has been coined for
those that begin with glorification of Him.

.oUu

504 Collected by Ahmad in al-Musnad (2/327) on the authority of Abu Huray-
rah that the Prophet commanded us to recite the “heavenly” surahs in our
‘isha prayers (i.e. the four surahs that begin with “the heavens”).
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I say:Surah al-Tariq mentions the growth of plantation and mankind
in His statement:{And the earth which splits.}505 And about humans:
{So man should observe how he was created! He is created from a
water gushing forth. Emerging from between the backbone and the
ribs. Indeed, Allah, to return him [to life], is Able.}506 And in Surah
al-A‘la He states: {Who has created [everything], and then propor-
tioned it.}507 And about plantation He states: {And Who brings out

505 Al-Tariq: 12
506 Al-Tariq: 5-8
507 Al-Ala: 2
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the pasture. And then makes it dark stubble.}508 The description of
plantation is given a greater description in al-ATa whereas the de-
scription of man in al-Tariq is given greater detail. However it is true
that this surah is more general, in terms of it containing discussion of
both human life and the wider creation.

508 Al-Ala: 4-5
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Surah al-Ghashiyah
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I say: The Glorified in Surah al-ATa stated: {The reminder will be re-
ceived by him who fears [Allah]. But it will be avoided by the wretch-
ed. Who will enter the great fire and be made to taste its burning.}
Until His statement: {Although the Hereafter is better and more last-
ing.}509 This refers to the believer and the disbeliever, the Fire and Jan-
nah—and this was mentioned with brevity. This is explained in great-
er detail in al-Ghashiyah, expanding upon the details of the Fire and

509 Al-Ala: 10-17
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Jannah and attaching them to their respective dwellers according to
the style and pattern used therein when addressing them. For this rea-
son, He said: {Working [hard] and exhausted.}510 Which explains the
statement in al-ATa: {The wretched.}511 Again in al-Ghashiyah:{They
will enter in the hot blazing Fire.}512 Until He states, {[Food] which
will neither nourish nor avail hunger.}513 Which explains the state-
ment in al-ATa: {Who will enter the great fire and be made to taste
its burning.}514 In al-ATa a broad description of the hereafter is given:
{While the hereafter is better and more lasting.}515 In al-Ghashiyah,
further detail is given and the description of Jannah is greater in pro-
portion to that of the Fire. This serves to establish the meaning of
“better” which was referred to in the previous surah.

510 Al-Ghashiyah:3
511 Al-ATa: 11

512 Al-Ghashiyah: 4
513 Al-Ghashiyah: 7
514 Al-ATa: 12
515 Al-ATa: 17
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Surah al-Fajr
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I say: Nothing apparent appears to me to connect al-Ghashiyah with
al-Fajr except that Surah al-Fajr begins with a divine oath taken from
Allah, as if to confirm what al-Ghashiyah ends with: {Verily, to Us
they will return. Then verily, upon Us will be their account.}516 This
contains a strong level of promise [for good] and threat [for bad]. And
this is just as al-Dhariyat begins with a divine oath to confirm what
was in Qaf, likewise how al-Mursalat began with an oath to confirm
what was in al-Insan and how al-Naziat begins with an oath to con-
firm what was in al-Naba’; [all of these surahs are connected with a
promise and a threat which is affirmed by a divine oath in the follow-
ing surah.]

is»^5

516 Al-Ghashiyah: 25-26
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From another angle, [both al-Ghashiyah and al-Fajr are themed at
provoking thought in the reader.] So in al-Fajr: {Did you not see how
your Lord...?}517 And this resembles what came in al-Ghashiyah: {Do
they not look...?}518

517 Al-Fajr: 6
518 There are other aspects which connect the two surahs also, perhaps some
which are clearer than what the author has mentioned. Al-Ghashiyah gives de-
scription to the Fire and the Jannah in detail—in the same order as it was men-
tioned in Surah al-A‘la—but Surah al-Fajr gives reasons as to why such people
end up in the Fire. So the Most High gives a number of examples in al-Fajr as
to what happened to ‘Ad, Fir‘awn etc. (al-Fajr: 6-14). After mentioning their
stubbornness and cause for rejection, Allah, the Most High, gives examples of
how the polytheists of Makkah displayed stubbornness, rejection (al-Fajr: 17)
and both of these establish the proof against them. In the end, both surahs ex-
plain that their remorse on the Day of Judgement will not avail them from any
punishment. (See al-A‘la: 21-22 and al-Fajr: 23-24)
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I say: Surah al-Balad is connected to that which comes before it as
al-Fajr rebukes excessive love for wealth and money, consuming the
inheritance of others unjustly and not giving any consideration for
the needy. Surah al-Balad focuses upon a few characteristics which
are sought from the person possessing wealth, i.e. using their wealth
pro-actively by freeing slaves and feeding people on a day of severe
hunger.519

519 There are other ways in which the two are connected; Allah, the Most High,
informs us that people are tested in their wealth when they do not feed the poor
or look after orphans, and He condemned them for loving money, He men-

tioned in this one that he will regret in the hereafter due to the love of wealth
and withholding his wealth. See al-Fajr: 24.



Surah al-Shams, al-Layl and al-Duha
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I say: These three surahs are arranged in the most perfect of ways,
due to the connection and relevance between the beginning of the
three surahs; the sun (al-shams), the night (al-layl) and the morning
day (al-duha).Surah al-Fajr is similar to them but their direct succes-
sion to it is prevented by Surah al-Balad due to the strength of con-
nection between al-Fajr and al-Balad. This is similar to how al-Infitar
and al-Inshiqaq were separated and how the surahs which begin with
tasbxh were split. This is because consideration of the connection in
terms of names, beginnings [of surahs,] and their arrangements is giv-
en precedence when there is no other stronger and more established
factor to consider in this regard.

Aili cjJJl 5
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Furthermore, Surah al-Shams carries on the theme that was set down
in al-Balad. Allah & ends Surah al-Balad by mentioning those who
will receive their book in the right hand and those who will receive
them in the left hand, and both of these parties were indicated to in
al-Shams in His statement:{Indeed he succeeds who purifies his own
self.}520 These are the people who receive the book in their right hand
as mentioned in al-Balad. And His statement: {And he has failed
who instils it [with corruption].}521 These are the people who receive
the book in their left hand as mentioned in al-Balad. Thus this surah
serves as the detail for the other, and it is for this reason that the imam
[al-RazI] said, “The objective of al-Shams is to motivate goodness and
warn against disobedience.”
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Surah al-Layl gives even further description, expanding upon the

520 Al-Shams: 9
521 Al-Shams: 10
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generalities found in Surah al-Shams. His statement: {As for those
who give [in charity] and fear Him}522 and that which follows it ex-
plains the ayah in al-Shams: {Indeed he succeeds who purifies his
own self.}523 His statement in al-Layl: {But he who is a greedy miser
and thinks himself self-sufficient}524 explains the ayah in al-Shams:
{And indeed he fails who corrupts his own self.}525

<y hy~* M hr* LS*—J,.or tJJ«> < jA »y3u < « > ob>••

•• ••

(HJJ dLh*-j
Surah al-Duha gives description to the above also, and it is connect-
ed to Surah al-Layl from two viewpoints: Al-Layl has His statement:
{And truly, unto Us [belong] the last (hereafter) and the first (this
world).}526 Surah al-Duha explains: {And indeed the hereafter is bet-
ter for you than the present [life of this world.]}527 Al-Layl also has
His statement: {He surely will be pleased [when he will enter Para-
dise.]}528 Al-Duha explains: {And verily, your Lord will give you so
that you shall be well-pleased.}529

AUI ^ iljl) yjlt 5 Uj6jy*

522 Al-Layl: 5
523 Al-Shams:9
524 Al-Layl:8
525 Al-Shams: 10
526 Al-Layl: 13
527 Al-Duha: 4
528 Al-Layl:21
529 Al-Duha: 5
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The reason for the revelation of Surah al-Duha was in regards to the
Prophet §H, and it begins with mention of the morning day, which is
synonymous with light. And as Surah al-Layl was revealed to length-
ily address the stingy and those who prevent themselves from good-
ness, it has been named after a synonym of darkness, i.e. night.

< hr* hr*\Js- U :

1 » ^i+j IW~AP hr* hr*
• J>h p-W

The imam said, “Surah al-Layl is also known as Surah Abl Bakr,530 i.e.
except for what is mentioned about the stingy ones, and Surah al-Duha
is also known as Surah Muhammad. One follows the other without an
intermediary, displaying through this that there was likewise no inter-
mediary to separate between Muhammad and Abu Bakr.”

530 The part of this surah which was revealed in relation to Abu Bakr is {As for
he who gives and fears Allah and believes in the best [reward], We will ease
him toward ease} (al-Layl: 5-7). It is reported by Ibn Jarir that he used to free
slaves and assist the poor that accepted Islam in Makkah, especially women who
were disowned by their families. For this reason these ayat were revealed. See
Tafsir al-Tabari (3/142).
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I say: Surah al-Sharh is strongly interlinked with Surah ad-Duha that
came before it, as both surahs compliment each other in wording and
theme. For this reason, many of the Salaf opined that they were one
surah and there is no basmallah between them. The imam said, “That
which they base their opinion upon is the statement of the Most High:
{Have We not opened your breast for you?} As if it is conjoined to,
{Did He not find you an orphan and gave you a refuge?}”531

531 From another viewpoint, Surah al-Duha mentions the hardships that the
Prophet faced in his early life and this was met with ease afterwards, which ex-
plains why Surah al-Sharh (i.e. the relief) follows it directly. This surah explains
the preceding surah, because it explains the elements leading to such relief; he
was an orphan so He gave him refuge, unaware of guidance so He guided him,
and poor so He made him self-sufficient. All of these are factors leading the
heart to feel open and relieved for Iman, particularly so because all of them
come after the promise [in al-Duha] that Allah is going to give him, and that he
will be satisfied.
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I say: In the hadlth of the ascension, Allah H stated: “O Muhammad!
Did I not find you as an orphan and give you refuge? Were you not
astray and I guided you? Were you not poor and I gave you suste-
nance? Did I not open your breast? Removed from you sin? Raised
your mention—so that I am not mentioned except that you are men-
tioned alongside me?” This was reported by Ibn Abl Hatim.532 This is
the greatest piece of evidence which connects the two surahs and their
meanings.

1/ cs-4

532 Reported in Tafstr al-Quran al-Azim of Ibn Ab!Hatim (10/3443), also Ibn
Kathir (8/452) and al-Suyutl in al~Durr al-Manthur (8/545-546).
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Surah al-Tin
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Oj^ Jl O ‘0 ^04^I say: Surah al-Shams has the ayah: {And [by] the soul and He who
proportioned it.}533 Surah al-Tin provides further detail upon this:
{Verily, We created man with the best stature. Then We reduced him
to the lowest of the low}534 until its end.
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However, Surah al-TIn has been delayed from preceding due to the
three surahs that come before it having a stronger connection to it.
Surah al-Tin also connects itself to Surah al-Balad, in the statement:
{And by this city of security (Makkah).}535 But again, al-Tin is not
connected to al-Balad because of the stronger connection al-Balad

533 Al-Shams: 7
534 Al-Tin: 4-5
535 Al-Tin: 3
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has with al-Fajr.
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It is reported by Shaykh Taj al-DIn ibn ‘Ata Allah al-Askandarl in his
book Lata if al-Minan that Shaykh Abu al-‘Abbas al-MursI said, “I
once read {By the fig and the olive} until I reached, {Verily, We creat-
ed man with the best stature. Then We reduced him to the lowest of
the low}, so I thought and pondered upon the meaning of this ayah,
and then Allah gave me the understanding of it: We have created hu-
mans in the best of forms, in their intellect and the soul they have
been given, and then We return them to the lowest of the low, through
their desires and whims.”536

WUJ flij* Q* :cJ.i
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536 See Lata if al-Minan (p. 118).
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I say: This makes it clearer that the beginning of al-Sharh: {Have We
not opened your breast for you?} is appropriate in its preceding of al-
Tln, because Allah has opened the heart of the Prophet and preserved
him; completing his intellect and soul and placing both of these in
his heart—which is located in the breast. It also frees him from hav-
ing any fault or any sin which could be a result of him following his
desires. For he is infallible from them both, and his name is raised
in mention to the extent that his entire life is free from all forms of
stigmatisation.

t.

Thus, as this surah (i.e. al-Sharh) describes an individual being, it is
followed by a surah that is themed at describing the rest of human
beings and mention that they gravitate towards whatever fulfils their
desires.
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Surah al-‘Alaq
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I say: As Surah al-Tln describes that man was created in the best of
fashions, Surah al-Alaq explains this further: {He has created man
from a clot.}537 From this the connection between the two is clear: Al-
Tln highlights the form and al-Alaq highlights the substance they (i.e.
the progeny of Adam) are created from.538

537 Al-Alaq: 2
538 There are other ways which connect the two surahs also. For instance, (i)
al-Tln ends with declaration that Allah is the best of those who judge (al-Tln: 8)
and al-Alaq begins with the description of knowledge and wisdom for Him—
and that He is the source of knowledge of his slaves, through His wisdom (al-
Alaq: 4-5). Allah has used the verb “read” to begin the surah and stated that it is
He who taught man what he never knew, so as people can seek and perfect their
knowledge by the help of the wisdom of the All-Wise.

Also (ii) Surah al-Tln talks about the best of statures in which man was created
in but that they debase themselves with sin (al-Tln: 6-7). Surah al-Alaq gives
description as to how this happens; that man is self-oppressive and sees himself
as self-sufficient (al-Alaq: 6-14).
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Al-Khattabl539 said, “When the Companions of the Prophet^ com-
piled the Qur an they placed Surah al-Qadr behind al-Alaq. Their
reasoning was that the deeper meaning of the ayah: {Surely, We have
sent it down in the Night of Power}540 was an indication to His state-
ment:{Read! In the Name of your Lord.}”541

*.\ jj>-
Al-Qadl Abu Bakr ibn al-Arabl said, “This is an ingenious explana-
tion.,>542

539 He is Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ibrahim, known as Abu Sulayman and
nicknamed as al-Khattabl. From his works is the commentary on Sunan Abi
Dawud. He passed away in 388h.See Wafayat al-'Ayan (1/166).
540 Al-Qadr: 1

541 Al-Alaq:1
542"There is also a hidden connection between them; Surah al-Alaq ends with
the command to make sujud and get closer to Him. The slave will receive close-



Surah al-Bayyinah
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I say: This surah in reality is utilised as the reasoning for that which
preceded it, as if it was asked after the statement of the Glorified:
{Surely, We have sent it},543 what was the purpose of it being sent?
Then it was answered: In order for it be a proof against those who
disbelieve and stubbornly continue to do so when a clear proof had
come to them. The clear proof refers to the Messenger of Allah and
the Qur‘an he recites to them, and that is the matter which was sent.

IS" AJ\J wXijbt) • oj^ o
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ness and His Mercy and Favour. This occurs especially in the salat and there is
no salat without the Quran, and the Qur’an was revealed during the Night of
al-Qadr as a method of gaining peace for the entire world.
543 Al-Qadr:1
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It is also established in traditions that al-Bayyinah had the following
content within it, which was later abrogated: “I have sent down wealth
so that the salat can be established and zakat can be paid. If one from
the children of Adam possessed a valley of wealth, he would seek an-
other valley. If he possessed two, he would have sought a third—yet
the child of Adam is never satisfied except with earth (i.e. death), and
Allah accepts the repentance of all those who repent to Him.”544

1
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With this report, the connection between al-Bayyinah and al-Qadr
becomes even stronger as al-Qadr mentions the descent of the Qur an
while al-Bayyinah [initially] mentioned the descent of wealth. So
these two surahs provide reasons for that which was mentioned in
al-Alaq, [al-Alaq has two profound messages:] the incentive to seek
knowledge545—during its beginning—and to use ones wealth care-
fully—in its middle.546 Based upon this, it is as if it is being said: “We

544 Collected by Ahmad (5/218) in al-Musnad, al-Tabarani in al-Mujam
al-Kablr (3/247-248), al-Daraqutni in aWllal (6/298) and it was strengthened
by al-Haythaml in Majma‘ al-Zawaid (7/140), who said that the men in the
chain of Ahmad are sahih.
545 Al-Alaq: 5
546 Al-Alaq:6-7
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have not revealed wealth for it to be abused with oppression, colo-
nisation and arrogance, rather we have given it to you to fear Us, to
establish the salat and pay the zakat
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Surah al-Zalzalah
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I say: As al-Bayyinah concludes with description of the recompense
for the disbelievers (i.e. Jahannam) and the reward for the believers
(i.e. Jannah), it is as if the description of its time also needs to be ex-
plained. So it is said {When the earth is shaken with its [final] earth-
quake.}547 Meaning, the recompense will be ordered when the earth
has its final earthquake.
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This is what appeared to me to be the case, and when I referred back

f 1 <J A* '0 *̂

547 Al-Zalzalah: 1
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to the tafsir of Imam al-Raz!I saw that he mentioned something sim-
ilar, so I thanked Allah abundantly for this. His wording is, “It has
been mentioned that this surah is appropriate to be connected to that
which precedes it due to a number of reasons, and from them is the
statement of the Most High in al-Bayyinah: {Their reward with their
Lord will be gardens of perpetual residence.}548 So it might be that a
mukallafii.e. an accountable person who is pubescent, sane, and has
received the message of Islam) asks, “How do we know when this will
take place?” So He % stated: {When the earth is shaken with its [final]
earthquake.}549

,jj -ky, o' »!>' LJ J\
••

J»ji\ : jUi >̂1531 JUP,
U /5 *5 4

2^ 9 > > ^ O'-
#011 U»\i # * >

dr4

Also, al-Bayyinah carries a serious warning for disbelief and a fulfill-
ing promise to the believers, Surah al-Zalzalah seeks to extend the
warning against those who disbelieve: {When the earth is shaken.}
This is similar to where a warning was issued elsewhere: {On the Day
when some faces will become white and some faces will become
black.}550 Then, He mentioned the recompense for both parties: {And
for those whose faces will become white, they will be in Allah’s Mer-
cy (Paradise), they will dwell there forever. As for those whose faces
will turn black...}551 All of these points are then concluded at the end

548 Al-Bayyinah: 8
549 Al-Bayyinah:1
550 Ali ‘Imran: 106
551 Ali ‘Imran: 106
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of al-Zalzalah by mentioning the atom of good and atom of evil.”552

552 See Mafatlh al-Ghayb of al-Razi (8/658).
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Surah al-‘Adiyat

4$\M\ J$\ :AJJJJ3' <y dj ^ U L?i^ :Jyl
V-LJl ^ (^) 4. ^4 :5^*JI sijfc AJJSJ t (T

•*

I say: The connection is clear between His statement in al-Zalzalah:
{And when the earth throws out its burdens}553 and His statement in
this surah: {Knows he not that when the contents of the graves are
brought out.}554 This shows that both surahs have a firm relationship
with one another.555

553 Al-Zalzalah: 2
554 Al-Adiyat: 9
555 There is also another aspect which connects the two, in that both surahs are
generally themed at explaining the guidance of man or their misguidance. So
Surah al-Zalzalah ends with both good and bad being promised to be recom-
pensed, and al-‘Adiyat explains that the inclination of man is to desire good for
himself—and this can be either good in the worldly life alone or good in the
hereafter. The latter is the true form of goodness and this is what motivates him
to act, this will then be recompensed and Surah al-Adiyat then mentions that
a day will come where man will be raised from the grave and the hidden inten-
tions of the heart will be revealed and disclosed (al-‘Adiyat: 9-10).



Surah al-Qari‘ah

iiijj^ :*JJIJ iiuLJl Sj^JI -oU*̂ AJUI U-! Jli
: »J -XA>J :Jl5 CAPJUJ! ^ : jUi ?i)ii l»j :JJ AJISJ (U ) 4J*£-
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The imam said, “As Allah H completed the previous swra/z with His
statement: {Surely, that Day their Lord will be well-acquainted with
them.}556 It is as if the next statement must explain what it is, and so
He replied that, ‘It is al-qanah (the striking calamity). The meaning
of this is that there is going to come to you a striking hour and this is
what I have previously informed you about: {But does he not know
that when the contents of the graves are scattered.}»”557

556 Al-Qarfah: 11
557 Al-‘Adiyat: 9



Surah al-Takathur

: iJliA (Jli U *015"" tLgJui L» <Ujdl 4*ilj S^MJI SJJ& liJjil
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CUJ

I say: This entire surah explains the very reason as to why people fall
into what has been described at the end of al-Qariah: {His refuge
will be an abyss.}558 So an explanation as to why they are going to be
placed in the fire is relevant here, so He said: {Competition in [world-
ly] increase diverts you.}559 [So it is clear] —they became distracted
by the dunya in exchange for their religion, they polluted their scales,
their deeds were light due to their sins; so for this reason al-Takathur
is followed by al-‘Asr. Surah al-‘Asr states that mankind is in loss, de-
tailing that the trade of the dunya brings loss and that the trade of

558 Al-Qariah: 9
559 Al-Takathur: 1
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the hereafter brings profit. And it is due to this that it is followed by
al-Humazah, which includes a threat to a type of person: {Who has
gathered wealth and counted it. He thinks that his wealth will make
him last forever!}560 Look closely at how these four surahs comple-
ment one another and have been coordinated together in the best of
ways.

560 Al-Humazah: 2-3
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Surah al-Fil

JU- U Ajl :S^S-AJ 1 WUJ L^JL^aji ^ [ : Jjil ]
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I say: What appears to me to be the case—after careful considera-
tion—is that Allah H mentions those who engage in back-biting and
slander, gather wealth and sacrifice obedience for the sake of money,
and then the story of the People of the Elephants is mentioned. [They
resemble those in al-Humazah] because they are formidable in their
strength, strong physically and militarily, they had more wealth but
despite all of this their plots were left in ruin and were destroyed by
the smallest and weakest of birds. Their corpses were then like eaten
straw; so their money, strength and numbers did not avail them in the
slightest, and their elephants did not come to their rescue either.

y\ c 4iL%Jj ^Ul J*-*J cjLoJb Ajjjuj GjJXJ (JJjlyaS
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SJiJl ^J\

So whoever takes pride in his wealth alone and also slanders people
with his tongue, he is bordering ruin and facing humiliation.
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Surah Quraysh
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This surah is directly connected to al-Fil because the al-jar wal-majrur
compound561 in the beginning of Quraysh is connected to the action
which al-Fil ended with. For this reason, Ubayy ibn Ka‘b placed these
two surahs together in his mushaf as one surah [without a basmallah
in between.]562

561 [T] An Arabic grammar term which refers to a structure comprised of a
preposition that causes the genitive state in the word that follows it, and the
subsequent genitive word.
562 Al-Suyuti quotes al-SakhawI in his book Jamal al-Qurra that the Prophet
said, “Allah gave honour to the Quraysh with seven things: a surah was revealed
to them in which no one else was addressed, they were protected against the
people of the elephants, the elephants stood still for them, they were given ease
in their trade journeys in winter and summer whilst Abraha was trying to plot
an end to the Qurayshs robust trade industry” This was reported by al-Hakim
and al-Tabarani from the hadlth of Umm Hanl.



Surah al-Ma‘un

'- JH? hr* L5* <Jt '̂3 ^ ;Jj*'••
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I say: After Allah H mentioned at the end of Surah Quraysh: {Who
has fed them, [saving them] from hunger}563 He then mentions a cen-
sure towards those who do not want to feed the poor and needy.

r̂* <y u f * (r 0 ^ Jli LJj

Also, as He stated in Quraysh:{So worship the Lord of this House.}564

In al-Maun He mentions those who are heedless in establishing the
salat.

563 Quraysh: 4
564 Quraysh: 3
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Surah al-Kawthar

4JUI i
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Imam Fakhr al-DIn al-RazI said, “It is as if this surah provides the
inverse of that which is mentioned in the previous surah. In al-Ma un
Allah H describes the hypocrites and gives them four characteristics:
stinginess, abandonment of the salat, having ostentation in it and
preventing zakat. In al-Kawthar, the opposite of stinginess is men-
tioned:{Surely, We have granted you al-Kawthar},565 i.e. a great deal
of good. It mentions the opposite of abandoning the salat:{So pray},
meaning maintain it and do not abandon it. It mentions the opposite

566

565 Al-Kawthar: l

566 Al-Kawthar: 2
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of ostentation: {To your Lord},567 i.e. do so sincerely for His pleasure
and not for the sake of people. It mentions the opposite of preventing
small kindness: {And sacrifice},568 meaning, give away the meat from
the udhiyah in charity. So ponder upon the intricacies found herein
between them.”569

567 Al-Kawthar: 2
568 Al-Kawthar: 2
569 See Mafatih al-Ghayb of al-RazI (8/700-701).
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Surah al-Kafirun

: : J l i U J A J I : l g i i U J l^JUajI A>-J :Jyl
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I say: al-Kafirun is connected to al-Kawthar due to His statement:{So
pray to your Lord.}570 The command [to the Prophet] in this ayah is to
address the disbelievers and tell them that he worships no one except
his Lord, and that he does not worship what they worship. This mes-
sage is repeated in al-Kafirun to show reinforcement and concludes
by expressing religious disassociation from them, as they have their
religion and the Prophet|§ has his.

570 Al-Kawthar: 2



Surah al-Nasr

j*-\ es* [ UJ ] <ol : LgJLS LJ IgJLaJl :J\ j>\

S-̂ cf (d—J
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I say: Al-Nasr is connected to the preceding surah due to it ending
with:{And to me is my religion.}571 This is to indicate that his religion
will prevail and be safe from the defects and debasement of disbeliev-
ers, and so He added right after it the time wherein which this will oc-
cur; that is when the victory and conquest take place. This is because
when the victory and conquest took place, droves of people entered
into Islam, and so this promise was completed; disbelief was eradicat-
ed [from Makkah] and the religion of Islam became liberated from its
opposition. For this reason, al-Nasr was an indication [that the mes-
sage had been delivered] and that the passing away of the Prophet fH
was close.572

c *up AJ JU- AJ\J jU-̂ j AJ jlSsi (1 :

cf - $

571 Al-Kafirun: 6
572 Reported by al-Bukhari (6/220-221) in the Chapter of Tafsir on the authori-
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v i J L J :JjiL AJLS" plVhll Jlij
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Imam Fakhr al-DIn said, “It is as if the Most High is saying that in
the previous surah He commanded the Prophet fH to strive against
the disbelievers, shun their [false] ways and explain their error; all of
this is rewarded with a divine victory, conquest and [the pleasure of ]
droves accepting Islam.”573

c 4 jUS3l

t I [ AJJI ] dljapl UJ Aj! : c j>-I A -̂JJ l JlS
c i£j~" SJlfcl>w*J cAjjJl^Jj AJLAJÛ AJL̂ >*J

SjLfuJb AJipl L*»U

.(JljjJ! JLS3I JJU { j»^ AJU CAJU-I CA^O
And he said, “From another angle: As Allah has promised an immense
reward for the Prophet H in al-Kawthar, He placed upon him a diffi-
cult challenge and a series of tests; so this was followed by a command
to strive against the disbelievers and abandon them. And when the
Prophet complied with this, it was followed by the good news of vic-
tory, conquest and the satisfaction that people will accept his message,
entering into Islam in large numbers. This was an indication that his
time was close, as after completion there is only demise.

ty of Ibn ‘Abbas, Imam Ahmad in al-Musnad (1/217, 344 and 356) and Ibn Jarir
in his tafsir (30/215).
573 See Mafdtih al-Ghayb of al-RazI (8/729).
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Expect the end once it is said that it is completed. ”574

574 See Mafatih al-Ghayb of al-Razi (8/743).
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Surah al-Masad
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The /mam said, “The manner in which it connects to that which
precedes it arises from His statement: {To you is your religion, and to
me is my religion.}575 So it is as if the Prophet fH was asking, ‘What
is the reward for me?’ Then Allah states that it is victory and the con-
quest of Makkah. Then it is as if he asked, ‘What is the recompense of
my uncle who invited me to the worship of idols?’ Thus Allah states:
{May the hands of Abu Lahab be ruined! May he be ruined too!}576

XPjJl
‘
tyrj •^y *^y r̂\)

•0 * T :oLr^ JO c£j**\ \J>li »yrj

[By placing al-Nasr before al-Masad,] the promise of success is placed

575 Al-Kafirun: 6
576 Al-Lahab: 1
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before the threat of punishment, so that al-nasr (the divine support
and conquest) is directly connected to its cause and reason: {And to
me is my religion.}577 Therefore, the threat of punishment refers to
His statement:{To you isyour religion.}578 This is the same manner in
which Allah gives the greetings of good news and the warning of pun-
ishment elsewhere:{On the Day when some faces will become white
[illuminated with cheer] and some faces will become black [dark-
ened with humiliation]. As for those whose faces turn black...}”579

J\y U JJIJI QA CUJJJ Q^il^Jlj cijXJh J\y U ^Mjl QA
* . *

He continued, “So ponder carefully regarding the caravan of subjects
that are being carried amongst these surahs. This is the case despite
al-Nasr being from the very last surahs to be revealed in Madlnah,
whilst al-Kafirun and al-Masad are from the very first Makkan surahs.
This will make you come to understand that the order of these surahs
is divinely set by Allah and from His command ”

iiiUJl dJift ^ J^lsi :Jli

580

(T : JjfisiLj :Jli LJ Ail : : j A A>-JJ :Jli
C^XAJIJ Jĵ >- :Jli sSyr U c ^^JI L :J~i AilS"

1*5" c -̂AxJl L-^lidlj cLijJl ^ 5^L*ohJl :Jli ?^v*bdl l*j

AJLP CJ^
577 Al-Kafirun: 6
578 Al-Kafirun: 6
579 Ali ‘Imran: 106
580 Reported by Muslim (8/242, 243) on the authority of Ibn ‘Abbas.
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He continued, “Another angle arises from the statement of Allah: {To
you is your religion, and to me is my religion.}581 It is as if the Prophet
asked, ‘O Allah, what is the reward of the dutiful?’ He replied, ‘The
one who obeys will have the reward of victory and the conquest.’Then
it is as if he asked, ‘And what is the recompense for the wayward?’ He
replied, ‘The recompense for the wayward is that he faces loss in this
world and torment in the hereafter’ This is the description given in
Surah al-Masad.”582

581 Al-Kafirun: 6
582 See Mafatih al-Ghayb of al-RazI (8/744).
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Surah al-Ikhlas

ijy* ^JaiUj l$lQii JailJl ^ O'j^ :^ jaju JU

Some scholars were of the view that Surah al-Ikhlas has been placed
after Surah al-Masad because the metre and rhyme in al-Ikhlas corre-
spond with that of al-Masad.

\J flJLft (jl iJaiiJl ^ ^M j 1 Igjl—1 :JJ 1-LgJj —̂IJLJJJ CAJLP oJjfcj t ^JLP cJujuil Lgjl : S^ili

, 4jC«J>cJl <dJ ^ i

I say: What appears to me to be the case is that it is not just placed
here for that reason, rather it is connected to al-Kafirun in meaning
and theme. For this reason, some of the scholars are of the view that
from al-Kafiruns names is “al-Ikhlas” And some of the scholars said
that both surahs share the trait of defining tawhid, and so the Prophet
used to recite them both [in prayers] such as the two sunnan of al-fajr,
the two units of tawaf, al-duha, the sunan of al-maghrib, the two ob-
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ligatory prayers of al-fajr when travelling, and in the maghrib prayers
on the eve of al-Jumuah.583

£
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This is because in [al-Kafirun] there is the negation of worshipping
that which the disbelievers do, and al-Ikhlas is explicit in terms of
worthiness of worship only belonging to Allah, as the deity worthy
of being worshipped can only be one. Al-Ikhlas gives evidence to this
and describes Him as being al-Samad, the one who was not born and
does not give birth and that He is completely unique. If this is His
description then this is the description of the only object that can be
duly worshipped. As nothing can be compared to Him, nothing else
is then deserved of worship. Their deities cannot match the attributes
and criteria which al-Ikhlas stipulates for objectification of worship.

^ISj QA LJ Jl UJ]J
. 4«

Jp

The reason why al-Kafirun and al-Ikhlas are separated [by al-Nasr
and al-Masad,] although they are considered counterparts and com-
plement one another, is for the previously mentioned wisdom. It is as

583 It is collected by al-Haythaml in Majma< al-Zawaid (2/120) on the author-
ity of Ibn ‘Umar that the Prophet|§ used to recite al-Kafirun and al-Ikhlas in
the obligatory fajr prayers when travelling. It is also collected by Ibn Hajar in
al-Matalib al- Aliyah (399/3) that the Prophet used to recite these two in the two
units of the salah; he did it over twenty different times.
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if placing al-Ikhlas after al-Masad was specifically to address it.
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Surah al-Falaq and al-Nas
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[The imam] said that these two surahs were revealed together, as
al-Bayhaql reported in his book al-Dald’il.They have been placed to-
gether for this reason and have been named as al-Muawwidhatayn
(the two [surahs] for seeking refuge) as they both start with seeking
refuge in Allah. They are both placed after Surah al-Ikhlas because all
three have been termed in a hadlth as Muawwidhat or the Qawaqil
(i.e. commencing with“quF ).

o f lartl all0*1 O'4^ c

584

^ jliii

Al-Falaq comes before al-Nas, despite al-Falaq being shorter, be-
cause its metre and rhyme corresponds with the end of al-Ikhlas and
al-Masad.

584 See Ahmad in al-Musnad (5/312), Abu Dawud in al-Adab (2/176), al-Nasal
in al-Istiadha (8/250) and al-Tirmidhi in al-Dawat (9/347).
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AASJ *****3JJ ^1P AJ AUI ^JA U J>-\ IJjbj
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This concludes what Allah has made apparent for me in identifying
the appropriateness of the order of the surahs. All of this has been
from my own judgement and capability in understanding, except for
the few places where I have benefited and borrowed from others—and this has all been cited clearly in the book. So all praise and thanks
are due to Allah for giving us this understanding, and full apprecia-
tion is shown to Him for favouring us and blessing us with His gener-
osity. How perfect and glorified He is, we cannot praise and thank You
enough, the best of praises are the praises You have praised Yourself
with.

dr4

^ P

OL-W*> IJIA ^
Before completion, I wanted to add something excellent I saw men-
tioned by Imam Fakhr al-Din al-Razi in his tajsxr regarding the order
of these final surahs, starting from al-Kawthar:

^ g.

You should know that Surah al-Kawthar acts as if it concludes the
surahs that came before it and forms a basis for the surahs that come
after it.
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As for it being a conclusion, Allah made the theme of al-Duha in
praise of the Prophet f§|, describing his affairs and mentioning three
aspects of his prophethood:{Your Lord has neither forsaken you nor
does He hate you. And indeed the Hereafter is better for you than the
present.And verily, your Lord will give you so that you shall be well-
pleased.}585 Then these aspects of prophethood are closely followed by
three aspects of his worldly life: {Did He not find you as an orphan
and gave you refuge? And He found you unaware and guided you?
And He found you poor, and made you rich.}586

[ j*\ &ijZ* 4jl ^./ jS\ gjj ijjji1

Then in Surah al-Sharh the Prophets virtues are explained and he is
honoured with having three qualities: having his breast opened, hav-
ing his sins removed and having his mention raised.

^ ft ft

jS-\j COW\JLJ y* ] ^Jy I 5^*» 4i*ijS* pi
585 Al-Duha: 3-5
586 Al-Duha: 6-8
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O :,*»)^Uj5i>ifS3»
Then in Surah al-TIn there are three areas of special virtue mentioned
for him also: Allah swore by his city, He informed him that his Um-
mah will be the saved one amongst mankind in the statement {Ex-
cept those who believe and do righteous deeds} and that they will be
granted their reward in full, {Then they shall have a reward without
end.}587

£

c ( ^ A c W :4jjJL
.(\\ :AJJS ^The Prophet is then praised further in Surah al-‘Alaq from three dif-

ferent aspects: [knowledge, as in] {Read! In the Name of your Lord},
promise of victory over his enemies: {Then, let him call upon his
council. We will call the guards of Hell [to deal with him]}588, and a
special honour of closeness he is described to have with Allah in His
statement {But prostrate and draw near to Allah.}589

:AL./J all AJ^J tjJ
_ajt ALL (JAAII) AJ^ij

J&- t l^J A5^*>LJI J\yjj 4 J4*5> US\ QA \JS*~

,^>usjl ^IjaA

587 Al-TIn: 6
588 Al-‘Alaq: 17-18
589 Al-Alaq: 19
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Thereafter in Surah al-Qadr, the Prophet is honoured with another set
of three specialities—related to the Night of Power: it is a night which
is better than a thousand months, the angels and the Ruh (i.e. Jibril)
descend on that night, and that it is a night filled with tranquillity
until the break of dawn.

tobr f?- ft* ( jZi |J)

Then in Surah al-Bayyinah the Prophet is described with three more
virtues: he is described as being the best of creation, his Ummah’s re-
ward is Jannah and that Allah is pleased with them.

1 APUSJ :^ \y\ ^ Aiyi}

.SjiJI ojj J&-
Surah al-Zalzalah provides three more of his virtues: The earth will
bear witness for his nation’s acts of obedience,590 that his Ummah will
see their good deeds [and achievement] on the day of judgement, and
that not even an atom’s weight of deeds will be left unrewarded.

Q* Sljiil (oloUJl) ^ Ajl^ij— .oW>

Surah al-‘Adiyat also displays elements of prestige for the Prophet; it
begins by swearing a divine oath using the chariots and steeds of the
fighters from amongst his Ummah, and the oath is connected to three
positive attributes of their expeditions.

590 Al-Zalzalah: 4
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t- ^‘V^b y p-fi£} oii!r* (APjLsil) y
t-

, 4»w*l>- jlj
Surah al-Qariah praises the Prophet also; that his Ummah will have
their deeds made heavy on the scales, they will be given an eternal life
of bliss and that they will see justice afflict their enemies when they
are placed in a blazing fire.

LO Jl ( jJ l^i) l
*

Surah al-Takathur also has a mention of three things, that those who
reject him will have three forms of punishment cast upon them; they
will see the fire, they will see it with certainty and that they will be
asked regarding each and every luxury they had in this world.

I 4 *̂1 ^ 4i -̂J*j
.j*.sJlj ;J*J c 4JI

Surah al-‘Asr also displays the prestige of the Prophet through praise
of his Ummah in three things: they are the ones who have xman and
righteous deeds, that they are a source of guidance for the rest of man-
kind and that they help one another to pursue truth and endure it
with patience.

* ^O'4 djwtP WLP^J ^.4*1P ^ juJJj coLjwb
••

Surah al-Humazah displays his prestige by giving three forms of
warning against those who deny him: they will not benefit from their
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worldly matters [in the hereafter], they will be cast in a blazing fire
and that Hellfire will be closed down upon them.

P P ^
«« *•

« c t

tJ^bl

Surah al-FIl gives nobility to the Prophet also, in that the plot of his
foes was deterred in three ways: Allah made their plot fail and go
in vain, they were destroyed by the simplest of opponents and their
corpses were made to look like empty stalks of vegetation [out of hu-
miliation and signalling their insignificance.]

P p * ^4i*>Lv! ^PIJ jb] ^
Cj%-pbda]j « A3VJ

Surah al-Quraysh honours the Prophet by detailing how He consid-
ered the interests of his ancestors in three ways: He protected his tribe,
He fed them and He gave them all security.

:4.5^3 ^ cS^bjJI : SJAP (Q^pb*Jl) ^
c (T c T jp Jair £§\

:<jjS jb>Jl ^b&l i (V t :OjpbJI)
.(V IQ^PLOJI)

X 1* 0" ^

He is honoured in al-Maun as it rebukes his enemies in three ways:
Describing their level of meanness in His statement: {He repulses the
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orphan. And does not urge feeding the poor.}591 It also blames them
for not venerating their Creator, in His statement: {So woe to those
who pray. Those who are neglectful of their prayers. Those who pray
only to be seen by others.}592 And also for when they avoid benefiting
others from the creation of Allah, in His statement: {And refuse acts
of [even small amounts of } kindness.}593

Ul|> : Jli OJI$J I LJi
••

JT ^ XAJL Syl̂ uJl JJISAASI dJlft— —L*l oJt JjC-iU c l I j j J i cilU QA Lgjc*
:4jji JUb Ulj c (T :AJ^S c ^ îJb

\£\ G :<dy y,j J) aUl alijl, U >
c-fii tob'yi (T t li ilci

. l*JLi LJ
So after He praised the nobility of the Prophet f§|and extolled his
honour in the above surahs,Allah then stated:{Surely, We have grant-
ed you al-Kawthar}, meaning We have granted you all of these vir-
tues that have been mentioned in the various surahs, each of which
is greater than the worldly virtues, as a result: focus on worshipping
your Lord, either in your actions, {Therefore turn in prayer to your
Lord}594 or in your wealth, {... and sacrifice} or in advising people
towards what is good for them [in the next surah, al-Kafirun,] {Say,

591 Al-Maun: 2-3
592 Al-Ma‘un: 4-6
593 Al-Maun: 7
594 Al-Kawthar: 2
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“O Kafirun, ‘1worship not that which you worship.’”}595 So al-Kaw-
thar is a conclusion for what came before it.

£ £ £ * £

OSA JJU A J I : L*J

Jja-y cSj^wJI y-T ^ IU^>- LJJJI JAI ^
^ Cr*^' 0^ (*-*r*aj

£

wiilij cA>-jjj A^uii clr4 AIO
M ••

:Nlii J*-\j oyy ^J] %-jl Ojj^j 0^» ^
<U!P- <dJl ^jJu^ X*S>*J*J (io :Ais) jl ullf’ 0' 1̂^
OjPyiS' jUJI JA Ĵ \j o'^» J-y pUj
*Jj tbLjaJ w\J JuJuiJl d^>Jl iJljl 4JJI CAJI -u**db

c 5-w*» lJ ^ I : l^sj\ -uL*J>- QAJ C J*>J l ASlJflpb L£-J Cd^A-Jl 0J»&

^P^I dJUi^j CLJJJI oy&j^ U ^51 CUASL 4 \-J v̂Jl
£

. jt-jjJjb U ^
j| 4jJl]aj $ j>>Jb ^jX^ai\j cSjl l̂db jt-g5y&l>fc*

As for how it serves as the basis for the surahs that come after it, Allah
H—after al-Kawthar—commands the Prophet to abstain from the
dunya and its people, in His statement:{Say:“O al-Kafirun... [to the
end of the surah}, meaning, their religions are false [so advise them]
and you will be supported and victorious over your enemies. This is
because insulting a person on account of his religion is the worst form
of abuse. It is even worse than insulting one’s honour or the honour of
his wife. However, at the same time, it is the honour of ones religion
which can cause the person to become timid. Allah said about Musa

-UP

595 Al-Kafirun:1-2
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and Harun after they were commanded to proclaim the message to
Fir awn, that one of them said: {They said, “Our Lord! Surely, we
fear that he will punish us or oppress us in some way.}596 Muham-
mad ff§> was given an even more daunting task, which was to pro-
claim the message to the entire creation [and not to one man alone].
[Musa and Harun had to face one person, namely Fir awn] and it is
as if the Prophet had to face numerous Fir awns since he was sent to
call everyone. So Allah removed from the Prophet H the element of
extreme fear as He placed this surah here, [and He gave him greetings
of a successful end in the coming surahs.] He told the Prophet H that
He will give him a great deal of goodness in return for his efforts, and
from what He has promised to give him: Control and leadership in
the land and that He will open the dunya for him; so that he would
not be disheartened by their statements and the favours they had been
given from the pomp of the dunya. This made it all the more reason
for him to be averse to them publicly, and proclaim the truth out loud,
for he had no interest in whatever worldly possessions they had.

:JjJL I) 5 -̂w- 5 A X J

,\s^\y>\ <dJl QJS ^Allah then mentions al-Nasr after Surah al-Kafirun and it is as if Al-
lah H is saying: “I have promised you a great deal of goodness and I
will complete your religion for you. I ordered you to counteract their
religions and free yourself from worshipping their false deities. And
when you have complied with my order, I have brought for you the
promise of victory and conquest, and that made the number of your

596 Ta-ha: 45
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followers become numerous by letting droves of people enter into the
religion of Allah.”

l* JLJ ^ SjpjJl JA\ UJj
cLjjJl ^ \jy<2 AA AJII? O' o'

Or4

SAJIS’"
4-ŵ iJ jl AJĴ I ĵ

lapli tpU? 0>̂ O' (CU-J)
. Ig-j ^jSJbaJ

«•

When the propagation to the religion and its legislation was complet-
ed, Allah H moved onto explaining matters related to the heart and
the inner-self, as it is often the case that ones desires are limited to
worldly affairs, and this is naught except a harbinger of loss, disgrace
and the path to the fire. And this is the essential theme of al-Masad.
However, if a person seeks after the hereafter, the worst that could
happen to him is that whatever he sees does not last and goes away, as
his heart will be like a mirror that reflects the images of the creatures
only and does not contain them.

cjU' Jtj JJJl V\ AJ

:JU JA p+iA :^rrj ^jAA jUJI jjJb o'ft ft

j J J j j a J l j£> '-i-A j t <WBJ&\
ft

• ‘(
_r̂ Or4 (»-Si4J

It is established that the creation comes to know the Creator by one
of two ways: (i) he knows his Creator and then uses the knowledge of
Him to understand the creation, and this is the best of stations, or (ii)
the opposite [i.e. he uses his knowledge of the creation to know the
Creator or of His existence], and this is the way most people follow to
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know their creator.

C JZ* \ 4jlsS""
4jl>w-w*» 4JI

Ijy* Oli-v? ^S"dj

5JL*JVI
^̂ AJI s— >!/• ^ 4j\ijl>w4 ^ J\JA

^|J^AXJI wU^j! dJJi WUPJ C (^U()

.rUN! r^r UiA !^$Ul AilsT J [ ipSjJI] U,yJi^Sfl *1*
And this is how the Glorified has concluded his Glorious Book, by en-
abling the believer to know Him in the most noble of ways. [So in the
final three surahs,] He began by having a surah (al-Ikhlas) which is
themed at explaining His attributes, and His glory and magnificence.
After it, He placed al-Falaq which discusses the different levels of His
creation. He then concluded His Book with al-Nas, which details the
levels of the inner-selves of mankind. So glorified is the One who
gives intellect and enabled us to excavate what is hidden in His Noble
Book.”597 And this is the end of the imam's words.

4-Ui jZi LoJ * d J JU fj
rr> J1 - f 1 LS* WY' y'^ •• ••

.<&% &iiia# :JU L. J* jUJI^Then he said about al-Falaq, “I have heard some of the knowledgeable
ones say that Allah explains the concept of tawhid in Surah al-Ikhlas,
so He then follows it with al-Falaq and al-Nas to explain the different
levels and degrees of humans stated in His statement:{His is the Cre-

597 See Tafsir al-Razi (8/704).
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ation and Commandment}598

O I A I T

*J1 ^ Jl5 c iiLiSsJl

The realm of decree and predestination is free of evil and defects; for
it is pure goodness whereas the realm of created beings comprises of
creatures with substances, be they idle or animate. This explains the
reason why Surah al-Falaq begins with: {Say, I seek refuge in the Lord
of Daybreak, from the evil of that which He created.}.

£

jjlp Ul [ j]

: ja•c

ol^ L^iS
" Uj

:Jli U ^JLP &jj) LjJ Î ciŝ >c-A

•(v :4> LJ) & Jjj Or* 0^'
It is apparent that bodies are either etheric or physical, but all the bod-
ies per se are good and pure, as Allah states: {Can you see any faults
in the creations of the Most Beneficent. Then look again: “Can you
see any rifts?”}599

tAjL*juJl U ^£3 c XP L*j
^
j

:AJJ5 cAlSij c <u^ajl>- L^i

•(? :J^') 'MJ-&
As for the creatures with physical substance, they are (i) inanimate

598 Al-A‘raf: 54
599 Al-Mulk:3
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creatures, lacking all spiritual powers, thus they have nothing but
darkness, which is the intended purport of His statement:{And from
the evil of the darkening (night) as it settles.}

SjjLil a-Lgi tlfc* JjiaJI JjJi iliUJl SjiJ ^j toUi
•• ••

iS <LJLAJI
(ii) Or plants, which resembles as if the power of flora blows into the
knots, but a fair power is that which has its length and depth increase
together.

••

c 4JJI CC^AJI J*JIP

. (o jul>- til .x*A>-
(iii) Or animalistic beings, which is the form that prevents the human
soul from stepping into the world of the unseen, and from being fully
occupied with the sacred and holy glory of Allah, which is the intend-
ed meaning of:{And from the evil of the envier when he envies.}

c 4»jL***j
*bli d «XA *AAJ LwLtLw«*Ji AJ\

£iy c 3^~JI dJjb [^A CSJLJC.

After mentioning all of these lowly worldly creatures, mankind are
the last category to be mentioned—and they are the ones seeking ref-
uge—so refuge is not taken against them. This explains the reason
the surah ends there and then humans and the levels of humans are

Jl
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mentioned in the following surah!'600

:JlSi dj\j+*\ \- faj Jij 4 I4JI J%JJ
«• «• *

^)\ oSI ol di$ (o-^') Ji (Vj) »u> t

dip (a“ '̂) LŜ! (1^4) (J) (*-*J <-4ji 4J o*

i SjiJtj A-*L~.JL (clXL*) JidJ ij CAJ SJI^L

oSl 0^ O^j3 ((
_
r“^') {J\ (^]) Wj

jjJti^ : AJJ*J t <—-<J*1 |«-»J cSiL*Jlj ApUaJJ AiL>*i-*» Ajli

L3U- f. L*JjJl ijj-Uib jĵ J! jL jijj ( o r^Ul)

^LiU (1 : (ĵ > Ui () AI^-I CAJJJIJ cAliJl

•(*-̂ ' ^^3 (*-*)

Al-RazI did not clarify the different stages of man that he alluded to,
but I found Ibn al-Zamalkanl clarify this in his al-Asrar.601 He said,
“The connection between the word “Lord” and “mankind” is to in-
dicate that mankind in this context refers to children, as the [Arabic]
word “lord” is derived from the verb “nurtured him (rabbahu: the
attached pronoun hu here is the object of the verb)—nurtures him
(yurabbuhu).”602 This is because at that stage of human growth, the
need for a good solid nurturing is the most important. Attaching the
word “king” to the word “mankind” here is to allude to the stage of ad-
olescence (i.e. the physical prime), because the word “king” alludes to

O*

600 See Mafatih al-Ghayb (8/272).
601 I.e. his book Nihayat al-Ta'milfi Asrdr al-Tanzil
602 [T] The word lord in Arabic ^1) morphs itself to form the word for “up-
bringing” or “nurturing” (^LjUl).
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political astuteness, might and strength, and the youth are especially
in need of this. After this, the word “god” is connected to “mankind”,
alluding to the elderly. This is because human growth then reverses
and the person becomes old and frail—and it is at this stage where
man needs to worship Allah the most. The surah then finishes [with
categorising mankind into two,] with the statement: {Who whispers
in the breasts of mankind.}603 The word “mankind” here refers to all
servants of Allah; the scholars and worshippers alike, as Shaytan most
often attacks their likes with the creation of doubts about their reli-
gion. The surah then concludes with: {Of jinn and men.}604 [Unlike
the first group,] the word “mankind” here refers to all evil and wretch-
ed forms of man.They are the ones who inspire and incite others to do
evil and acts of disobedience. And Allah knows best.”605 606

4JJI
We have arrived at the end and all praises are due to Allah, the Most

603 Al-Nas: 5
604 Al-Nas: 6
605 See Asrar al-Takrarfi al-Qur’an (p. 215).
606 Imam al-Razi mentions another benefit in his tafsir: “In al-Falaq the one
from whom refuge is taken has one attribute mentioned—that is He is the Lord
of the daybreak but He goes on to mention in the surah three aspects of the day
and the night that people ask refuge against: the evils within them, the sorcerer
that acts within them and the envier that envies within them. Al-Nas, however,
mentions three attributes of Allah: Lordship, Dominion and Divinity, but men-
tions one thing against which refuge is sought—the whispers of the shaytan.
The reason it happened in this manner is because al-Falaq is themed at protect-
ing ones body and soul whereas al-Nas is themed at seeking protection in ones
religion; thus, praising should match the seriousness of what is being asked for
from Allah. Of course, the safety in religion is more important and serious than
the safety in body and wealth.” See Mafatih al-Ghayb (8/763-764) and some-
thing similar is mentioned in Kashf al-Ma‘ani of Ibn Jamaah (pp. 433-434).
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High, for all of His assistance.

1 UJ-AIJ CAJIS^J <1)1 Ujujj- <iJ^4 Jli
*

. ^1*11 ^Ub Xj
The author said—may Allah benefit us from his blessings and good-
ness, “I completed this work on Sunday, 13th Shaban 883, and there
is no power and no strength except with Allah, the Highest and the
Greatest, Allah is sufficient for us and He is the best disposer of affairs.

c* cr4
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Qatadah (d.118) said, “By Allah, they would find in the Quran that
which would impede sinfulness, if only they contemplated upon it and
comprehended it." [Tafsir al-Tabari]

Al-ShawkanI (d.1250) J j S i s a i d, “Al-SuyutI was a major imam, and a
prolific author. He was given authorisation (ijazah) by the major
scholars of his time from different countries and towns. He excelled
in the various sciences and surpassed his peers; he gained
distinction and his acclaim spread far and wide. From his beneficial
works are his two Jami' collections of hadith, al-Durr al-Manthur and
al-Itqan fi 'Ulum al-Quran.” [Summarised from his biography in
al-Badr al-Tdli' (1/328-335)]

The author itfljitj said, “[I have aimed to produce an interesting book
about a special theme]—that being the rationale of the order of the
surahs—so it can help and save the time of one who is after such
knowledge. Most of its contents are from my own thoughts,
contemplation and insights since only a few people have touched
upon this topic. I have explicitly given reference to that which I used
from others, and I would only mention that which is good and would
not make me subject to criticism.”

DAR AL-ARQAM
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